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By Dixon Cartwright
wo leaders of the Worldwide
Church of God, including the
pastor general, took to the air
Feb. 7 and 10, 1997, to answer calls
from listeners to an international radio
talk show.
Pastor General Joseph Tkach Jr.
and Plain Truth magazine editor Greg
Albrecht appeared on The Bible
Answer Man with the answer man
himself, Hank Hanegraaff, who also
directs the Christian Research Institute
in San Juan Capistrano, Calif.
Mr. Tkach, who took over the pastor generalship after his father, Joseph
Tkach Sr., died in September 1995,
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answered questions along with Mr.
Albrecht on heaven and hell, church
leaders’ sincerity throughout the
WCG’s massive doctrinal changes,
their view of the WCG’s founder, the
late Herbert W.
Armstrong,
pagan holidays,
unclean meats
and their “journey through the
valley of the
shadow of death,”
as Mr. Albrecht
characterized
their coming
out of the “culHank Hanegraaff
tic” teachings of
the old WCG and entering the “pale of
orthodoxy.”
They also spoke of British-Israelism, Mr. Armstrong’s track record as a
foreteller of the future (if not a
prophet), the splinter groups spawned
by the Worldwide Church of God and
the church’s stand on abortion.
The same two leaders appeared on
The Bible Answer Man several times
(see the May 31, 2015, issue of THE
JOURNAL for a report on their 1996 appearance on the same show).
This time, as last time, they spoke
on two consecutive segments that
were taped during the same session at
Mr. Hanegraaff’s studio.
Welder’s mask
The Worldwide Church of God,
See JOSEPH TKACH JR., page 4

Jamaica CGI promotes message
with debates and Q&As
The writer is pastor of the Church
of God International in Jamaica
and, thanks to his television and radio programs and his prolific writing for the print medium, is a celebrity in his native land.
This article is part of a recent
JOURNAL series of reports from observances of the spring (in the northern hemisphere) feast days.

You Keep the Sabbath?” attracting
62 visitors.)
In Kingston I delivered a sermon
on the book of Obadiah, focusing on
the importance of relationships in
God’s church and the necessity of
our not nurturing a spirit of bitterness and resentment.

Presentation on tongues
In the afternoon I gave a doctrinal
presentation on tongues-speaking, a
By Ian Boyne
INGSTON, Jamaica—The follow-up with a particular focus on
Kingston congregation of the 1 Corinthians 14, which our moveChurch of God International ment has generally neglected to exegete.
(CGI) had an attendance of
There was a ques284 at its Pentecost serviction-and-answer seses, May 24, 2015, after a
similarly strong attendance
sion in which brethof 280 at Days of Unleavren were encouraged
ened Bread services.
to challenge the presBrethren started the Passentation.
over season on a high, with
There have been
the baptism of 13 persons
several exciting deinto the faith.
velopments in CGI
CGI Kingston has one of
Kingston. We added
the largest congregations in
a congregation late
the Church of God movelast year (May Pen,
ment globally. The CGI has Pastor Ian Boyne,
Clarendon) when a
five congregations in Ja- Pentecost 2015
small, independent
Church of God 7th
maica—Maroon Town, May
Pen, Spanish Town, Ocho Rios and Day congregation came over to
Kingston.
the CGI after coming to acknowlAbout 120 brethren met for Pen- edge the importance of the holy
tecost services on May 24, 2015, days as well as the distinctive docoutside of Kingston. (The church trines taught by the CGI.
just held a public campaign on “Should
See PASTOR BOYNE’S, page 6
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Joseph Tkach Jr. and Greg Albrecht
talk some more about the WCG
and its splits on the radio in 1997
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Charles Groce of the Church
of God International will soon retire

3
3

Patt McCarty recalls AC and D&R
Dave Havir has observations and
advice about how to handle anger

Founded 1997

WCG leaders answer questions
on heaven, hell, other doctrines
Continuing THE JOURNAL’s recent
publication of historic articles pertaining to Churches of God, the following
is updated from the April 3, 1997, issue
of THE JOURNAL. This newspaper welcomes letters to the editor about this
and all other articles, including comments from officials and other members of the old and newer WCG/GCI
(Grace Communion International).
This article originally appeared
under the headline “WCG Leaders
Speak on Heaven and Hell, Other
Doctrines on Bible Answer Man.”
This article, by the publisher of
THE JOURNAL, includes opinions of
the writer.
See a related report, “WCG Leaders Aired Doctrinal Views on CRI’s
Radio Program,” in last month’s edition (No. 173) of THE JOURNAL.
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Music for Pentecost

The Journal’s
Feast listing
in this issue

T

PENTECOST SPECIAL MUSIC—Members of a Church of God International congregation in the island nation of Jamaica present special music on the Day of Pentecost, which the CGI and many other Churches of God observed on May 24, 2015.
See a report from the CGI’s pastor in Jamaica, Ian Boyne, elsewhere on this page.
See related photos on this page and on page 6. [Photo by Glenford Smith]

HE JOURNAL is listing contact information, locations
and dates of Feast of Tabernacles observances for 2015 in
several issues in 2015.
If you haven't already, you’re
invited to send your information to
THE JOURNAL at P.O. Box 1020,
Big Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A.,
or info@thejournal.org. Or fax it
toll-free to 1-888-488-6603.
Be sure to include the name of
the city nearest the Feast site, the
name of a person to contact, the
name of the sponsoring church,
ministry, fellowship or individual
and the dates of the observance.
Many observances this year
will fall from Sept. 27 through
Oct. 5. The Feast is eight full days,
counting the last day, but falls on
nine days or partial days on the
Gregorian calendar.
See page 8 of this issue for the
most recent listing.

Chief executive retiring, new officers named at
Tyler, Texas–based Church of God International
By Dixon Cartwright
YLER, Texas--The Church of
God International, based in
Tyler, announced June 29,
2015, a change in top-level employees
prompted by the impending retirement of Charles Groce, chief executive officer and chairman of the board.
Mr. Groce,
67, who has
served as CEO
of the church
since 1998, plans
to retire from
his salaried duties Sept. 1.
Succeeding
him will be two
men: Vance Stinson, 63, as CEO Charles Groce
and chairman,
and Jeff Reed, 45, as pastor of the
headquarters congregation.
Mr. Groce has served in various
capacities in the church for 32 years,
according to Mr. Reed writing in a
press release.
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Mr. Stinson, the church’s director
of publications, is the outgoing vice
chairman, and Mr. Reed is and will
continue to be employed as director of
digital media and marketing.
Mr. Groce’s request
“Mr. Groce’s term on the board was

Vance Stinson

Jeff Reed

up for renewal,” Mr. Reed said, “and
he asked the board not to renew that
term. The board honored his request
and accepted his retirement.
“Mr. Stinson and others acknowledge that Mr. Groce has been talking

about retiring for some time.”
Although Mr. Groce underwent
major heart surgery 21 years ago, he
notes that he is presently in good
health after his 44 years in the ministry, which began in the Worldwide
Church of God (WCG).
It “was just time to retire,” he said.
Mr. Reed assured THE JOURNAL
that no “scandal” involving Mr.
Groce, a 1970 graduate of Ambassador College, is “pending” and that
he is not being forced out of office
and will continue to serve as an
ordained minister and as a member
of the board.
“We will always be grateful for Mr.
Groce’s emphasis on servant leadership and the core values set forth in
Matthew 5, 6 and 7, the Sermon on
the Mount,” Mr. Reed said.
“His service will be greatly missed.”
CGI history
Four people, including Garner Ted
Armstrong, founded the CGI in 1979
See CEO RETIREMENT, page 23

Reunion set for ex-students of 3 AC campuses

B

ob Gerringer and other organizers plan a reunion of former
Ambassador College students
for 2017 in Las
Vegas, Nev.
Unlike several reunions in
recent years,
this one will target all three AC
campuses, which
operated in California, Texas
and Britain.
“We have se- Bob Gerringer
lected the dates
and reserved the venue,” Mr. Gerringer said.

Students from all three campuses—
Pasadena, Bricket Wood and Big
Sandy—who attended AC during its
first 30 years, 1947 to 1977, are
“warmly and enthusiastically invited
to attend the 2017 reunion.”
Big Sandy alumnus Clarke Hockwald will spearhead Big Sandy’s involvement, Mr. Gerringer said, assisted
by Mr. Hockwald’s wife, the former
Elaine Houghtaling, and Tom Williams, the principal organizer, along
with his wife, Nancy, of Big Sandy
reunions in 2011 and 2013. Former Big
Sandy students are asked to sign up at
ambassadorbigsandyalumni.com.
Bricket Wood, England, former students are asked to E-mail Jean Ehlert

Updegraff (jean@acpasadenareunion.
com) so she can add them as “guests”
on the Pasadena website (acpasadena
reunion.com).
The organizers thought about settling on Pasadena as the 2017 site but
chose Las Vegas for several reasons
including economic. For example, the
hotel rooms in the Nevada city are 60
percent less expensive than the rates at
Hilton Pasadena Hotel.
The reunion will run from Sunday,
March 12, to Thursday, March 16,
2017, at the Orleans Hotel and Casino
on Tropicana Boulevard.
Sign up at either of the two sites for
news of the reunion as it becomes
available.
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Letters from our readers
XII Legions
hanks for your help in spreading the Word by running our
bike group in your JOURNAL!
[See “Sabbatarian Biker Group Forms
in New Jersey,” issue No. 173, dated
May 31, 2015.]
YAH bless your work!
Your brother in the Christ,
Angelo Paparella
Westfield, N.J.
Follow-up on follow-up
Regarding Mr. Hawkins’ article
titled “Follow-up on Christ and Passover” [by Bill Hawkins], issue No.
173, May 2015:
I take issue with Mr. Hawkins that
the Passover was the 15th of the
month.
First. what does Leviticus 23:5 tell
us? In the 14th day of the first month
at even is Yahvah’s Passover.
Remember there are two evens, one
at the beginning of the day, and one at
the end of the day.
For this to be the 14th day of the
month, it has to start on the 14th, the
Passover.
By the next verse, 6, we see what
happened on the 15th: On the 15th
day of the first month at even is Yahvah’s Passover.
It does not say the Passover started
then, does it?
We must remember that Yahvahosha was hung on the stake at 9 a.m. on
the 14th of Abib, which is the 3rd
hour, and died the 9th hour at 3 p.m.
when the lambs were being killed, to
be our Passover Lamb.
John 19:31 tells us: “The Jews therefore, because it was the preparation
day, the bodies should not remain upon
the stake on the sabbath (for that sabbath day was an high day), besought
Pilate that their legs might be broken,
and that they might be taken away.”
This is why the night before at the
beginning of the 14th is when they,
Yahvahosha and the disciples, had the
Passover.
The next day would be the 15th, and
it was kept just like the Sabbath, and
they treated it just like the Sabbath.
So if Yahvahosha had Passover on
the 15th with the Jews, they would
have worked on a high day and broken the law.
So there could not have been a
Passover on the 15th, because that
would mean Yahvahosha died on the
high day.
Pastor Dr. C.N. Turrell
Presiding General Overseer/Pastor
Lighthouse Assembly
Apostolic Truth Ministries Worldwide
Springfield, Ore.
COG history
Like many members of God’s
church, I grappled with the question
of whether there was a doctrinal agenda in the WCG. The recent articles in
THE JOURNAL have corroborated my
conclusion.
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[See “Did the WCG Leaders Have
Doctrine Agenda?” in issue No. 172
and “WCG Leaders Aired Doctrinal
Views on CRI’s Radio Program” in
issue No. 173, dated May 31, 2015.]
We see that the first ideas about
doctrinal changes surfaced in 1987. In
1992 the WCG moved toward Trinitarianism.
Recently an article published in the
Serbian press quoted Catholic and
Orthodox sources noting that the
Trinity is the gateway to ecumenical
unity of the Christian world. I don’t
think it is a mere chance that such
statements have appeared.
Is it a mere coincidence that in the
’80s both Catholics and Protestants
made huge progress in their mutual
cooperation? (See the book A Woman
Rides the Beast by Dave Hunt, pages
401-405.)
I remember the story I heard when I
was an Ambassador student. A minis-

How to subscribe to THE JOURNAL
Keep up with news of the Churches of
God and your friends in all the groups by
subscribing to THE JOURNAL: NEWS OF THE
CHURCHES OF GOD for (in the United
States) $15 for six issues, $28 for 12 issues or $49 for 24 issues. Gift subscriptions to THE JOURNAL are available. For
non-U.S. subscriptions mailed from Big
Sandy, the price is $17 for six issues, $30
for 12 issues or $55 for 24 issues. For
prices for ordering through one of our
international distributors, below, please
check with the individual distributor.
To subscribe, renew or order a gift subscription in the United States, Australia,
Britain, Canada, South Africa, New Zealand or elsewhere, use the coupon on the
last page or a plain piece of paper and

a deeper meaning: why it was to be
done on this day, why was a particular
procedure to be followed (was it a sin
offering, trespass offering, peace offering, meat offering, etc., etc. ,etc.),
and as to what his attitude should be?
Didn’t Cain disrespect God in his
offering, and that is why God didn’t
respect Cain?
God personally advised Cain to
rule over his sinful ways.
Instead Cain kills his brother and
says, “Am I my brother’s keeper?”
More disrespect, not only toward
God but to Cain’s father and mother.
Didn’t Cain break almost every
Commandment? He dishonored, disrespected God and man and allowed

‘We must accept and acknowledge free will.
We have no choice.’
ter who was casting out demons was
addressed by a demon that told him,
“We got your top people in Pasadena.”
Was there a doctrinal agenda? Most
certainly there was. Satan devised it
and carried it out through his instruments on earth.
Sasha Veljic
Novi Sad, Serbia
Kachinland report
We the Church of God members
from Kachinland are quite well now.
In this year, 2015, we successfully celebrated Passover and Unleavened
Bread in Bhamo, China’s border area
and Na Mawn.
Between Bhamo and Na Mawn
needed are at least two days’ journey by
vehicles and train. Because of the long
journey, all the scattered church members could not gather at the same place.
Some of our members from Na
Mawn also went down to central
Burma for the observances, so the participants here in Na Mawn totaled
only 14 members this year.

Phoning, faxing or writing The Journal
THE JOURNAL has three telephone numbers, and two of them are toll-free.
The main office number is 903-636-4779. The toll-free number for
voice mail is 1-866-949-7294. Leave a message and, if appropriate,
someone will get back with you. The toll-free fax number is 1-888-4886603 and is useful for letters to the editor, Feast reports and other
articles. Or write info@thejournal.org or THE JOURNAL, P.O. Box
1020, Big Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A.
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We continue to be very
much happy that God saves
us from the terrible fightings, and we can stay
here without any troubles. We praise and
thank You, God, so
much for His merciful
protections.
We are regularly sharing
our faith and the Bible
truths. We publish “Sabbath
Tract” in two languages,
and we regularly spread it
around the country.
Kachinland is unforgettable, even
though small. It has 16 ethnic
groups, and some few believers
stand firmly alone on their feet for
the service of God. Please remember
us in your prayers. May God bless
you abundantly.
Pastor Lazum Brang
P.O. Na Mawn–01114
Lake Indawgyi Region
Kachinland via Myanmar (Burma)
Genesis 2 commentaries
Joseph Willie states [in his letter
titled “Genesis 2 and the Sabbath” in
issue No. 173] that “Genesis 2:1-3
does not give any present or future
Sabbath-keeping instructions or commands for Adam, Eve or anyone.”
Question: Did God give Cain and
Abel any instructions concerning offerings?
Some say, no, it was their own idea
and God wasn’t fair in His judgment

against Cain. However, if a person
looks at the story more closely, a
clearer picture appears.
Abel understands that the offering
must be a firstborn of his flock and of
their fat. Abel’s offering and the attitude in which it was given is accepted
by God. Cain does not do well, and his
offering is not accepted according to
the rules God had laid down.
Was not God walking and talking
(instructing) these individuals? Surely
if Abel and Cain were given understanding of offerings, then is it not
conceivable that they, in addition, received understanding concerning the
Sabbath?
They knew God worked six days
and rested on the seventh day. Would
they not ask themselves if the Sabbath
had anything to do with them?
Isn’t it more likely they would
observe the Sabbath than to build an
altar, prepare the offering and offer it?
Or are we to believe that God wanted
Adam, Eve, Abel and Cain to understand offerings and sacrifices but not
to understand that the Sabbath had
anything to do with them?
Is it possible God instructed them
to offer their offerings on a Sabbath?
What may be known of God has
been shown to man since the creation
of the world. Man is without excuse.
Is it not possible that God instructed Abel and Cain to set up their offerings on the same day of a calendar for
a specific purpose? Doesn’t the term
“righteous Abel” indicate a great
depth of godly understanding?
When Abel prepared the lamb for
the offering, did not God reveal to him

Please notice

iews stated in any article, letter, editorial, essay, cartoon or other feature in
THE JOURNAL are those of the writers or sources quoted by the writers and
should not be viewed as the official position of any group or organization, nor
do they necessarily reflect the views of anyone on the staff of THE JOURNAL. Articles, letters and features are presented in the interest of furthering communication and discussion among readers of this newspaper. JOURNAL readers are invited to submit letters
and articles of response to JOURNAL articles they agree with or disagree with.

sin, the transgression of God’s law, to
rule over him.
Can we state that Adam and Eve
had no knowledge of (and didn’t participate in giving offerings to) God
because the Bible doesn’t say so and
that they were oblivious to the actions
between God and their sons?
Joseph, is it not possible that righteous Abel and Adam and Eve understood more about the offerings and the
Sabbath and the attitude in which God
expects mankind to observe them than
most professing Christians do today?
Your opinion as to exactly what instructions or commands God gave to
Adam, Eve or anyone is exactly that:
your own personal opinion, lacking
any proof.
Yes, I realize that you likely believe
that I give no proof and only state my
personal opinion.
One thing most all of us believe is
that eventually all truth will be revealed.
Don H. Henderson
Edmonds, Wash.
Free advice
We must accept and acknowledge
free will. We have no choice.
Mac Overton
Big Sandy, Texas
Thanks
I deeply appreciate you and your
newspaper sending me free subscriptions of late. [Subscriptions are free of
charge to subscribers who cannot
afford the subscription price.]
Blessedly, I was put on disability
early, so I was quick to remedy that
situation. Keep up the good work.
Name and location withheld
Paving the way
There is an old saying that the road
to hell is paved with good intentions.
It seems to me some of the elephants in the church are people’s obsession with the idea that an almostendless list of metaphors, allegories,
parables and the like in the canon
must be accepted as commandments
or actual events.
Even “Do unto others as you would
have others do unto you” is somewhat
metaphorical. You want people to

mail to one of these addresses (when
ordering from the U.S. address, please
remit in U.S. funds):
THE JOURNAL, P.O. Box 1020, Big Sandy,
Texas 75755, U.S.A.; info@thejournal.
org. (See subscription prices above.)
THE JOURNAL, c/o Lewis McCann, 24
Bradvue Cres., Bradville, Milton Keynes
MK13 7AJ, United Kingdom; £25 for 12
issues; 100702.2766@compuserve.com.
Canadian subscribers: Please subscribe through the Big Sandy address.
Canadian subscriptions in U.S. dollars
are $17 for six monthly issues, $30 for 12
issues or $55 for 24 issues. Please remit
in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank or as
a postal money order.

treat you the way you want to be treated. But, if someone else does not want
a rare steak and you do, you cannot
treat them the way you want to be
treated by treating them the way you
want to be treated.
Is it very important to draw a line in
the sand and take sides on issues such
as whether Jonah was actually swallowed by a fish or Joshua actually
made the earth stop turning?
For the sake of arguing, terms may
be defined as the same at one point in
the argument and different at another
point in the same argument by the
same person.
For example, the canon is the Word
of God, Jesus is the Word of God, and
something Herbert Armstrong wrote
or someone else wrote is considered
something like, or maybe the, Word of
God.
Therefore Jesus becomes a metaphor here because He did not write
anything personally.
With all this and the money trail
going on, Christians will likely never
give much more than an inactive interest to getting along with each other or
understanding the difference between
relevant truth and something else.
If the editor did not catch my drift,
I am commenting on “Church History: Did the WCG Leaders Have
Doctrine Agenda?” in issue No. 172.
Phil Griffith
Delight, Ark.
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Columns and commentary

The fruits of D&R? They were not good
The writer is a 1969 graduate of
AC Big Sandy. After graduation he
served as assistant to Buck Hammer,
manager of the college’s buildings and
grounds, until 1972. Currently Mr.
McCarty is owner and operator of Affordable Fast Graphics. In 2014 he
helped establish Grace Revolution
Church in Irving, Texas, where he is
an active member. Some names were
altered for this article.
This article is updated from a posting on July 9, 2011, for AC alumni on
the AC Big Sandy Reunion website
(ambassadorbigsandyalumni.com).
By Patt McCarty
ICHARDSON, Texas—It has
been said that time heals all
wounds. This is not true. God in
Jesus heals all wounds.
In August 1964 I came to the Big
Sandy campus to work, an early
arrival before starting my freshman
year the next month. My sole desire in
attending college was to develop a
deeper relationship with God.
That’s what I wrote on my college
application under “Why do you want
to come to Ambassador College?” I
believed the best place for me to
achieve a deeper relationship with
God was to be where spiritual knowledge and wisdom were concentrated.
I had no desire, no hunger, no aspiration to become a minister. I just
wanted more of God in my life, because I needed more of God in my life.
Why did I need more of God in my
life? At age 24 I came to Ambassador
College with deep emotional wounds.
My life had been shattered, part of
my personality had shut down, and I
was in denial.
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At AC I believed I would find more
of God and the healing I needed.
Full embrace
What was the source of this lifeshattering and personality-altering
experience?
I had fully embraced the spiritual
and emotional death caused by HWA’s
divorce-and-remarriage (D&R) legalism. (By spiritual death I mean
separation from
God.)
Of course, at
the time I didn’t
see his D&R
doctrine (or any
of HWA’s doctrines) as legalistic. They were
pure gospel for
me. Forty-seven
Patt McCarty
years later I have
proven there was no grace in his doctrines, then or now.
Perhaps, because of the D&R experience and the boldness of the Lord
that is now in me, I can stand up to
Armstrongism in a way that my readers are yet unable to do. I am a living
witness to the dark underside of
Armstrongism.
Deep conversion
That dark underside has been swept
under the rug for too long. I speak to
that darkness from the light of deliverance that I have in Jesus. My story
does not promote one doctrine over
another, or one group over another.
My story is all about personal relationship with Jesus (Matthew 7:21). If
you miss this point, you will have

missed the point of my life’s story.
Some years before I encountered
HWA’s teachings or his church or
heard of Ambassador College, I had a
deep conversion experience.
At age 14 I went forward in a Billy
Graham crusade. The conviction I experienced and the confession I made
at Billy’s crusade seemed to wear off
in a short time and I quickly returned
to the life I had been living. (Ours was
not a churchgoing family and I was
not mentored after I made my confession for Christ.)
I was a semiwild youngster who
had a brief teenage marriage that quickly ended in divorce. A child was the
product of this marriage.
Then, when I was 21, I met a young
woman. We fell deeply in love and
married. Everything in my life became positive. In that love relationship of marriage, God moved on my
heart. I began to pursue Him. The
commitment I had made seven years
earlier resonated deeply within me.
One evening, while in prayer I became acutely aware of God’s excellency and pureness. I saw myself in
relation to who He was and is, and a
stronger conviction to yield myself to
Him than I had had at age 14 welled
up within me.
Protracted struggle
This experience precipitated a struggle of wills. Whose will was to rule,
His or mine?
The struggle of wills lasted for a protracted period. I was finally able to die to
my self-will enough to know afterwards
that all I wanted to do was serve God, to
do His will and to know Him. My conSee NEW WCG, page 19

Do you suppress, express or release anger?
The writer pastors the Church of
God Big Sandy and is a regular columnist for The Journal.

anger is potentially destructive, yet
they do not know what to do with it
when they feel it.”

By Dave Havir
IG SANDY, Texas—Recently I
posted a series of articles about
anger on our congregational
website (under the “Among Friends”
section at churchofgodbigsandy.com).
The series of articles was based on a
book titled Getting the Best of Your
Anger Before It Gets the Best of
You. The book was written
in 2007 by Dr. Les Carter.
I thought I would
share some excerpts
from the book here in
THE JOURNAL.

Example of role models
Continuing in the introduction on
page 10, Dr. Carter wrote: “Each of us
would benefit if we could learn to gain
some mastery over the potentially disastrous emotion of anger.
“This does not mean that a person
should get to the point of never feeling
or expressing anger. That is neither
humanly possible nor desirable. Anger per se is not
wrong. It is the way
we use and express
it that can be labeled as right or
wrong.
“Think back to
your earliest experiences of anger.”
Dr. Carter proceeded to ask some
questions.
Were you taught how to
read the meaning beneath the emotion?
Did you receive some tips about
the options (both helpful and harmful)
for expressing anger?
Dr. Carter added: “More than likely, you received little, if any, coaching
about the use of anger. In fact, your
greatest lessons probably consisted of
the modeling established by numerous
influential individuals . . . and in many
cases that was not a good thing.”
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Moments of
aggravation
In the introduction
of the book on page 9,
Dr. Carter wrote:
“I suppose we all have
moments when we lose our
cool. That is not unusual, nor it is
always something that should generate great guilt and angst.
“It is not wrong to feel aggravated
about being caught in snarled traffic.
Neither is it necessarily wrong to
know moments of frustration with
friends, acquaintances, and family
members who do not live up to expectations. Anger is a normal part of our
humanity, and a person who denies
ever feeling angry is not being honest.
“But enough is enough.
“There comes a time when anger
can be very harmful. When it is
allowed to flow uncontrolled, there is
no limit to the destruction anger can
cause. Every day I listen to people in
my counseling office tell about the
emotional hang-ups they have carried
through the years.
“Virtually every person who has
emotional problems can attest to times
when anger was used inappropriately
by significant people. The result is that

Christian perspective
Dr. Carter continued: “Because anger has been, and still is, managed
regretfully, it is tempting to label it as
purely negative. Yet when you learn to
comprehend its deeper meaning,
matching your presentation to the
appropriate message that may be associated with it, you may find that it can
be an ally rather than an enemy.
“Solid anger management can go a
long way in clearing up conflict and

misunderstanding. As you read the
following pages, do so with the intent
of bringing maturity and thoughtfulness to your style of handling anger.
“Understand that I write from a reference point of applying insights that I
have gained from Christian philosophies and how a spiritually anchored
mindset can directly impact daily
lifestyle choices.
“By combining careful contemplation with respectful communication, it
is reasonable for you to assume that
you can indeed make anger work for
you, not against you.”
Loving the rewards
In chapter 1 (which is titled “To Be
or Not to Be” and begins on page 15),
Dr. Carter wrote:
“Before we get too far into our
study on anger, it is best to point out
that some people don’t feel a need to
keep anger under control. Some people enjoy being angry!”
Dr. Carter mentioned that some
people conclude that with anger come
certain “rewards.” He listed some of
them: power, intimidation and the
ability to manipulate.
Dr. Carter mentioned: “While the
average person might not see these
traits as rewarding, some warped
minds thrive on these fruits of anger.”
Lifestyle of choice
Dr. Carter continued: “Anger can
be a lifestyle of choice. After all, God
created each person with a free will.
This means that people can control the
direction they choose to follow in their
personal lives.
“Anyone who lives a life of anger is
persistently choosing to do so. No one
is holding a shotgun over him to force
him to act angrily.
“Some will claim their anger is a
byproduct of chemical imbalances.
Some will state the anger is an extension of a family history of violence.
These notions can be true, yet they
See DEALING, page 22

A perfect church is perfect for people
who are not perfect.

We need a framework of
acceptable behaviors
Mrs. McCann and her husband,
Lewis, who live in England, have
been members of God’s church
since 1975. She is studying for an
Open University degree in the arts
and humanities. Her book is available from Amazon as paperback
and Kindle versions.
By Kathleen McCann
ILTON KEYNES, England—In 2013 I published
a book called Comfort My
People, Saith your God, which I am
following up with a series of 12
essays and points of interest based
on the book.
My first excerpt appeared in THE
JOURNAL last month (in issue No.
173) under the headline “How Do
We Know We Know Something?”
Comfort is seen as soothing balm
to the afflicted human spirit, given
within safe boundaries. While comfort doesn’t solve a problem, it gives
a sense of well-being, with safety,

M

belonging and acceptance, and
hence the energy to find solutions.
This second article is on morality.
Moral
framework
Morality
provides a
framework of
recognizable
behaviors that
are mutually
acceptable to a
sizable group
of people.
Kathleen McCann
Our morality is a gauge of how we treat other
people. Should our society have a
moral code that is mutually accepted? If so, which one?
As we go through the book we
see every group needing a code of
some sort.
The problem with having no code
at all is that chaos ensues when indiSee OUR GREATEST, page 8

What really happened in
the Garden of Eden?
The writer is a member of the
United Church of God.
By Tina Engelbart
OULDER, Colo.—Christian
women would like to know
what our Heavenly Father’s
purposes for us are. What was His
original intent for women?
Did He put us under men in general or husbands in particular? Does
a woman reach her true fulfillment
only as a wife and mother? If so,
what about single women, divorced
women and widows? What do we
do with our talents if there is no man
attached to us?
Or are there other purposes for
women in addition to, or maybe outside, the traditional roles?

B

Church-delineated roles
The mainstream churches have
delineated roles for men and women, husbands and wives. Those roles
supposedly consist of the husband
being the head of the wife and the
wife being under her husband.
Although there is no reference to
roles anywhere in the Bible, they
say the delineation goes back to
Genesis.
But is the role paradigm really
found in Genesis? Let’s go back to

the beginning and see what God’s
Word has to say.
(This article was originally written in response
to my church’s
doctrinal study
paper titled
“The Biblical
Role of Women” published
in December
2005. However, most churches believe the
same doctrine
Tina Engelbart
and use the
same explanations as were iterated
in this paper.)
Did God put Adam over Eve?
A divine purpose lay behind the
Genesis creation: to create the family of God. But humanity has corrupted and distorted this understanding.
When God made the first man
and woman, He created a one-flesh
relationship, a unity. He did not
make a hierarchy of man over
woman.
Nevertheless, much of the theology and practice of the Christian
churches with regard to women
See GOD DIDN’T, page 23
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Joseph Tkach Jr. defines Worldwide Church teaching on hell
Continued from page 1

after Mr. Armstrong’s death, in 1986,
was led by the senior Mr. Tkach until
his death, in 1995.
He, beginning in 1993 and 1994,
began going public with sweeping fundamental changes in the official doctrines of the Worldwide Church of
God, including basic teachings such as
the law of God, the Old and New
Covenant and the nature of God,
resulting in tens of thousands of WCG
members leaving the fellowship to
regather with others in several breakaway groups—or, in many cases, to
quit attending church altogether or join
traditional Protestant denominations.
At the beginning of the radio program Joseph Tkach Jr. wondered out
loud why God chose him to lead the
WCG out of the kingdom of the cults.
“I wonder why did He put His finger on me to be the one in this position
at this time,” he mused. “But that’s not
for me to question.”
Concerning the people who have
held onto the traditional doctrines of
the Worldwide Church of God, Mr.
Tkach said their blindness is more
than just a veil.
“It’s more like a welder’s mask,” he
explained to Mr. Hanegraaff. Such an
impediment to correct understanding
“takes God’s intervention to remove it.”
Mr. Hanegraaff asked Mr. Tkach
for his stock answer to people who
would accuse him and Mr. Albrecht of
applying window dressing to their
newly refurbished church, thinking
that perhaps their late understanding is
simply an expedient.
What do they say to those who
don’t understand that what they’ve
done is really a “courageous step,” as
the Bible answer man phrased it?
As proof that no window dressing
is applied as part of the methods and
motives of WCG leaders, Mr. Tkach
referred to the loss of $100 million in
income.
“If this was just window dressing, I
would submit that that is the stupidest
window dressing you could put on, to
make changes that would cause you to
lose a hundred million dollars.”
Mr. Tkach then mentioned that another serious loss was half the membership of the church.
“The majority of those don’t attend
anywhere,” he said. “They just stay at
home in confusion.”
Mr. Tkach referred to death threats
he has received as a result of his
actions.
“I’ve had people visit from some of
our splinter groups in our church and
after services come up to me and say
to me, ‘If I could, I would kill you.’ So
these changes are not just mere window dressing. We’ve paid some high
prices to make these changes.”
Mr. Tkach gave public prayer as an
example of a major change in the
Worldwide Church of God.
“In the Worldwide Church of God
we used to teach that when you pray
you only pray alone. And, building on
one of the teachings of Christ where
you go into your closet, you pray.
Certainly that’s the right thing to do, to
go in and pray and have prayer time
alone with God.”
But the old WCG took the concept
of praying alone too far, he said, and
anyone who dared to pray in the presence of a group of people (except for
anointings) would be “ridiculed.”
The change in tradition, said Mr.
Tkach—who didn’t mention that the
regular practices of the old WCG
included public opening and closing
prayers in church services, prayers at
funerals and weddings, prayers to ask
God’s blessings on meals, prayers during the Passover ceremony and prayers
during ordinations—means that the
WCG now has 1,100 small prayer
groups within its congregations.
“That is so remarkable to me just to
consider that we went from zero to
over 1,100 in just two years’ time.
What that’s done has extended a
prayer covering, if you will, that kind
of bathes our church in prayer, and
we’ve seen some remarkable miracles
occur, some remarkable healings that

even the doctor can’t explain.”
Mr. Tkach cited as an example of
the growth of the WCG a “people
movement” within the WCG in
Angola, where, he says, 13,000 members worship with the WCG, “and two
years ago we didn’t have any.”
First call
The first caller of the two-program
series was Joanne in Menifee, Calif.,
who was listening over station KCBC.
“Hi, Joanne,” greeted Mr. Hanegraaff. “You’re on with Greg and with
Joseph.”
Joanne related that her husband is a
member of the United Church of God,
the largest offshoot of the WCG. She
wanted advice from the three men
on how to “witness” to her husband. She has been a Christian for
six months, she said, and her
marriage is suffering from a lack
of communication when it
comes to the topic of religion.
“Joanne, I feel your pain,”
Mr. Tkach said. “I have some
relatives who are in the United
group as well.”
Mr. Tkach said he had found
prayer helpful. “I try to bathe
myself, if you will, in prayer, and that
gives me the peace that, as the
Scripture puts it, surpasses all understanding.”
Mr. Tkach used Joanne’s call as an
opportunity to comment on his perceptions of United. He said the UCG
has no “established position” on doctrine and is therefore “a very divided
group, not at all living up to their
name.”
He claimed that some United ministers are Trinitarians, and, “in fact, I
know of one of their church leaders
who observed Easter,” and the church
ministry doesn’t agree even on fundamental beliefs, he said.
He made no mention of the 20 fundamental beliefs of the UCG written
into the UCG constitution, some of
which preclude belief in the Trinity.
“That must be why my husband

In that article he referred to Jesus’
teaching that prayers should be directed to God the Father in Jesus’ name
(Luke 11 and elsewhere).
Nowhere does Mr. Seiglie say that
Jesus should not be worshiped, and he
concludes that “our focus must be on
God the Father, His merciful law and
on Jesus Christ, the Son, with His
teachings.”
Cognitive dissonance comes into
play, said Mr. Tkach, when members
of United, apparently including Mr.
Seiglie, believe that Jesus is not worthy of worship but think, on the other
hand, that if they emulate Jesus
“they’re going

to
become God
and be worshiped in the future.”
“So why is it,” Mr. Tkach asks, that
“you can emulate Jesus and then become God and be worshiped but you
can’t worship Jesus?
“Their [United’s] teachings are
filled with cognitive dissonance and
inherent contradictions.”
But Mr. Seiglie’s article doesn’t say
that one should not worship Christ,
and indeed, in a statement he sent to a
staff member of THE JOURNAL, Mr.
Seiglie wrote that “we definitely worship Christ along with God the
Father,” and “Joe Tkach Jr. knows
this, and anyone like him can confirm
it by reading the doctrinal section of
the constitution of the United Church
of God. The first part shows that we

why are all these people’s good works
germane to the discussion of who is a
Christian, since we’re saved by grace.)
“We thought that, because we kept
the Sabbath, because we didn’t eat
pork, because we didn’t eat shrimp,
because we kept the festivals of the
Old Covenant, because we did X, Y
and Z, had 810 different true doctrines, therefore that made us the only
true people of God,” Mr. Albrecht
said, not entirely accurately, since
many if not most Sabbatarian Christians also claim to be under the New
Covenant and believe in salvation by
grace and not by works.
Irene bucks a trend
Irene, from Highland Park, N.Y.,
was next on the line, listening in
over WMCA. “Hi, Irene.”
Irene knew all about the
Worldwide Church of God, she
said, and from her comments
must be a member of one of its
offshoots. Irene, unlike any of
the other callers, spoke favorably of the religion that includes
the law of God as an integral
part of the New Covenant.
“Keeping God’s Sabbath and His
feast days are so wonderful,” Irene
said, “and they’re powerful, and they
mean something, and it’s just so much
better God’s way—”
Mr. Hanegraaff interrupted Irene in
midsentence to talk about his view of
the festivals.
“I don’t think that either Joe or
Greg would say that it is not wonderful to keep the feast days, but they
would say that there is the next step
that you can take and that is not focusing in on the symbol but recognizing
that the symbol has been fulfilled
through the substance.”
“The Worldwide Church of God
continues to meet on those days,” confirmed Mr. Tkach, who celebrated
Jesus’ resurrection at an Easter sunrise
service in Gladewater, Texas, March
30, 1997, three weeks before many
Church of God members observed the

Mr. Tkach said the ‘blindness’ of Christians who have held onto
the traditional teachings of the WCG is like a ‘welder’s mask.’
keeps changing what he’s telling me
that they believe,” said Joanne. “It
changes constantly.”
Mr. Tkach advised Joanne to
encourage her husband to deal with
the “cognitive dissonance” he is probably unaware that he suffers with.
Cognitive dissonance, a subject Mr.
Tkach returns to often, means simultaneous belief in one or more contradictory tenets. Thirteen months earlier on
the same radio show (as reported in
the independent Church of God newspaper In Transition), Mr. Tkach’s example of cognitive dissonance in the
former WCG was people’s belief in
Mr. Armstrong’s skill as a presumed
prophet while ignoring or explaining
away his failed predictions.
In an updated definition of cognitive dissonance, Mr. Tkach said a
good example is simultaneous belief
that God is immutable while believing
in “two separate Gods who are forever
growing and learning.”
If God is immutable, He cannot
learn and grow because He already
knows all, therefore “how can God be
immutable, which means not changing, and yet be learning and growing
and changing at the same time?
They’re contradictory.”
Mr. Tkach cited another instance of
cognitive dissonance that he said
involved an elder in the United
Church of God and frequent writer for
United’s magazine, The Good News,
Mario Seiglie of Santiago, Chile.
Mr. Tkach claimed that an article
by Mr. Seiglie stated, in Mr. Tkach’s
words, that “you should worship God
the Father, not Jesus Christ.”
Mr. Seiglie, in the July-August
1996 issue of The Good News, wrote
“Who Is the Center of Our Worship?”

worship God the Father and Jesus
Christ.
“All I can conclude is he purposely
misrepresented the article in his desperate attempt to put down the United
Church of God. I don’t mind if he criticizes us for what we have stated and
written, but we do mind when he
accuses us of something which we
have not stated or written.
“It does make one wonder what
type of scruples are involved. James
asked, ‘Does a spring send forth fresh
water and bitter from the same opening?’ (James 3:11).”
40 million Frenchmen
Back at the talk show, Mr. Albrecht
joined the discussion with Joanne on
how she could witness to her husband.
One tack, he told her, is to invoke the
issue of “other Christians.”
One of the issues that eventually
“brought down the house of cards for
the Worldwide Church of God,” Mr.
Albrecht explained, was that it simply
isn’t reasonable that so many who profess Christianity might not be following Christ.
“When you rationally look around
the world at large and you see brothers
and sisters of faith—100,000 missionaries died last year because they believed in Jesus Christ and proclaimed
Him—you have to deal with that.”
He seemed to be making the old argument that 40 million Frenchmen
can’t be wrong, that if enough people
hold to a set of beliefs they have to be
right. Millions of people doing good
works—he cited missionary zeal and
“proclaiming” Christ—must be disciples of Jesus Christ, else there wouldn’t
be so many of them.
(An obvious question would be

sacrifice, death and resurrection of
Jesus through the Passover and Days
of Unleavened Bread.
“We took a survey of our entire fellowship,” Mr. Tkach said, “and 80
percent said they enjoy meeting on
those days, and we haven’t abandoned
meeting on those days.
“So, to answer your question, that
hasn’t changed. What has changed is
the substance. When we meet on those
days we’re meeting because Christ is
the substance. And these days were a
shadow, a picture, a symbol of what
was to come.”
Therefore, he said to Irene, “I don’t
understand what loss you feel.”
Mr. Tkach then mentioned some of
the “many good things” that Mr. Armstrong preached: “that salvation
comes through only one name, and
that Jesus Christ is the only name under heaven by which we are saved,
and he did preach against nominal
Christianity.”
But through Mr. Armstrong’s, and
his successors’, preaching “some people were brought to error, and the
flaws in some of the things he taught
were very hurtful to some people.”
Mr. Hanegraaff asked Mr. Tkach
about medicine and “the practical
ramifications of teaching that medicine isn’t necessary.”
Mr. Tkach phrased his answer to the
question as if members of the old
WCG and its offshoots all monolithically hold to identical beliefs and practices regarding doctors and medicine,
claiming that members of the WCG
offshoots go to the “extreme” of teaching “that it’s a sin to go to doctors.”
“Oh, I don’t believe that,” Irene
interjected.
Mr. Tkach, sounding skeptical, not-

ed that, “well, that was one of the
strongest points in the Worldwide
Church of God through the years. It
was so strongly taught in the ’50s and
’60s that most of our ministry
wouldn’t even anoint someone if they
were going to a doctor.”
Seeming to undermine his own argument, Mr. Tkach referred to Mr.
Armstrong’s reliance on physicians
and medical science.
“The example of Herbert Armstrong himself was that he took 17 different medications the last 10 years of
his life,” Mr. Tkach remarked.
“Talk about cognitive dissonance,”
said Mr. Albrecht.
It was Irene’s turn to interrupt.
While Mr. Tkach was talking about
doctors making house calls to Mr.
Armstrong in his old age, she queried:
“Do you teach Christmas and Easter?
Do you keep those days?”
Mr. Tkach said days based on originally pagan practices “are not an objectionable thing as long as Christ is
the centerpiece.”
He asked Irene to participate in a
little mental exercise that would illustrate his point:
“Irene, would you agree with me
that God can convert a pagan, make
him a Christian?”
“Yes,” Irene ventured.
“Well, then, does He lose all His
power? He can’t convert a day and
make it Christian?”
Say good night, Irene
Mr. Hanegraaff cut Mr. Tkach and
Irene off in midthought to go to a station break. After the break Irene was
no more to be heard.
But the broadcaster did acknowledge that Irene had brought up a subject he and his guests needed to talk
about: Christmas and Easter.
Mr. Hanegraaff then offered his
interpretation of how pagan days of
worship came to be accepted and promoted in traditional Christianity.
“A lot of people believe Christmas
and Easter have to be jettisoned because at one time they were worship
holidays for pagan deities,” he explained, “and yet very few people
realize that this was a bold evangelistic effort on the part of the church to
seize what was paganized and turn it
into an opportunity to say the real
solution is found in Christ.”
Give them back
“Absolutely right, Hank,” averred
Mr. Tkach. “It’s said that some people
don’t realize that these days were
claimed as trophies by Christianity. And
Irene’s last point was God doesn’t
change, so why would you want to keep
these days? The answer is: That’s right.
God doesn’t change. He created all the
days. He owns all the days. The pagans
can’t take them away from Him.
“And if He owns the days we can
use the days to His glory, regardless of
what the pagans did on one particular
day or another, because in fact the
pagans did wrong things on every day.
“So why do we single out one or
two days as their high days and say we
can’t use them? That’s kind of a
reverse legalism. Everything’s in
God’s province. We claim those days!”
Mr. Tkach said he would tell Irene
(if she were still on the air): “Don’t
take Christ out of the days, because if
you do then you are going back to
paganism.”
Ministers on a wire
Mr. Hanegraaff asked Mr. Albrecht
about the tightrope he and Mr. Tkach
walk because of criticism from all
sides.
On the one hand, some would say,
said Mr. Hanegraaff, “Look, you’re
not hard enough on Herbert W. Armstrong. You ought to dig him up and
burn him at the stake to really demonstrate your disdain for some of his
doctrines.
“On the other hand you have people
that say, look, why are you castigating
Herbert W. Armstrong? Why are you
saying these mean things about him?”
See CALLERS ASK, page 5
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Callers ask Worldwide leaders about abortion, other topics
Continued from page 4

Mr. Albrecht, again commenting as
if all the broken-away former members of the Worldwide Church of God
hold to one monolithic, pervasive
opinion, noted that the issue that people “wrestle” with is the “person of
Herbert W. Armstrong.”
“We have the gamut from people
saying Herbert Armstrong is doing
back flips in his grave—he’s not just
rolling over in his grave, he’s doing
back flips; he is absolutely so upset
with you—to the other side saying
Herbert Armstrong is in heaven cheerleading for the changes in the Worldwide Church of God.”
Mr. Albrecht said the doctrines of
the old WCG were simply a list of 800
to 900 “doctrines,” “facts” and “partial facts” that accumulated over years
until they reached a critical mass of
supposed truth, including Christmas is
pagan, makeup is bad, pork is to be
eschewed, not chewed, and doctors
are evil.
Mr. Albrecht kept the list fairly
simple—not mentioning law and
grace, for example, and differences in
perceptions of issues of sin and salvation—and said that “these [alleged]
truths were not biblically based.
“They were extra, additional things
that are really at best peripheral which
had been made into this giant straw
man and had assumed gigantic importance in people’s lives.”
The issue boiled down to who
would people follow: Herbert Armstrong or Jesus Christ.
On matters Sabbatarian, Mr. Albrecht seemed to imply that former
WCG members worship the seventh
day of the week: “I believe that I can
meet, worship God and Jesus Christ
any day of the week and that no day of
the week is against the will of God as
long as I am worshiping God and not
worshiping the day.”
Then he asserted his view of the
past WCG teaching and practice
regarding the Sabbath: “The fact is, in
the Worldwide Church of God we
worshiped the day, not the Lord of that
day, and Jesus makes that quite clear
in the New Testament: He is Lord of
the Sabbath.”
Mr. Hanegraaff, ever eager to guide
the course of the conversation, commented: “What you have really focused
in on is making people so familiar with
the core doctrines of historic Christianity that when a counterfeit looms on
the horizon, whether you’ve embraced
it yourself or you see it in some other
group, you know it instantaneously.
“So you’re focusing in teaching
core, evangelical truths and trusting
that as people embrace those, as they
make Scripture the final court of arbitration, that the other things are going
in fact to be called into question in
their own minds.”
Same time next week
No more callers came on the air to
talk to Messrs. Tkach and Albrecht
until the next segment, aired later. At
the beginning of the second broadcast,
Mr. Tkach said that if he hadn’t enjoyed an active, living relationship
with Jesus he would probably be
manic depressive.
But he has experienced such joy in
the last three years “that it’s really
hard for me to express. I feel that bubbles over.”
Mr. Tkach noted that his laptop
computer sports a screen saver that
proclaims “Ask me about Jesus” so
that when he’s on a plane or waiting in
an airport someone will see the computer and ask him about his beliefs.
Then Mr. Hanegraaff asked Mr.
Tkach to summarize the history of the
WCG, which he called “a movement
that was steeped in legalism that adhered to many doctrines which were
heretical or aberrant.”
Mr. Tkach noted that Mr. Armstrong began his “movement” in the
1930s without benefit of formal training in hermaneutics (interpretation of
the Bible), epistemology (philosophy
dealing with the origin, nature and

limits of human knowledge), the
nature of truth or the nature of interpreting Scripture, but “he had a good
heart.”
As he read the Bible without benefit of training, the church founder
began to embrace some shopworn
ideas that were aberrant and even
heretical, said Mr. Tkach.
Mr. Armstrong did a “big work,”
Mr. Tkach said, but after his passing
some among the new wave of leaders
in the WCG began questioning his
teachings.
As they researched to answer questions that kept cropping up, “we
would find that Mr. Armstrong’s
teaching failed. It was in the balance
and didn’t hold up to scrutiny. I found
that in my personal study. Greg was
finding that in his personal study.
Others were finding that in their personal study. And at first we were even
afraid to reach out to each other.”
Mr. Tkach attributed his methods—
which critics characterize as imposing
new doctrines on a church body unilaterally and by fiat, rather than involving the general membership and
ministry in the process—to Mr. Armstrong, whom he quoted as saying,
“Don’t believe me. Believe the Bible.”
“If the Bible teaches something and
we need to correct what we’re doing,
then that’s what we’re going to do.”
Mr. Tkach finds irony in his perception that he simply followed Mr.
Armstrong’s lead into new truth. “It’s
the legacy that Herbert Armstrong left
us, ironic to some, that helped us continue on the Christian journey. Once

es, and he remains in a separate organization and has since 1978.”
Multiple splits
Next up was Patrick from Philadelphia, Pa., listening over WFIL. “Hi,
Patrick.”
Patrick, as so many callers to talk
shows seem to do nowadays, informed thousands of listeners that he
was nervous. Mr. Tkach said he was
nervous too.
Patrick wanted to welcome Mr.
Tkach and Mr. Albrecht to “the truth”
and ask about the Global Church of
God. “Is that similar to the old Worldwide Church of God?”
“Yes, very similar,” said Mr. Albrecht.
“In fact,” Mr. Tkach said, laughing,
“we, in making these changes, experienced multiple denominational splits.
Global was one of the larger splits.
They have about six to seven thousand members with them, headed by a
gentleman named Roderick C. Meredith, and Global Worldwide [sic]
Church of God probably is about 95
percent Armstrongism.”
Mr. Albrecht added that the Worldwide Church of God, since its founding in 1934 as the Radio Church of
God, has seen 110 to 120 splits.
Actually, if one were to count the
many living-room and other independent groups, the splits must now
surely number in the thousands.
“All of them teach a degree of
Armstrongism,” Mr. Albrecht said,
“with the exception of one. And the
irony is that one is the church that

This time the evolution of his thought
on eschatological matters was a little
more in evidence.
“Being that you’re a former attender of the Worldwide Church of God,
you know that we used to teach soulsleeping and that you’re unconscious
after you die and that heaven and hell
are symbols,” noted Mr. Tkach.
The pastor general said that his
church now teaches that heaven, in
scriptural symbolism, is the “relationship we have with God. It’s the abode
of God. It’s the God realm, if you will.
And that is the reward; that is the
kingdom that we’re going to be realizing in its fullness.”
Mr. Hanegraaff spoke up: “Not just
a place but a person.”
“Exactly,” said Mr. Tkach, apparently agreeing that heaven is a person.
Lots of anguish
Distancing himself from former
WCG teaching, Mr. Tkach said the
WCG’s current hell doctrine is similar
to its belief on heaven, “that there are
symbols that are used in Scripture.
You know, it’s referred to as outer
darkness. It’s referred to as the place
where the worm dies not. It’s a place
where there’s going to be weeping and
gnashing of teeth, lots of anguish.
“And we try to get away from using
terms like annihilationism and stick to
the truth of the matter and say this:
that the suffering of hell or the suffering of the punishment in the future is
beyond any experience of misery
found on earth today and that it’s
clearly included in the teaching of

Mr. Tkach apparently believes that Jesus Christ, the most
merciful human who ever walked the earth, who
intercedes for us with the Father, will get us and get us good
and forever and ever if we don’t pale into orthodoxy.
you’ve tasted the goodness of God,
there’s no turning back on that.”
Juggling metaphors, Mr. Tkach
said that “it’s like the dog returning to
his vomit. You just don’t want to turn
your back on that goodness.”
Magazine shuns
Mr. Hanegraaff asked Mr. Albrecht
to talk about The Plain Truth magazine, founded by Mr. Armstrong in
1934.
“There are a lot of people who are
still hurt by the name Plain Truth,”
Mr. Albrecht said. But now the magazine shuns “unbiblical teaching and a
lot of speculation.”
The PT stands as “a magazine dedicated to the gospel of Jesus Christ,
dedicated to proclaiming Him and
Him alone and to the essentials of the
historic Christian faith.”
What are the essentials, Mr. Albrecht?
“That there is one God, one triune
God, that Jesus Christ is the Word, and
He is God, and salvation is by grace
through faith.”
What about Ted?
The Bible answer man next talked
with Larry, in Vancouver, B.C., Canada, over station KARI. “Hi, Larry.”
Larry congratulated “you guys” on
“crossing over from a cult to the
Christian faith.” Larry read The Plain
Truth back in the ’70s and was curious
about Garner Ted Armstrong. “I wonder what he thinks of . . . where you
guys are going now?”
“Ted Armstrong lives in Tyler,
Texas,” Mr. Tkach said, “and he
founded a group named the Church of
God International, and they still hold
to most of the teachings of Ted’s dad,
Herbert W. Armstrong, and have not
embraced hardly [sic] any of the
changes that we’ve made.”
Mr. Tkach said the younger Mr.
Armstrong had “distanced himself”
from some of his father’s teachings on
prophecy “that are really not of any
great importance.”
Mr. Tkach chuckled.
“But he’s not embraced our chang-

Herbert Armstrong founded, the Worldwide Church of God.”
Too favorable
After another station break the
Bible Answer Man microphone began
resonating with the voice of Randy,
from Memphis, Tenn., who was listening over WCRV. “Hi, Randy.”
Randy referred to an article in the
latest issue of The Worldwide News,
the WCG’s member newspaper. In
Randy’s opinion the article spoke too
favorably of Mr. Armstrong.
Because Randy couldn’t think of
anything positive about Mr. Armstrong, since (in Randy’s words) Mr.
Armstrong led a cult and since he
destroyed so many lives, why is the
new WCG “trying to whitewash and
cover up a lot of his sins and things
that he committed?”
Mr. Tkach and Mr. Albrecht noted
that people with the best of intentions
are sometimes condemned if they do
and condemned if they don’t. They
want to bash the doctrines, not the
man, even though Mr. Hanegraaff is
apparently only marginally comfortable with that approach.
But the talk-show host did say that
Messrs. Tkach and Albrecht have not
shied away from publicly and privately announcing that certain doctrines
are “destructive.”
Anyway, said Mr. Albrecht, Mr.
Armstrong’s doctrines weren’t really
his. They all came from other sources,
except the Bible. “All of the teachings
which Herbert Armstrong had came
from somebody else, all of them.”
After death, then what?
Mr. Hanegraaff went to another
caller, Jackie, a female, from Virginia
and station WAVA. “Hi, Jackie.”
Jackie, who grew up in the WCG
but left 19 years earlier when she was
20, wanted to know about heaven and
hell. “I want to know if you’re preaching heaven and hell when you die.”
A year ago, when asked a similar
question, Mr. Tkach implied that
questions of heaven, hell and the resurrection may need some more work.

Jesus, and that these biblical symbols
are just ways for us to understand the
punishment and that the reality is far
beyond what these symbols say to us,
and that there’s no cruelty there but
perfect justice, and that it’s eternal,
there’s no escaping it, there’s no
repentance from it, it’s forever being
away from God.”
Mr. Tkach, ever alert to encroaching cognitive dissonance, had just
uttered a mouthful. If he can be taken
literally—and to be fair the reader
should keep in mind he was speaking
extemporaneously—hell is not a literal, fiery, ever-existing or future place
or event; it’s symbolic of a condition
of, presumably, the ever-living soul.
But, even though no fire is involved, the suffering of hell is worse
than any suffering or punishment that
can exist on earth.
One would assume that Mr. Tkach
now believes that the Shepherd, the
Lamb of God, our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ, Our High Priest under
the New Covenant, the most merciful
human who ever walked the earth
who now intercedes for us with the
Father, will get us and get us good and
forever and ever if we don’t pale into
orthodoxy.
The ever-existing, if not ever-burning, hideous torment in store for the
unsaved is the “presence of God and
His wrath.” This isn’t cruelty (says Mr.
Tkach); it’s perfect justice. This view
allows for no escape, no release inherent in the prior WCG teaching that had
the incorrigibly wicked forever
destroyed after their merciful one-time,
final punishment in the lake of fire.
Listeners didn’t get to hear (because no one asked) about Mr.
Tkach’s insight into what would happen to the masses of humanity who
had never heard the name of Jesus
Christ. Last year, while sitting and
broadcasting with Mr. Albrecht and
Mr. Hanegraaff, Mr. Tkach made an
obscure comment that to some listeners seemed to favorably ascribe an
apparent belief in something akin to
the Great White Throne Judgment to
author C.S. Lewis.

A year ago Mr. Hanegraaff concluded that particular discussion by extracting a promise from Mr. Tkach: “If
we’re able to convince you by Scripture that soul-sleep is unbiblical, you’ll
drop that teaching. Is that correct?”
“Yes,” confirmed Mr. Tkach, who
apparently until then still hadn’t gotten it all sorted out in his mind. But by
this latest broadcast he had evidently
concluded that soul-sleeping is out,
heaven as a state—or maybe even as a
person—is in.
Fun with words
Jackie, the caller, then asked if Mr.
Tkach believed Mr. Armstrong had
been a false prophet.
Mr. Tkach said that, no, since Mr.
Armstrong never claimed to be a
prophet he could not, therefore, be a
false prophet, only a maker of false
predictions.
“I know of over 100 false predictions that he made, he and others,” said
Mr. Armstrong’s second successor.
“He even apologized for those mistakes on occasion, but there is no
denying he made over 100 false predictions.”
Yes, said Mr. Hanegraaff, but if Mr.
Armstrong wouldn’t call himself a
prophet, what did he call himself?
“He referred to himself as an apostle and the only true apostle in the end
time,” said Mr. Tkach.
The real issue
Mr. Albrecht spoke up again, claiming that the issue of the apostleship of
Herbert Armstrong was “really the
issue” with the people who are members of the splinter groups that have
come out of the Worldwide Church of
God. “That’s the issue that people
wrestle with,” the Plain Truth editor
said confidently but inaccurately.
Many people may wrestle with
whether Mr. Armstrong was an apostle, but surely just as many are not
concerned with that issue. As a longtime elder in the Churches of God and
a friend of Mr. Armstrong commented in the spring of 1995, “this [religion] is about God. It’s not about Mr.
Armstrong.”
Sin is really bad
Mr. Albrecht explained to Jackie
how serious sin is.
“One of the issues that we’ve had to
deal with and had to come to understand, and that by God’s grace the
Holy Spirit has revealed to us, is that
sin is not something to treat lightly.”
Presumably no one else among
Sabbath-keeping Christians who were
once members of the Worldwide
Church of God can recognize the
gravity of sin, how wrong it is to disobey God. Sin “describes us as much
as the environment in which we live
describes us,” Mr. Albrecht said.
“It is what we are. It is no small
thing.”
Since the brethren couldn’t grasp
how bad sin is, that it cuts them off
from God, “we really didn’t understand historically the need of a Savior
because we didn’t understand how
awful sin is. So therefore we didn’t
emphasize Jesus Christ.
“Now we do emphasize Jesus
Christ. We know that in His name
that’s the only way we can be saved.”
Jackie, recognizing that sin is bad,
said: “That sounds so strange coming
from somebody from the Worldwide
Church of God. What a breath of fresh
air, you know?”
“This is, Jackie, the new Worldwide
Church of God.”
Jackie—who said she has professed Christianity since leaving the
WCG 10 years earlier—wanted to
know if she could visit a WCG congregation to reunite temporarily with
old friends.
“Jackie, you’re welcome,” Mr.
Albrecht said. “Write us in Pasadena,
Box 111. Write Joe or myself, and
we’ll put you in touch with our local
congregations. We’re not trying to get
you to change churches, but we’d love
See ONE YEAR LATER, page 6
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One year later, Bible Answer Man invites church leaders back
Continued from page 5

to have you come back.”
Jackie wasn’t sure that would be
okay, so she checked with someone she
apparently feels a little more sure of.
“I’d just like to see the people there
and my family,” she commented to
Mr. Hanegraaff. “Do you think that’s
kosher, Hank?”
“Absolutely,” said Mr. Hanegraaff.
“Look, I had dinner with Joe and Greg
on numerous occasions. I’ve had
lunch with them. I’m going to have
dinner with them tonight. I think it’s
perfectly kosher. What the heck? I’ve
seen them eat pork.”
At that point all four lapsed into
spirited laughter.
Mr. Hanegraaff said he was only
kidding. He couldn’t remember if he
had really seen Mr. Tkach and Mr.
Albrecht eat pork or not.
The laughter became almost uncontrollable.
Jackie was empathetic: “I wasn’t
sure if I was going to go to hell the
first time I had a crab cake.”
Mr. Tkach informed Jackie that
“Hank has even preached at Ambassador.”
“What?”
“I have,” Mr. Hanegraaff admitted.
“I did. I preached at Ambassador.”
Then Mr. Albrecht told Jackie that
crab cakes are where he draws the line.
“Pork may be all right, and shrimp.
But crab cakes? I’m really appalled,
Jackie, that you’re eating crab cakes.”
After Jackie was gone Mr. Albrecht
noted that not only are people surprised at what’s coming out of his and
Mr. Tkach’s mouths, but “thanks to
you they’re surprised at what’s going
into our mouths.”
Once again giddy laughter was
heard in the studio of The Bible Answer Man.

Toward the end of the program Mr.
Tkach spoke of the present work of
the Worldwide Church of God and
publicly hoped that WCG members
will not grow weary of well-doing.
Tactical battle
“It’s a tactical battle that we fight,”
he said, “and some people are falling
into the misperception that we want to
maintain the status quo or that we’re
not making changes fast enough.
Frankly, you can only proceed so fast.”
Seeming to hint of an ongoing gilding of the lily of massive doctrinal
change, Mr. Tkach drew an analogy of

Mr. Hanegraaff said the audience
should note the “incredible amount of
humility” it took “for the leader of a
major movement to say what you’ve
just said, which is I don’t know it all;
I’m learning.”
Greg spoke next, but this Greg was
a listener on the phone from Pasadena
and station KKLA. “Hi, Greg.”
Greg inquired about the WCG’s
former teaching on the identity of
modern-day Israel.
Greg Albrecht said that BritishIsraelism, or Anglo-Israelism, was a
teaching that could be traced back to
the British Empire and was once pop-

David identified himself as the husband of a woman who attended Ambassador College and the Worldwide
Church of God.
Abortion is not the gospel
David said he loved the senior Mr.
Tkach and approved of many of his
changes, although the elder Mr. Tkach
didn’t make some of the changes soon
enough. But what David wanted to
talk about was abortion. Why hasn’t
the new Worldwide Church of God
seen fit to come out more assertively
against killing unborn babies?
“What about that, Joe?” echoed Mr.

No caller to The Bible Answer Man had touched
on one of the smoldering issues of the Worldwide
Church of God, that of church governance.
a 300-pound person who wants to
weigh 180.
“They don’t lose the 120 pounds in
a week,” he said. “If they do, they die.
You lose it over a period of time.
“So we’re going through a journey
where we’re unlearning error and
embracing truth. You have to move
through that as the Holy Spirit leads
you . . . I hope our people won’t get
weary with well-doing.”
Mr. Tkach spoke of continuing
plans to relocate church headquarters
from Pasadena, Calif., after selling the
church grounds and using the resources “in furthering the Kingdom.”
Race is on
“You know, we at one time had 600
employees here [in Southern California] three or four years ago, and now
we have only between 150 and 155
employees.”

ular in Britain because it tended to
assure residents of the empire that
they were special in God’s sight.
Injecting race into the discussion,
Mr. Albrecht noted that the nations Mr.
Armstrong identified as Israel “all happen to be white. None of them are people of color. And they are given the right
to bear rule physically over others.”
Mr. Albrecht said the new WCG
has researched British-Israelism and
found it wanting.
“We have found this to be both biblically erroneous—the hermeneutic used
in understanding it is completely erroneous—as well as historically absolutely erroneous, if not fabricated.”
The newcomer Greg wanted to
know if the WCG holds to “supersessionism or replacement theology.”
“No, we don’t,” said the other Greg.
David, from Iowa and KFGQ,
called in. “Hi, David.”

Hanegraaff. “What is your position on
the issue of abortion?”
“We don’t favor abortion at all,”
replied Mr. Tkach.
He acknowledged that a few people
think they do favor abortion, but that
is because of a misunderstanding engendered by false statements by dissidents and splinter groups.
“But the fact is we do not support
abortion unless, of course, a mother’s
life is in jeopardy and the doctor says,
look, it’s a choice between two lives.”
Mr. Albrecht said he would hesitate
“to make abortion the gospel.”
Focusing on one issue, such as
abortion, can get people’s minds off of
“Jesus Christ as Lord and the triune
God.” Issues such as abortion make
them “forget that salvation is by grace
through faith.” Peripheral issues such
as abortion cloud the “really central
issues of the gospel.”

Have it their way
“They want you to proclaim something else so much and so often and so
dogmatically,” Mr. Albrecht complained, “that they think that because
you don’t emphasize it therefore
you’re not preaching the gospel.”
The broadcast abruptly ended. No
caller had touched on one of the smoldering issues of the Worldwide Church
of God, that of church governance.
The Tkaches changed many of the
teachings of the WCG but left in place
Mr. Armstrong’s model of a top-down
central government of human leaders,
supposedly instituted and directed by
God, which, ironically in the eyes of
many, enabled the WCG to have its
way with its members.
Logical result
See “WCG Church Votes to Leave,”
in the April 1997 issue, for an article
concerned with one of the logical results of the governmental woes of the
Worldwide Church of God.
In it a WCG pastor, William Meyer
of a WCG congregation in Geneva,
Ohio, decried what he saw as the new
WCG’s reluctance to lay aside the old
WCG’s “destructive” and “self-sustaining” hierarchy.
Indeed, Mr. Meyer said, the WCG’s
leaders seemed bent on “harden[ing]
the hierarchy,” as evidenced by its
refusal to allow local governance and
locally directed tithes and offerings.
Instead, he said, the leaders were
hanging onto the “autocractic church
structure” established by church
founder Herbert Armstrong.
__________
For more thoughts on church governance, see Patt McCarty’s editorial
beginning on page 3 of this issue of
THE JOURNAL.

Pastor Boyne’s doctrinal critiques draw on latest scholarship
Continued from page 1

In addition, a much larger group of
three Church of God 7th Day congregations that had for years been studying the holy days finally flung open
their doors on the first day of Unleavened Bread for holy-day services.
Exciting story
That was after a presentation I gave
to their leaders pointing out the necessity of holy-day observance. The story
is an exciting one.
Previously, three sets of leaders of
ex–Worldwide Church of God groups
had made presentations to this group
on the holy days, but the leadership
was not convinced. Finally, an approach was made to me to make a
presentation.
The group even offered to pay me,
but I declined, asking only for their
sincerity and objectivity in weighing
the evidence.
So in early February of this year
they assembled all their leaders from
the three congregations to hear my
presentation. We spent nearly five
hours together in both lecture and
question-and-answer sessions.
In the end the bishop was convinced the feast days should be kept.
We followed up with discussions,
and the bishop circulated my tapes to
a number of members.
Bishop Chambers was gracious to
me. He said my presentation was the
most effective and impactful he had
heard on the holy days.
Imagine my delight in knowing
that, after years of studying the feast
days, this year, as a result of our presentation, this group had begun to worship God on His holy days!
New Tabernacles site
The bishop subsequently told me
that he is making preparation for the

group to keep the Feast of Tabernacles “Should You Keep the Sabbath?” That leading evangelical, mainstream and
in the tourist parish of Portland, add- presentation was scheduled to take non-Christian religious scholars and
practitioners to do critical reviews of
ing yet another Feast site in Jamaica, place on June 27.
I do some unusual things that Church of God doctrines.
where the Church of God will celeWe ask them to come in and make
brate its 40th Feast of Tabernacles. (I would probably make Herbert Armwas there at that first WCG Feast in strong roll in his gave—if the immor- an initial 40-minute presentation
showing why a particular
Jamaica in 1975.)
distinctive doctrine is
Bishop Chamwrong, and then we have
bers stated: “Pastor
lively interaction.
Boyne, we are so
I as pastor sometimes
excited and delightpresent a 20-minute rebuttal
ed to be observing
and then ask members to
God’s feasts. The
pose their own questions.
scales have fallen
Over the years we have
from our eyes, and
brought people who have
we rejoice that we
sought to defend the Trinity,
can now move on
sacred names, anti-Sabbainto greater truth.”
tarianism, anti-feast-keepIn my presentaing, etc.
tion to this Church
of God 7th Day
Modern Galatians
group I systematically examined all
We just recently had the
the common argucountry’s leading apologist,
ments against the
Dr. Clinton Chisholm, who
holy days and quothas master’s degrees in
ed from critical maGreek, apologetics and bibterial put out by
lical studies from the famed
Church of God 7th
Sheffield University in BritDay writers as well
ain, where he studied under
as the Seventh-day
the renowned liberal scholar
Adventist Church, PENTECOST IN JAMAICA—These are scenes from the 2015 observance David Clines.
which has now pub- of Pentecost sponsored by the CGI in Jamaica. Top left: Kelly-Ann Boyne,
Dr. Chisholm gave realished a full-length- attorney-at-law and Pastor Ian Boyne’s daughter. Top right: Special music sons why Sabbath-keeping
book critique of during the service. Above: Children’s special music. See the article be- was “nonsense” and “modF e a s t - k e e p i n g , ginning on page 1 of this issue of THE JOURNAL. [Photos by Glenford Smith]
ern Galatianism.”
Feast-Keeping and
I rebutted, and we had a
the Faithful, by one of its top scholars, tal-soul doctrine were true!
lively interactive session.
We also recently had a wellDr. Ron du Preez.
In a movement that has been
I used that material and showed known for suppressing contrary ideas known Seventh-day Adventist Bible
why their arguments don’t work.
and outrightly persecuting people teacher come to present arguments
espousing them, I have deliberately against feast-keeping.
Mr. Armstrong spinning
Coming sessions will feature thesought out critics of our doctrines to
like a lathe?
present those ideas to our church ologians debating us on postmortem
salvation (“This is not the only day of
At the time of this writing, the members.
church was in intense preparation for
We have an interactive Monday- salvation”), universalism and what is
another of its regular pubic cam- night Bible study that has been going the gospel.
Since January I have been leading
paigns, this time addressing the issue on since 1994, to which we invite

the church in a series of doctrinal presentations, emphasizing our distinctive doctrines and why we have the
faith once delivered to the saints.
Accredited scholarship
I have critically examined the doctrines of justification by faith, Calvinism, Molinism, replacement theology and heaven-going, drawing on the
latest scholarship, including the work
of N.T. Wright.
I strongly encourage members to
pay keen attention to doctrine and
read accredited scholars in philosophy
and theology.
We have an Institute of Religion
consisting of some bright young people who carry out critical studies on
our fundamental doctrines and who
conduct debates on them.
Byker Bob’s and Gavin’s insights
I myself continue to read widely in
theology and philosophy and to keep
abreast of what our critics are saying
on the anti–Church of God (anti-“Armstrongism”) blogs.
As a pastor, I listen keenly to prolific critics of our movement like Byker Bob and Gavin Rumney, both of
whom I find particularly perceptive
and insightful.
Doctrinal literacy is important,
especially at a time when so much
negative information is so easily
available online on our movement.
If one is not grounded in the truth
and scholarship, he will be easily blown
away with the documented information
on corruption and immorality.
The growth of the church in Jamaica demonstrates that our movement, far from dead, can continue to
grow under the right conditions.
We celebrate the 40th anniversary
of the Feast in Jamaica at Casa De
Shalom in Ocho Rios. Contact me at
iboyne@jis.gov.jm or (876) 579-6066.
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We invite you to join us in 2015 at a Feast site sponsored by the

Church of God Big Sandy
Each of the four is a small, friendly Feast of Tabernacles observance
with inspiring messages and excellent fellowship

Big Sandy
For the 21st consecutive year
Church services and activities at our church building.
The building is on Highway 80, a half mile west of town (1106
West Broadway)
Refreshments
Senior citizens’ luncheon
Coordinators are Ron and Linda Avey at (903) 636-4238

Myrtle Beach
For the 13th consecutive year
Avista Resort
Make reservations by calling 1-877-238-4487. Mention group
code 1959066
Rooms are subject to tax and resort fee
1 bedroom, 1 bath, $73–$83; 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, $109;
3 bedrooms, 3 baths, $126–$139
Coordinators are Lyle and Kathy Kerby, (304) 354-7147.

Destin
For the 18th consecutive year
Pelican Beach Resort
Make reservations through the Church of God Big Sandy by calling Shelly at 1-800-946-5545. By booking through the church
there is no sales tax.
Main Pelican building on beach: 1 bedroom,. $108 per night; 2
bedrooms, $128
Terrace building, 50 yards from beach: 2 bedrooms, $102; 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, $132; 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, $176
Coordinators are Don and Michele Mischnick, (903) 636-5080

Grand Junction
For the first year
Clarion Inn
Make reservations by calling (970) 243-6790 and identifying yourself with “Church of God Big Sandy”
Rooms are subject to tax and resort fee
Room rates are $74–$84 and suites are $89
Coordinators are Dan and Mary Thompson Vandivier, (502) 417-2803

Your Choice of

Four
Sites!
Church of God Big Sandy
P.O. Box 690 • Big Sandy, Texas 75755 • churchofgodbigsandy.com
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The Journal lists 220 Feast sites for 2015
U.S. SITES
Alabama—Orange Beach: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org.
Arizona—Phoenix: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Arkansas—Harrison: CGI, http://cgi.org/feast-oftabernacles, Wynn Skelton, wls45@suddenlink.net,
(903) 736-5999. Searcy: Points of Truth Ministries,
pointsoftruth.com/feast, Larry Lasiter,
lasiter@pointsoftruth.com, (479) 747-8407.
California—Carlsbad: Rock Valley Christian
Church, (951) 600-9555, http://rockvalleychristianchurch.org/content/tabernacle_welcome.php.
Indian Wells: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. King’s
Beach: ICG, intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php, (903) 561-7070. Oceanside: UCG,
http://feast.ucg.org. Oxnard: The Father’s Call,
http://thefatherscall.org/feast-plans. Pismo Beach:
Church of the Eternal God, eternalgod.org/feasts.
Solvang-Buellton: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Ventura: Guardian Ministries, David Antion, P. O.
Box 50734, Pasadena, Calif. 91115,
daveantion.com.
Colorado—Denver: CCG, Dr. Bob Thiel, cogwriter@aol.com. Estes Park: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Grand Junction: Christian
Church of God Grand Junction, http://ccofgod.org/
feastoftabernacles.html. Grand Junction: Church
of God Big Sandy, churchofgodbigsandy.com, Dan
or Mary Dandivier, (502) 417-2803. Grand
Junction: Western Colorado Congregation of God,
http://wccongregationofgod.org/
feast-of-tabernacles-2015.html. Steamboat
Springs: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Florida—Destin: Church of God Big Sandy, churchofgodbigsandy.com, (800) 946-5545, P.O. Box
690, Big Sandy, Texas 75755. Fort Walton Beach:
CGI, LifeResource Ministries, Common Ground
Ministries, Church of God Cincinnati, Common Faith
Network, commonfaithnetwork.com. Lantana: The
Christian Church of God, fla-ccog.com. Melrose:
Multiple study groups, Sept. 28-Oct 6, http://
fallfeast.com. Navarre: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Palm Harbor: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Panama City Beach: UCG, http://feast.
ucg.org. Panama City Beach: ICG, intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php, (903) 561-7070.
St. Petersburg: Church of God Miami and CGI,
http://godsbhurch.org/Feast.htm. St. Petersburg/
Clearwater: CGI, http://cgi.org/feast-oftabernacles, Aleida Fontao, info@GodsChurch.org,
(305) 752-5275.
Georgia—Jekyll Island: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Valdosta: Unity Sabbath Day Church of God, unitysabbathdaycog.org/Tabernacles-Information.html.
Hawaii—Lahaina, Maui: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Lihue, Kauai: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Hapuna Beach: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Idaho—Cottonwood: Seekers of Yahweh
Ministries, yahwehsmessenger.com/tabernacles2015. McCall: Celebration Church of God, (866)
549-2537. http://celebrationchurchofgod.
org/fot.html.
Indiana—Auburn: Church of God Ministries
International, cogfgomi.org/feast.html.
Montgomery: ICG, intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php, (903) 561-7070.
Iowa—Moravia: Interdependent COG Festival
Association, Sept. 27-Oct. 7, feastgoer.org., honeycreek2015@gmail.com.
Kentucky—Hardin: Truth on the Web Ministries,
Sept. 29-Oct. 7, truthontheweb.org/THEFEAST.htm.
Land Between the Lakes: CGI, http://cgi.org/
feast-of-tabernacles, James Pollitte, jamespollitte@
kih.net (606) 742-2222.
Maryland—Baltimore: First Century Church of
God, firstcenturychurchofgod.org. Ocean City:
UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Michigan—Traverse City: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org.
Missouri—Branson: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Branson: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org. Branson:
International Congregation of Yahweh,
feastgoer.org/metamorph_spring/branson15.html.
Branson: Providence of God Outreach Network,

providenceofgodoutreachnetwork.org/2015-fotupdates.html. Branson: Eternal Church of God,
eternalcog.org/holydays/ecgholydays.html#tabernacles. Greenville: Yahweh’s Restoration Ministry,
Sept. 28-Oct. 6, http://yrm.org/fot2015. Kimberling/Branson: ICG, intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php, (903) 561-7070. Lake of the
Ozarks: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Lake of the
Ozarks: Season of Our Joy, sooj.org/index.html.
West Plains: Congregation of Yahweh, Sept. 30Oct. 6, yahschosen.org/tabernacles.html.
Montana—Bigfork: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Kalispell: Christian Biblical Church of God, feastoftabernaclesfestival.com/pages/default.aspx.
North Carolina—Kelly: SukkotNC, Sept. 28-Oct. 6,
sukkotnc.com.
Ohio—Cincinnati: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.
Ostrander: Yaakov’s Flock, yaakovsflock.
org/sukkot.htm.
Oklahoma—Ardmore: UCG, Congregation of

T

hese are the Feast of Tabernacles sites
for 2015 THE JOURNAL was aware of at
press time. Information for the listing
comes from Web sites and information sent
directly to THE JOURNAL by Feast organizers and
other JOURNAL readers. THE JOURNAL especially
acknowledges the information available at
feastgoer.org.
Unless otherwise stated, each listing shown
here represents an observance beginning
Sunday evening, Sept. 27, 2015, and continuing through Monday, Oct. 5, 2015 (referred to

Yahweh, Oct. 26- Nov. 3, http://yahsaves.org.
Chandler: Lion and Lamb Ministries, Sept. 28-Oct.
7, tabernaclesevent.com. Tulsa: The Father’s Call,
http://thefatherscall.org/feast-plans. Wagoner: The
Tabernacle Group, http://thetabernaclegroup.com.
Wewoka: Restoring His Way,
http://feastofsukkot.org.
Oregon—Bend-Redmond: UCG,
http://feast.ucg.org. Central Point: Ehdaht Adonai
Beshalom Ve’emet, godslawislove.org/sukkot2015.
html. Redmond: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Seaside: Living Church of God, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Sunriver: Independent, fotsunriver.org/
sr_location.html, Jim Woods, jim@folsunriver.org,
(928) 978-4792.
Pennsylvania—Pocono Mountains: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Tannersville: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Rhode Island—Newport: The Called Out of God,
Sept. 29-Oct. 6, 7th-day.info/Pages/festivals_
CalledOutOfGod.aspx.
South Carolina—Myrtle Beach: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Myrtle Beach: ICG,
intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php, (903)
561-7070. Myrtle Beach: CGI, http://cgi.org/feastof-tabernacles, Mike Nolen, tmnolen@homesc.com,
(843) 761-5211. North Myrtle Beach: Church of
God Big Sandy, churchofgodbigsandy.com, Lyle
Kerby, lyle_kerby@yahoo.com, (304)354-7147.
Tennessee—Alcoa/Knoxville: Great Lakes Church
of God, rricker@glcg.net, (910) 693-9837.
Gatlinburg: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Gatlingburg: The True Words of Yahweh, Yahshua
Assembly, Sept. 28-Oct. 6, http://twoyya.homestead.com/Feast.html. Jackson: Hungry Hearts
Ministries, hungryheartsministry.com/
new-events.html. Pigeon Forge: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Pigeon Forge: Church of
God, New World Ministries, http://cognwm.org/holydays/FOT/fotmain.php. Sevierville: UCG,
http://feast.ucg.org. Wooten Woods: Port Austin
Bible College, Norm Edwards, nedwards@
kingdomfeast.org, (989) 738-7774.
Texas—Big Sandy: Church of God Big Sandy, P.O.
Box 690, Big Sandy, Texas 75755, churchofgod-

bigsandy.com, (800) 946-5545. Boerne: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Flint: Christian Educational
Ministries, Linda Benton, (888) 242-5344.
Galveston: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. Galveston:
ICG, intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php,
(903) 561-7070. Marble Falls: Central Texas
Church of God, centexcog.org/gpage7.html, Ben
Mauldin, benmauldin@aol.com. New Braunfels:
CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org. Port Aransas on
Mustang Island: Houston Church of God,
houston-church-of-god.org/FOT.htm, (903) 871-5058
to leave a message. Someone will return your call.
Utah—St. George: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Virginia—Richmond: House of David Fellowship,
http://feastoftabernaclesva.org.
Wisconsin—Portage: The Church of God, feastgoer.org/metamorph_spring/portage15.html, Don
Roth, daroth76@gmail.com, (920) 349-3604.
Wisconsin Dells: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org.

Midland, Ont.: UCG, Patrick Read,
http://feast.ucg.org. Niagara Falls, Ont.: CCG,
Herb Haddon, hwhaddon@gmail.com. Niagara
Falls, Ont.: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Orford,
Que.: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. John Labissoniere.
Shawinigan, Que.: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Chile—Lican Ray: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Lican Ray: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Olmue:
UCG, Jaime Gallardo, jgallardocasas@gmail.com,
Mario Seiglie, mario_seiglie@ucg.org,
(714) 533-9481.
Colombia—Cartagena: UCG, Scott Hoefker,
scott_hoefker@ucg.org, (704) 628-6383. La
Tebaida: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Santa
Marta: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Congo (Democratic Republic of)—Kinshasa:
CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Costa Rica—Punta Leon: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org.
England—Bridlington: Worldwide Church of God

as the Last Great Day, Great Last Day or Eighth
Day in the various Churches of God).
This listing abbreviates Church of God International (CGI), Tyler, Texas; Intercontinental
Church of God (ICG), Tyler; Living Church of
God (LCG), Charlotte, N.C.; Continuing Church
of God (CCG), Arroyo Grande, Calif.; United
Church of God an International Association
(UCG), Milford, Ohio; Church of God Ministries
International (CGMI); Church of God a Worldwide Association (CGWA); and Restored
Church of God (RCG). Note that some phone

numbers refer to a church’s headquarters in the
United States rather than a local Feast contact.
Attendance policies: Most of the Feast sites
listed here have an open attendance policy;
that is, visitors are welcome. However, it is THE
JOURNAL’s understanding that some Church of
God organizations allow Feastgoers to attend
with them only by special permission. Therefore, if you wish to attend one of those churches’ Feast sites, THE JOURNAL recommends you
first contact the sponsoring church or its representative.

NON-U.S. SITES
Argentina—Carlos Paz: CGWA, http://feast.
cogwa.org.
Australia—Ballina, New South Wales: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Coffs Harbour, New
South Wales: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Merimbula, New South Wales: UCG, Bruce
Dean, bfjadean@bigpond.com.au, +61-2-95258139. Nelson Bay, New South Wales: ICG,
intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php.
Sunshine Coast, Queensland: UCG, Grant
Chick, grantchick@ucg.org.au, +67-7-5547-5493.
Victor Harbor, South Australia: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. St. Helens, Tasmania:
UCG, Stephen Clark, stephenclark@ucg.org.au,
+61-3-9717-3873. Rockingham, Western
Australia: UCG, Matt Sieff, matthewsieff@
gmail.com, +61-2-4388-3463.
Bahamas—Freeport: UCG, Chuck Smith,
freeportfot@gmail.com, (754) 227-7991.
Barbados—Christ Church: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. St. Peter: CGWA, feast.
cogwa.org.
Benin—UCG, Moise Elisee Mabout, mabout@
yahoo.fr.
Bolivia—Cochabamba: UCG, Mario Seiglie,
marioseiglie@sbcglobal.net, (714) 533-9481.
Brazil—Roraima: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. Jorge
de Campos. Moscou: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Burundi—Mugina: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Cameroon—UCG, Moise Elisee Mabout,
mabout@yahoo.fr.
Canada—Canmore, Alta.: UCG,
http://feast.ucg.org, Rainer Salomaa. Kelowna,
B.C.: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. Kimberly, B.C.:
LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Penticton, B.C.:
Port Austin Bible College, Alex Kennedy,
kennoman@icloud.com, (250) 488-3624. Gros
Morne, Nfld.: UCG, http://feast.ucg.org. Dennis
Horlick or Larry DeLong. Liverpool, N.S.: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Barrie, Ont.: Maranatha
Church of God, http://maranathachurchofgod.ca/
Feast_Of_Tabernacles.html. Collingwood, Ont.:
Canadian Church of God, http://canadianchurchofgod.tulsachurchofgod.net/feast/feast.htm.

United Kingdom and Eire, wcg.org.uk/bridlington_
harvest_festival/index.htm. Great Malvern:
LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Kendal: ICG,
intercontinentalcog.org/tabernacleshome.php.
Ethiopia—Gambella: Koang Deng,
koangdeng5@gmail.com.
Fiji—Pacific Harbour: CGWA, http://feast.
cogwa.org.
France—Carry-le-Rouet: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. La Bussiere: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Roquebrune-sur-Argens:
UCG, http://feast.ucg.org/site/europe-france, Tim
and Maryse Pebworth.
Germany—Bad Neuenahr: The Father’s Call,
http://thefatherscall.org/feast-plans. Schluchsee:
UCG, vkg.org/fot.php, Paul Kieffer. Templin:
Church of the Eternal God, eternalgod.org/feasts.
Guatemala—Antigua: CGWA, http://feast.
cogwa.org. Antigua: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Panajachel: UCG, Israel Robledo, jisrael.robledo@gmail.com, Mario Seiglie, mario_seiglie@
ucg.org, (714) 533-9481.
Guyana—Georgetown: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org..
Haiti—LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Indonesia—Batu: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
India—Kolkata: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
New Delhi: UCG, http://ucg-india.org/feast, Ken
Murray, aaaken@bigpond.com.
Ireland—Ashbourne: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org.
Israel—Jerusalem: Congregation of YHWH
Jerusalem, coyhwh.com/en/coYHWH.php, P.O. Box
832, Carteret, NJ 07008. Jerusalem: International
Christian Zionist Center, http://israelmybeloved.com.
Italy—Sabaudia: UCG, www.feastinitaly.org,
Carmelo Anastasi, anastasi_c@libero.it.
Ivory Coast—Abidjan: CGWA, http://feast.
cogwa.org. Man: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Jamaica—Ocho Rios: UCG, http://caribbean.ucg.
org/content/jamaica, Chuck Smith, jamaicafot@
gmail.com, (754) 227-7991. Ocho Rios: CGI, Ian
Boyne, iboyne@jis.gov.jm, (876) 579-6066.
Montego Bay: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Runaway Bay: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Kenya—Bomet: CCG, Evans Ochieng,

evochieng74@gmail.com. Isibania: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Kendu Bay: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Meru, Ogembo and Got
Kachola: UCG, John Elliott, kenya@ucg.org.
Migori: CCG, Evans Ochieng, evochieng74@
gmail.com. Migori: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Nairobi: CCG, Evans Ochieng, evochieng74@
gmail.com. Ndhiwa: CCG, Evans Ochieng,
evochieng74@gmail.com. Transmara: CCG, Evans
Ochieng, evochieng74@gmail.com.
Malawi—Lake Malawi: UCG, Gracious Mpilangwe,
gracious_mpilangwe@yahoo.com, Aaron Dean,
aaron_dean@ucg.org. Salima: CGWA, http://
feast.cogwa.org.
Malaysia—Melaka: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Penang: UCG, Don or Dawn Goodger,
donh.goodger@gmail.com, (613) 9436-1359.
Martinique—Tartane: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Mauritius—Flic-en-Flac: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org.
Mexico—Mazatlan: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Puerto Vallarta: UCG,
http://fotvallarta.pandaform.com/pub/registration,
Gabriel Garcia, vallarta@iduai.org, Mario Seiglie,
mario_seiglie@ucg.org, (714) 533-9481. San
Miguel de Allende: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Myanmar—Kalaymyo: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Sakhangyi: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Netherlands—Amsterdam/Utrrecht: CCG, Dr.
Bob Thiel, cogwriter@aol.com.
New Zealand—Rotorua: LCG, https://fot2015.
lcg.org. Taupo: CCG, John Hickey, john.h@vodafone.net.nz. Taupo: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Whangarei: CCG, cogwriter.com/fot2015.htm.
Nigeria—JABU Resort of Arakeji of Ondo
State: UCG, Oludare Akinbo, oludare@tishrinig.
com. Lagos: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Papua New Guinea—Port Moresby: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Peru—Huanchaco: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Huaychulo: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Philippines—Baguio City: UCG, Rey Evasco,
rey.evasco@gmail.com, +63 (917) 814-7826, MCPO
Box 4774, Makati City 1287, Philippines. Baguio
City: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Davao City:
UCG, Edmond Macaraeg, ed_macaraeg@ucg.org,
+63-82-241-0150, P.O. Box 81840, DCCPO 8000
Davao City, Philippines. Iloilo City: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org. Silay City: CCG, Oscar
Mediavilla, hansmediavilla@rocketmail.com.
Rwanda—Giti: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Saint Lucia—Vieux Fort: UCG, http://caribbean.
ucg.org/content/vieux-fort-st-lucia, Chuck Smith,
stluciafot@gmail.com, (754) 227-7991.
South Africa—Great Knysna, Western Cape:
LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org. Margate: UCG,
http://south-africa.ucg.org, Roy Demont,
roydemont@gmail.com. Port Shepstone: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org. Uvongo: CGWA,
http://feast.cogwa.org.
Sri Lanka—Kalutara: UCG, http://ucg-srilanka.org/
feast, David Schreiber, david_schreiber@ucg.org,
(507) 377-8151.
St. Kitts—Frigate Bay: CGWA, http://feast.
cogwa.org.
Tanzania—Lake Victoria, near Bunda: CCG,
Evans Ochieng, evochieng74@gmail.com.
Thailand—Chiang Mai: Legacy Institute,
mail@legacyinstitute.org. Mal Sot: LCG,
https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Togo—Kpalime: CGWA, http://feast.cogwa.org.
Trinidad and Tobago—Crown Point: UCG, Chuck
Smith, tobagofot@gmail.com, (754) 227-7991.
Crown Point: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Turkey—Tour of Turkey: UCG, Sept. 24-Oct. 6,
Travel Gallery, Inc., travelgallery.com/joinyourgroup,
Charles Melear, (800) 858-6999.
Vanuatu—Luganville: LCG, https://fot2015.lcg.org.
Wales—Llandudno: CCG,
surveymonkey.com/s/Llandudno2015, Frank Jarvis.
Zambia—Lusaka: UCG, Nawa Talama, talamanawa@yahoo.com, Aaron Dean,
aaron_dean@ucg.org.
Zimbabwe—Victoria Falls: UCG, Mike Mukarati,
mike_mukarati@ucg.org, Aaron Dean,
aaron_dean@ucg.org.

Our greatest happiness involves our relationships with others
Continued from page 3

viduals invent their own behaviors,
causing hurt and confusion to adults
and children alike.
Hurt and confusion lead to anger,
which in turn leads to violence.
In our world people are hurting,
angry and violent. The hurting is a
problem of the human spirit, which
needs to be soothed rather than hurt
even more.
We may solve the problem by punishing people—for example, shouting
at them or even ignoring them—but
that only exacerbates their hurt state of
mind, causing the perpetrator himself
to become violent or cold and mean.
A danger exists that this violent or
cold and mean mentality becomes a
way of life for the person or the group
within society. It could become the
norm, accepted as the right or best way.
It may never be challenged, or, if
challenged, the challenger may receive short shrift.
Jesus fulfills
Rather than coming to our own
conclusion and imposing our own
solution, if we engage with the hurt
person we may reach that other level
of understanding that is not obvious to
the naked eye.
Is there a way whereby human beings can safeguard each other’s welfare? Jesus Christ gave approval to the

Ten Commandments, in fact telling us
in Matthew 5:17 that He had not come
to destroy the Law or the Prophets,
but to fulfill.
The Ten Commandments (Exodus
20:1-17) provide us a framework that
covers the spectrum of human behavior and, as we will see, for human
rights too. They speak about relation-

of his person. Men and women have a
right to expect their personal and
property boundaries to be respected.
Theft and lying are invasive
Lying, for example, invades people’s innocence, often leaving them
defenseless because the world as they
know it becomes unreal and without

A rather cute teaching tool used in
psychology to express an element in
human relations is “I’m okay, you’re
okay.”
This means that when I feel fine I
will tend to see others as fine. When I
am not quarreling inside myself I will
tend not to quarrel with other people.
The idea was originated by Dr. Eric

All of the Commandments are designed to give people
(and evidently God as well) safety within boundaries.
ship between man and God and between people.
Safety within bounds
I notice an interesting phenomenon
that we don’t often consider. All of the
Commandments are designed to give
people (and evidently God as well) safety within boundaries. Father and mother
define a certain boundary, and the family will be looked at in the following.
While the Ten Commandments don’t
build or create character in themselves, they do provide a framework
of recognizable behaviors and even a
gauge of human rights.
The last five Commandments establish the individual’s boundaries. An
individual has a right to the integrity

understandable meaning.
Such invasions cause distress and
cynicism. When a person is continually invaded, he eventually breaks
down: violated, confused, losing his
sense of self.
The thief invades other people’s
boundaries. Jesus Christ came to
shore up those boundaries.
“The thief does not come except to
steal, and to kill, and to destroy. I have
come that they may have life, and that
they may have it more abundantly”
(John 10:10).
So, according to Jesus Christ, by
the very fact of observing one another’s boundaries we give each other
abundant life. Essentially, we have
respect for one another.
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Berne in the 1960s and explained by
Dr. Thomas A. Harris in his book I’m
OK—You’re OK.
Misdirected anger
In view of our responsibility to treat
each other well, what happens when I
am cross? Surely it’s natural to express that feeling?
Yes, it is natural to do so, but here I
focus on the need to be aware of the
consequences.
When we express anger we hurt
another person, rendering him “not
okay,” with the consequence that he
turns around and hurts us back.
Sometimes when people let anger
fly, they are not actually angry with
the person they are speaking to. Rath-
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er, there is another problem going on.
So, when someone is angry with
me, I may have no idea what he is
really angry about.
This person has rendered me not
okay, so, while not asking him (or her)
why he is angry with me, I take my
anger elsewhere, to another hapless
victim.
Hence we start a vicious cycle of
rendering each other not okay, and we
never wonder where the cycle started
or how it is going to end.
We just paper over the cracks to
give an illusion of being okay.
Greatest happiness
It could be said that the greatest
happiness that people experience is in
relationship with others.
While our ability to relate to one
another is developed within the boundaries of the human group, especially
family, our morality provides a framework of recognizable behaviors that
give us safety and a gauge of how we
treat others.
How people see the world around
them and respond to it becomes their
internal frame of reference, which will
be looked at in another excerpt.
What is the difference between a
code of ethics and how character
develops?
In another essay we’ll take a look at
human character.
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Widow, nurse, longtime COG member
looking for a gentleman age 63-90 for
a long-term relationship, friendship
first. Please send info and pics to
Laura, P.O. Box 133174, Tyler, TX
75713, U.S.A.

Julie was born June 4, 1944, in
Portland, Ore., to Raymond and Edna
Myrick. She grew up in Oregon, went
to Ambassador College in Pasadena,
Calif., and eventually
moved to East Texas,
where she lived for the
past 34 years. ¶ Julie
was a loving and loyal
daughter, sister, wife Julie Wilkins
and mother who gave
of herself in extraordinary ways. She
was the main caretaker for both her
parents in their last years as well as
her mother-in-law, Lillian Wilkins. ¶
She was well known in the East Texas

area for her superb baked goods and
other culinary products. She was a
friend and support to many and will
be greatly missed. ¶ She is survived
by her husband, James Wilkins,
daughter Rebecca Anderson of
Larue, Texas, brother David Myrick of
Denton, Texas, and sister, Ruth Myrick of Dallas, Texas. Extended family
includes James Wilkins of Tyler,
Texas, Jared Wilkins of Oklahoma
and Judy Rounds of Houston, Texas,
and their families.

I’m seeking a very petite lady to correspond with who will study God’s truth,
be a true friend and eventually a loving
wife. I’m healthy, love the outdoors, a
dancer and artist, a young 71 with the
motto and slogan of a scout. Mail to
Student, 67888 Alabama Hwy. 77,
Talladega, AL 35160.

Obituaries
Julie Belle Myrick Wilkins of Hawkins,
Texas, passed away May 30, 2015. ¶

The Church of God
is not prepared for

The Return of Jesus Christ
Read it here:

ChildrenOfGod.net
PO Box 30332
Little Rock, AR 72260

Why do you
tithe on money?
Few of us have taken a closer look at the Scriptures to see what it really says about tithing.
Honestly, where does the Bible say, or even hint,
that we are to tithe on the money we earn? What
truly is Biblical “increase”? Few doctrines have
been as badly misrepresented as the doctrine of
tithing. If you now tithe on money, on your paycheck, then you owe it to yourself and your family to get the facts. Read this detailed study of
tithing which has been freeing people from the false teachings on
tithing for over 20 years. (Suggested donation, $3 ppd)

A sunset-to-sunset weekly
Sabbath is not in the Bible!
It is an old story: assuming a belief comes from the Bible, when in
fact the Bible says nothing of the sort. Most of us came out of
Protestantism because we saw exactly that. The
truth, the Scriptural truth, is the sunset-to-sunset
weekly Sabbath doctrine is just ANOTHER ONE of
those beliefs that has no Biblical basis whatever!
Shocking though this may be, it is the provable
truth. For nearly 20 years the book, The Scriptural Weekly Sabbath is NOT from Sunset-toSunset, has shown the vital truth on this crucial
subject. The Biblical facts and history do not lie.
Read the facts for yourself. Is Lev. 23:32 really
proof of a sunset-to-sunset weekly Sabbath? Could it be an ancient
Babylonian method of reckoning the day gradually replaced the
observance of the true Biblical day? This book is a must read. Order
yours today. (Suggested donation $3, ppd\)

PLEASE BEGIN THE FREE . . . .

THE UNITED STATES AND BRITAIN
IN PROPHECY
OUTREACH PROGRAM
IN YOUR HOMETOWN OR CITY
FOR INFORMATION GO TO:

AMERICA AND BRITAINS FUTURE.COM
US-BRITISHFUTURE.COM PO BOX 4877, OCEANSIDE, CA 92052

Feast Site Announcement
The Great Lakes Church of God will be
keeping the Feast of
Tabernacles in
Alcoa/Knoxville,
Tennessee. Join
us to learn
more about how
you can be a point of light for God
in today’s world. We will be offering a
millennial atmosphere, just as the Feast of
Tabernacles portrays. Call or e-mail for details.

To order these books write:

ICY

910-693-9837 / MRicker@glcg.net / www.glcg.net
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Gary Wayne Bruhn, 49, of Gladewater, Texas, died June 6, 2015, at
Good Shepherd Hospital, Longview,
Texas. He was born in Hawkins,
Texas, on Oct. 17, 1965, to Nancy
Margarat (Hansen) and Albert Bruhn.
¶ Gary is preceded in death by his
parents, survived by his wife, Debbie
Bruhn, son Levi Allen
and daughters Lani
Allen Lemming and
Dana Marsh. He is
also survived by his
brothers Albert and
Jeff Bruhn and sisters
Sarah Gillen, CathGary Bruhn
erine Bruhn and Alisa
Harris. ¶ Gary lived in Gladewater and
graduated from Gladewater High
School. In his early years Gary was
employed by Ambassador College. He
later went into the construction business and quickly became a business
owner. ¶ Gary never met a stranger
and always had a smile on his face.
He was well respected and well liked
by all his business associates. He had
a quick wit about him and a great
sense of humor. Everyone who knew
Gary loved Gary. ¶ Gary loved family
get-togethers and cooking for them. ¶
A graveside service was held June
13, 2015, at Gladewater Memorial
Park. Afterwards all friends and family were invited to visitation at his
daughter’s home. “To laugh often and
much, to win the respect of intelligent
people and the affection of children,
to earn the affection of honest critics
and endure the betrayal of false
friends, to appreciate beauty, to find
the best in others, to leave the world
a bit better . . . to know even one life
has breathed easier because you
have lived. This is to have succeeded”
(Ralph Waldo Emerson).
Dear friends and colleagues of Andrew “Andy” Voth, my name is Christine Voth, the younger and only sister
of Andrew Voth. It is with profound sorrow that I share the tragic news that
my beloved brother, Andrew Voth,
died very suddenly and unexpectedly
on July 5, 2015, at 4:22 a.m. of a massive heart attack. The doctor said the
heart blockage is known as “the
widow maker.” ¶ Andrew asked me to
drive him to the ER (at St. Johns
Regional Med Center, Oxnard, Calif.),
and we arrived a short time later at
3:30 a.m. (He was experiencing shortSee CONNECTIONS RUNS, page 16
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Plane Truth Part 15
Rogue State (2005)
uide to the World’s Only Superpower by
William Blum: Ex-President Jimmy
Carter stated in a 1989 interview: “We sent
Marines into Lebanon and you only have to go
to Lebanon, to Syria or to Jordan to witness
first-hand the intense hatred among many people for the United States because we bombed
and shelled and unmercifully killed totally
innocent villagers—women and children and
farmers . . . in those villages around Beirut . . .
As a result of that . . . we became kind of a
Satan in the minds of those who are deeply
resentful. That is what precipitated the taking
of our hostages and that is what has precipitated some of the terrorist attacks.”
People in the Mid-East were polled and
claimed the US should change its policy there
and quit supporting Israel. That US devastation
in Iraq and Afghanistan did not create democracy there as the US claimed. The Pentagon’s
advisory board in 2004 confirmed this. Stating
that Muslims do not hate our freedoms but our
foreign policy. That US claiming to bring
democracy is really self-serving hypocrisy.
The CIA conducts training of foreigners in
manuals for assassination and torture techniques. As location of 35 nerve points where
electrodes can be applied for interrogation.
The CIA conducted Operation Phoenix in the
Vietnam war. Using electrodes on men and
women, or tossing a captive out a helicopter to
make another confess.
In US Navy schools at San Diego and
Maine, students were subjected to torture techniques to learn how to resist. They suffered
waterboarding to simulate choking to death,
and many humiliation techniques.
A civilian oversight committee found in
Chicago 1973-86 that policemen would torture
suspects with electric shocks to genitals or a
gun was put in the person’s mouth and the trigger pulled, without a bullet. [If with a bullet,
US police would be under even more protests
than they have been lately, for harassment, brutality or even killing when not necessary.]
Amnesty International cited Los Angeles and
New York City police in doing similar torture.
It published Pain Merchants that details how
US companies export torture equipment to
other countries with the manuals to use them.
The CIA caters to every whim, to foreigners
called unsavories who do the dirty deeds it wants
to their own nation. We protect them from prosecution and provide for their needs. We call
them friends and teach them how to make
bombs to betray their own country. The US in
Operation Paperclip exonerated Nazi war criminals after WWII to hire them for work in the US
to continue their criminal activity as spying and
mind control experiments. Similarly, Japanese
war criminals were kept from prosecution if they
began to work for the US telling how they did
such experiments as dissecting humans while
living, and this of captured US troops! This was
covered up by reason of national security.
In 1998 President Clinton declared the US
would punish those who supported or gave
haven to terrorists. In 1999 he warned we
would destroy the facility of the host nation.
While the US creates terrorists.
The School of the Americas in the US has
taught Latin students how to conduct war and
torture in their own nation. While war between
South American countries is not done, these
students must be training to fight their own fellow citizens. It became known as the coup
school. Why does the US provide this free
schooling to foreigners? The US besides
teaching, provides military weapons and
equipment to aid them. So the US has access
and control in these nations.
Office of Public Safety schools do the same
to foreign policemen as the School of the
Americas does for the military. A million from
Third World nations come to the US to train
for the claimed Communist threat. Taught how
to make bombs, to supposedly know how to
disarm them, but there is no instruction in that,
only how to make them. They learn how to
blackmail and torture for confessions. While
various US groups forced the OPS to claim it
stopped, it has continued into the 21st century
like the SOA in various reincarnations.

G

US employs WMD on nations
A political scientist in 1994 visited Iraq and
described it as wanton destruction after US
intervention. That a president surely would not
be elected if he threw a bomb into a crowded
restaurant, yet presidents will bomb other
nations in a similar indiscriminate manner and
even get reelected. Somehow the mind-set is
numbed by bombing from the air. The US
claims we hunt to destroy WMD of others, yet

our WMD are doing the most damage—cluster bombs, Depleted Uranium, chemical and
biological weapons.
The US tends to use aerial bombing on
nations that cannot defend against it and not in
US favor. Bombing survivors suffer from
PTSD—shell shock. Other inflictions of innocent people—In 1999 Scotland, residents
around a British firing range of DU caused
leukemia. Similarly on an island of Puerto
Rico where 9000 US citizens dwell the island
had cancer rates far higher than the other
islanders from a US firing range. The shells lie
around so will continue to contaminate, and
some are duds that can explode later.
Chemical and biological weapons are
invented and tested to develop more lethal
ones. Many were used against the Chinese and
Koreans in the Korean war, so 36 captured US
airmen listed the various contagious substances
they had dropped. And the International Scientific Committee investigated and found the
claims were true in a 600-page report. Most of
the airmen were coerced, and retracted their
statements upon return to the US. But they were
threatened with court martial if they did not.
The LA Times reported that “US military
installations have polluted the drinking water
of the Pacific island of Guam, poured tons of
toxic chemicals into Subic Bay in the Philippines, leaked carcinogens into the water
source of a German spa, spewed tons of sulfurous coal smoke into the skies of Central
Europe and pumped millions of gallons of raw
sewage into the oceans.” Such pollution continues at US bases around the world.
After WWII the US conducted tests in the
US and other lands in experiments to see how
substances disperse. As letting a bacteria strain
loose in two tunnels of NY City, breaking light
bulbs containing them. Millions of human
subjects, civilian and military, were experimented on with various pathogens and drugs.
Subjects were primarily those with the least
clout as prisoners, Blacks, enlisted men, the
poor and conscientious objectors.
Chemical and Biological weapons were
given to 550 people of 36 nations and trained
how to use them. In South Africa during apartheid, Blacks were targeted. US Major Gen.
William Augerson was cited as claiming CBW
are ideal weapons since they kill without
harming the infrastructure.
US Senate Committee reports in 1994 listed
details of various pathogens sent to Iraq in previous years (for US to supply Iraq against
Iran). These were the same ones found in Iraq
later by UN inspectors that the US accused
Iraq of having as reason to invade it.
In 1946-58 the US forced evacuation of citizens of Guam in order to conduct nuclear bomb
tests. Later they were told they could move
back, but radiation was so high they had to
move again. Later, the US said they could return
as long as they did not eat crops on the island.
The US touts the Monroe Doctrine claiming
no nation can interfere in the internal affairs of
Latin America, but the US does so routinely.
Later under Eisenhower, the policy was extended to the Mid-East, particularly the oil fields.
Britain forced a few thousand islanders two
places a thousand miles away without any
compensation so it could take over. Later, the
US was given rights to make a military base on
the largest island, Diego Garcia. The US base
is called Camp Justice, with such amenities as
a golf course and shopping malls.
Mental patients who hear voices urging
them to kill people they have never met, who
have not done them any harm, are kept in mental wards. But George H.W. Bush was such a
voice urging war against Iraq in 1991.
Pounding it with 177 million pounds of
bombs. For 12 years the US bombed it daily
until 2003. US Brigadier Gen. William
Looney, one the directors of this bombing, said
“They know we own this country. We own their
airspace . . . We dictate the way they live and
talk. And that’s what’s great about America
right now. It’s a good thing, especially when
there’s a lot of oil out there we need.”
In 1996 in the US there was outrage against
China for trying to subvert US elections. Yet
the US does that, perverting elections in other
nations to influence their policies. In Australia
in 1974-5 the US aided the opposition party
because the Labor Party was against the US in
Vietnam and the CIA meddling in Australia.
Labor won but the CIA was able to oust the
leader after the election.
The US Senate Intelligence Committee
ordered the CIA to quit interfering with the
electoral process in Haiti 1987-8. In Russia
1986 the US made sure Yeltsin was elected
since he was in favor of global markets. The
US conducted mass mailings, did polling and

crowd-staging. Time magazine announced that
democracy had won.
In Afghanistan 2004 the US ambassador
there met with all the candidates one by one
and pressured them to withdraw, so the US
puppet Karzai could win. The ambassador the
year before paid delegates to sway their votes.
The NGO National Endowment for
Democracy was set up to do the same things
the CIA was doing to disrupt foreign elections,
in a more subtle way. NGO is not appropriate
since the government was funding it.
US against the UN, the world
The US has continually been at odds with
the rest of the UN in voting against a resolution, commonly alone, or with another nation,
usually Israel. Blum goes into much detail listing these, over 150. In 1983 the UN voted
against the US invasion of Grenada, to which
President Reagan replied “One hundred nations in the UN have not agreed with us and
just abut everything that’s come before them
where we’re involved, and it didn’t upset my
breakfast at all.” Yet the US for decades renounced Cuba as an international pariah.
The US gets those officials most against it
in the UN to get unappointed. The US told the
UN if it wanted they could move the UN off of
US land. John Bolton became the new US
ambassador to the UN. He stated “There is no
such thing as the United Nations. There is an
international community that occasionally can
be led by the only real power left in the world
and that is the United States when it suits our
interest and we can get others to go along.”
The NSA used various programs to spy on
all global communications. ECHELON was
found in use for commercial espionage, so foreign inventions could be stolen and made in the
US. The US sold foreign companies computers
with ‘back doors’ allowing accessing without
the owner knowing. While the US touts its
encryption for messages is needed by foreigners, it really allows the US to easily view data.
The leading encryption company was Swiss
called Crpyto AG. It was trusted since the Swiss
are neutral, but the US through the NSA could
access their encrypted files when the owner
used encryption, done automatically. Windows
computer programs also allowed NSA access.
The process of rendition is kidnapping carried out with the help of a local authority. While
the US warns in this process for suspects to be
treated humanely, they are subject to torture.
Why else would the US permit this to happen?
Doesn’t the US have foreign language translators for interrogation? Torture is officially
banned in these nations, but doing torture for
another nation seems to be all right in their eyes.
In 1990 George H.W. Bush said Nelson
Mandela’s release from prison was causing joy
in the US. But the US in 1962 tipped off South
African authorities where he was captured,
disguised as a chauffeur in a car. The US considered Mandela a Communist threat, and the
US wanted uranium in South Africa. The US
was the biggest supporter in the UN of South
Africa under apartheid.
Dennis Dayle, former chief of a DEA enforcement unit announced “In my 30-year history in the Drug Enforcement Administration
and related agencies, the major targets of my
investigations almost invariably turned out to
be working for the CIA.” It was most infamous
for the Iran-Contra drug deal.
When Serbia was massively bombed by the
US in 1999, many Serbians were shocked.
They had thought the American way of life was
tops over Russia, that the US was a model
nation. But of course, this was hype by US
marketing and propaganda in movies and other
media making US life appealing. Bombs bursting in air convinced the Serbians otherwise.
US enforcers commit crimes
Many people do not know that US police
and border patrol in western states routinely
stop Hispanic drivers asking to prove they are
US citizens. Similarly, Blacks are harassed in
other states, even strip searched on the street.
At US schools students must take weekly
urine tests. Passengers at airports are detained
even for days if they fit a terrorist profile list.
US prisoners are more and more restricted,
shackled for hours on end, or suffer various
torture treatments. Most have to work at way
below minimum wage for corporations. Charged
for room and board, and not allowed to receive
packages. If they have health problems they
are not cared for.
High schools are forced to allow military
recruitment on campus or get public grants
cut. Students have intrusive inspections of
their selves and lockers done by the police.
Students are rewarded for snitching on fellow
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students or their parents.
The US military is conducting exercises in
the US by US residents, as the Navy Seals conducted one in Massachusetts scaring residents
there. Using low-flying helicopters and dummy
explosives. Some use live ammo. [The recent
Jade Helm operation is used to get US soldiers
used to arresting and even firing on US citizens.
To which the Texas governor sent out the state
guardsmen to guard against the US military!]
Police continue their long practice of being
enforcers for corporations. Law enforcers in
California used swipes of pepper spray to irritate
the eyes of protesters strapped to huge trees to
save them from loggers. Some protesters died.
US military recruits are subject to psychological methods to induce them to follow
orders unquestioningly and kill on demand.
Short-circuiting their deep down reluctance to
kill a stranger.
In the fiscal year 1999 the NY City police
had 2324 brutality claims. They kill someone
on the average of once every ten days, often
unarmed. There are more in prisons in the land
of the Free than any other nation.
Elana Freeland’s book (2014)
Chemtrails, HAARP and Full Spectrum Dominance of Planet Earth: Some scientists working on chemtrails have broken their oaths and
broken the silence about chemtrails, suffering
harassment or death. Chemicals work with
HAARP, which for this book will refer to the
Alaska array and many more ionosphere
heaters and radar installations around the world
as interferometer grids working together, even
one in China with a grid of buried fiber optics.
There are over 160 websites working to figure
out why chemtrails are used.
Senator Edward Kennedy in Hearings of
the Committee on Human Resources 1977 on
Biological Testing Involving Human subjects
by the Dept. of Defense asked “Should democratic people cede to its government the full
responsibility of determining when secret tests
on unwitting subjects are necessary to protect
national security?”
In Project Argus 1958 the US Navy exploded 3 nuclear bombs in the Van Allen radiation
belts. In 1961-2 USSR and USA blasted many
EMPs in the atmosphere, 300 megatons of
nuclear devices that depleted the ozone layer
4%. In 1968 Soviet scientists told the West
they found out which pulsed magnetic field
frequencies help mental and physiological
functions and which do harm.
In 1974 the UN banned environmental warfare of altering the weather of an enemy nation
(so nations tested more secretly). In 1975 Senator Gaylord Nelson forced the Navy to show
research that ELF transmission can alter human
blood chemistry. The Pell Subcommittee in
1965 urged that weather and climate modification be overseen by a civilian agency answering
to Congress, but that didn’t happen.
“Throughout the 1950-60s more than 300
megatons of nuclear bombs were exploded in
the atmosphere—charged and radioactive particles, 40,000 electromagnetic pulses. From
1949 to 1957 Strontium-90 increased in baby
teeth 14-fold.” Fallout landed on grass so cows
produced fallout milk that US citizens drank.
In Project Westford 350,000 copper needles
2-4 centimeters long were dumped 3000 kilometers high creating another radiation belt and
frying 3 satellites in orbit. The Soviets did similarly creating 3 more radiation belts. On 7-91962 the US exploded 3 nuclear devices of
one-kiloton, one-megaton and one-multimegaton high above earth in tests. The existing radiation belts were almost obliterated and
new ones formed. These kinds of tests led to
the 1963 International Limited Test Ban Treaty
banning nuclear tests except underground.
More powerful weapons were devised as
HAARP of heaters capable of heating the ionosphere to 50,000 degree F. Capable of controlling the jet streams, so any weather can be
manipulated. Create and steer tornadoes, hurricanes, droughts, floods, even earthquakes.
[Much extreme weather can be attributed to
manmade causes.] Earth tomography is possible by shooting microwaves into the ground
scanning for tunnels, caves and natural
resources as oil and water below ground.
People are making a fortune from weather
derivatives by controlling the weather, so can
predict it ahead of time. Instead of going to
war, a nation is decimated by severe weather,
so contractors make money rebuilding. The
1978 ENMOD Convention banned weather
and climate modification against other nations,
but not of a government against its own citizens! If a nation wants another nation to comply with a matter and it does not, punishing it
with a ‘natural’ disaster tends to make it comply next time. And there is plausible deniability in that freak weather does happen.
1908 Tunguska Blast
Tesla wrote a letter in 1908 to the NY Times
telling that a death ray is possible, that from a
long distance a region could be made uninhabitable. Seventy days after his letter ran, a big
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explosion rocked Siberia near the Tunguska
River. Though the site is so remote that it could
not be investigated for 19 years. No impact
crater was found, or nickel or iron deposits as
of a meteorite down to a depth of 118 feet. Vast
amounts of trees were knocked over. Tesla’s
Wardenclyffe transmitter or death ray would be
capable of such a feat. Possibly his test target
was the Arctic and overshot into Siberia. Tesla
wrote J.P. Morgan in a 1934 letter that he had
proven he could ward off airplane attack.
The Soviets in 1975 developed a new kind of
radar, a Tesla Magnifying Transmitter capable
of controlling human minds using ELF waves.
The US government had established Project
Woodpecker in 1977 and sold the Soviets the
super magnet of 40 tons, 250,000 times stronger
than geomagnetism for the TMT Woodpecker.
They also sent a team to aid the Russians to
install it. Subsequently, 650,000 people of Tangshan, China, died from a blast. Survivors saw
the sky light up as daylight with red and white
lights up to 200 miles away. Leaves and vegetation were scorched as of a fireball.
HAARP is a joint effort of the US military,
the British, Russia, Canada, Japan, Greenland,
Norway and Finland. Satellites are also involved. HAARP can track hundreds of objects
at once. The Alaska phased array antennae are
now surpassed by 2nd generation developments
of fractal antennae and China’s fiber optics,
hundreds of square miles underground.
Elana lists some 40 atmospheric heaters
around the globe with their coordinates, plus
there tend to be several related ones about the
same location. Many use the Aurora Borealis or
Northern Lights as an outdoor plasma lab.
Normally the lights carry a tenth to one
megawatt of energy, about the equivalent of a
thousand power plants.
Unfortunately, the destructive effects of chemtrails and HAARP became noticed by the public
too late to do much about them. They were consigned to the conspiracy theory loony bin. The
EU Parliament in 1999 called for regulation over
so-called non-lethal weapons including HAARP
and any used to manipulate human minds.
“Star Wars and Death Star had finally arrived.”
Eastlund’s 1987 HAARP patent
His patent is copied for viewing in the book.
Just heating up the ionosphere mostly just makes
it go out to space, but not if chemicals or
aerosols are inserted in the air, or polymers, used
in chemtrails. Plasma is a gas but acts like a fluid
of charged particles—the 4th state of matter and
makes up 99% of the universe, mostly in stars.
The ELF frequencies 0-100 Hz are the most
important for humans. According to the book
The Body Electric, signals in frequencies .1100 Hz can travel around the world without
dying out. When it comes to living beings, the
lower the frequency, the higher the power.
HAARP is able to block communications of
other nations, but also maintain its own network.
Eastlund refers to artificial ionospheric plasma
balls used as mirrors for steering target operations and over the horizon radar. Elana lists 12
associated patents for HAARP, some that are
next generation ones. Including one called
Nuclear-Sized Explosions without Radiation.
US pollution and hazards tests
Regarding space vehicle liftoffs: “23 tons of
harmful particulate matter settle around the
launch areas each liftoff and nearly 13 tons of
hydrochloric acid kill fish and plants within
half a mile of the site . . . Still, the expected
impact of spaceflight pales in comparison with
the carbon footprint of a commercial airport.
Los Angeles International Airport has carbon
dioxide emissions of nearly 19,000 tons a
month . . . and the 33,000 airplanes that fly in
an out of the airport each month emit about
800,000 tons of carbon dioxide.”
“And as for blaming carbons for global
warming, the real carbon burners are military
F-15s, Apache gunships, Abrams tanks and
non-nuclear carriers. In 2006 the US Air Force
burned 2.6 billion gallons of jet fuel. According
to the EPA, each gallon of gasoline produces
19.4 pounds of CO 2, and diesel 22 pounds.”
Chemtrails are different from contrails, such
as forming grids or tic-tac-toe patterns. And
chemtrails can be turned off and on while flying. “Since 1998 air traffic controllers (ATCs) at
major airports in the US and Canada have been
told to divert commercial traffic away from
commanded airspace and warned that climate
experiments might degrade their radar displays.
Some ATCs figured out that the artificial stuff
obscuring their radar had something to do with

hospital emergency rooms being filled to overflowing with acute respiratory attacks.”
Many consider chemtrails just a conspiracy
theory, but the term was used on a 1990 US Air
Force Academy Chemistry Manual, cover of which
is shown on page 119 with CHEMTRAIL plainly as the title, a text for cadets. The continued
denial shows deceit by the government, while
spewing toxic chemicals in the air we breathe.
Just after the 911 attacks, air travel was completely restricted for 3 days except [to whisk
the bin Laden family out of the US and] 9 military tanker planes sprayed chemicals into the
air. They covered 24,000 square miles, so could
hardly be just contrails, and they lasted over 5
hours. Likely, without ordinary contrails of normal airplanes, testing was going on.
Twice in the 1950s St. Louis was crop-dusted
by low-flying Army planes with zinc cadmium
sulfide laced with radioactive particles. “The
Army used motorized blowers atop a lowincome housing high-rise, at schools and from
the backs of station wagons to send a potentially dangerous compound into the already hazy air
in a predominantly black area of St. Louis. Mary
Brindell went inside and washed it off her face
and arms, then went back outside to play, not
knowing that over time the cadmium would
degenerate her breast, thyroid, skin and uterus.”
During the Vietnam war, Agent Orange-type
chemicals were sprayed causing havoc to the
Vietnamese, their land and US vets there. A veterans services officer found records that finally
forced the Pentagon to admit of thousands of
projects secretly exposing thousands of US military personnel in Hawaii, Panama, Okinawa and
aboard ships in the Pacific to poisons, drugs and
germs, even saran and VX nerve gases (1962-74).
Other tests varied from spraying psychochemicals at Edgewood Arsenal on Chesapeake
Bay, to aerial fumigation of Monsanto’s Roundup
herbicide over Colombian crops, livestock, villages, schools and churches, supposedly part of
the war against drugs. There were many sprayings on unconsenting populations funded by the
EPA, USDA and Dept. of Homeland Security
using time-release micro-capsules over Monterey, San Marcos, San Francisco and Oakland.
Supposed to stop light brown apple moths, which
are held in check in New Zealand with natural
predators and washing fruit with water. The capsules contained BHT (butelated hydroxyl
toluene) that causes sterility in men and increase
estrogen in men, women and children.
These micro-capsules float in the wind like
pollen and can lodge in your nose, mouth, eyes,
ears and if in your lungs you could go into respiratory distress.
Project Cloverleaf was a joint US and Canada military operation over both nations, using
refueling tankers and thousands of private corporate planes, employing many weather-climate
changing chemicals. Using highly human toxic
metallic salts and aerosol fibers aiding HAARP
technology. These secret experiments are conducted over whole cities and country sides without victim consent. A global phenomenon.
Cloverleaf was sold to the public as aerosol
geoengineering and solar radiation management. The 5-5-2008 Council on Foreign Relations meeting gave the go ahead for use of sulfur dioxide, aluminum oxide dust, self-levitating aerosols and sulfuric acid dumped on
NATO countries.
Most weather modification until recently
was done by cloud-seeding using silver iodide
crystals to cause rain. Weather Modification
Incorporated listed for April 2013 37 such
operations in 17 states, and 66 in 18 nations.
Though the public accepts it, silver iodide is
highly toxic to plants and air breathers. Deepwater Chemicals makes it and says on its Material Safety Data Sheet that it may cause iodism
causing skin rash, running nose, headache and
irritation of mucous membranes. And weakness, anemia, loss of weight and general depression. Prolonged inhalation can lead to bluegray eye or skin coloration.
Another weather control powder is patented
by Dyn-O-Mat, seeding rain clouds in a storm
with a cross-linked aqueous polymer. Forming
a gelatinous substance that precipitates to the
ground. Invisible to radar, and touted as completely safe.
Other means use crystals dispersed by planes
or artillery rockets and then stripped of electrons by a laser. In Abu Dhabi 5 Weathertec
ionizer units, each with 20 emitters produced
rain, hail, gales and lightning 52 times during
the drought of July-August 2010—far cheaper
than desalination to obtain water. Though other
nations complain that needed rain does not
reach them, so rain-making is a political issue.
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Another method of rain-making is electromagnetic resonance, done on a smaller scale in
Texas by Aquiess, to divert oceanic atmospheric rivers to drought areas. These are water flows
larger than the Amazon River in the atmosphere, like the jet streams.
Jim Harrison of NASA claims “Humaninduced climate change is a great moral issue
on par with slavery.” Jumbo jets may fly remotely as drones to spray chemtrails. The patented invention Power Beaming System uses
microwave beams from the earth’s surface to
power aircraft indefinitely to stay aloft, good
for surveillance, relaying communications and
gathering atmospheric data.
While possible global warming is warned
against so vehicles use cleaner fuels, the exhaust pollution from chemtrail use is extremely
counterproductive. The pilots are expected to
keep quiet. But they ask why these chemicals
are being used and if they are toxic. They get
the answers that they are safe and only get to
know if they need to know.
Managing editor and journalist Marcus
Dalton of the Las Vegas Tribune reported on
chemtrails over the city causing chemtrail sickness of many people stricken with flu-like
symptoms and acute allergic reaction months
just after heavy spraying and after the flu season had ended. He was fired. Few US sources
report on chemtrails.
Jet fuel itself has high toxicity, and tankers
may dump thousands of gallons of fuel to trim
out the aircraft. Some craft have radioactive
Depleted Uranium used as counterweights.
Pilots and flight attendants file formal complaints about toxic fumes and nervous symptom
disorders from organophosphate chemical nerve
agents. Resulting in Parkinson’s Disease or MS.
Some chemtrails are made of nanoparticles
with radio-controlled gigaflop microprocessors
called smart molecules or smart dust, linked to
supercomputers. Chemtrails can be loaded with
nanosensors that look like iridescent glitter.
They record everything, have long battery life,
can be inhaled or ingested and remotely communicate with each other. The City of Berkeley
California added nanoparticles to its list of hazardous materials law.
Carbon black nanoparticles in atmospheric
aerosols were used for decades to melt Arctic
ice [blamed on climate change], boost hurricanes and kill immune cells in lungs, causing
heart disease, premature aging and death. The
EPA was sued for exposing humans to deadly
particulates from a diesel truck. And was thus
barred from conducting life-threatening tests,
but nothing enforces this ruling.
Morgellon’s Disease victims are increasing
at 1000 per day, even the CDC in 1998 began
to investigate the causes and symptoms. Sores
do not heal, and contain fibers that burn at 1700
degrees F and do not melt.
Louisiana salt domes are pumped with millions of gallons of water to get nearby oil, but
the domes collapse causing massive sink holes,
as a 14-acre one near Baton Rouge sucked up
homes, trees and residents in 2010. They were
warned ahead of time by bubbles and smell of
gas from the 1 by 3-mile dome. Even radioactive wastes and liquid butane are stored in salt
domes in Texas and Louisiana, while the media
has mostly concentrated on Florida sinkholes.
“If just one cavern of 188 million barrels of
butane blows, it will be 100 times Hiroshima.”
Earthquakes have increased around the New
Madrid fault line that cracked 200 years ago.
Now, 15 nuclear plants are there. Fracking and
acid jobs are oil industry techniques to extract oil.
Pumping fractures with pressurized water and
chemicals to melt rocks causing micro quakes.
About 18 million red-winged blackbirds
dropped dead from the sky exactly at midnight
on New Year’s Day 2013 in Beebe, Arkansas,
70 miles from Little Rock Air Force Base likely using electromagnetic means of data-gathering. As whale beachings in New Zealand of
seismic survey vessels looking for oil and gas
using side-scan sonar.
About 1998 when chemtrails and HAARP began revving up, the US Air Force came out with
its Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the
Weather in 2025 report. Naomi Klein reported
in 2005 that disaster-based capitalism was profiting from climate change and orchestrating disasters makes money off of the traumatized. Causing a disaster, then getting hired to fix the mess.
It seems petrodollars may give way to food
shaping the next currency, so causing drought
or other weather-related disasters helps companies profit. The European Union had drought so
they had to accept Monsanto’s GM crops. By
2013 US law now, Monsanto and other biotech
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firms are legally not liable for causing harm to
consumers or the environment. “The deal
passed the House in ten seconds and in the
Senate in 14 seconds by voice vote only so
there would be no record of who voted how.”
Monsanto has branched out from GM seeds
and chemicals (as chemtrails) to forecasting the
weather, meaning scheduling it.
In Enron’s heyday before it was busted, it
employed CIA agents to monitor the “weather
as market intelligence so no wonder the
National Weather Modification Act of 1976
was placed under the aegis of the Dept. of
Commerce! Enron’s early days moved in tandem with HAARP coming online and the
aerosol assault revving up. In the US 70% of
businesses are weather-dependent to the tune of
$1 trillion per year. Is it any wonder the weather engineering is such a powerful chip on the
Wall Street bargaining table?”
Greece and Cyprus were the first two nations
to blow the whistle on chemtrails in their skies,
so the EU pressed for action against chemtrails.
A big Greek newspaper reported on dangerous
chemicals sprayed by US aircraft in experiments
to create an artificial cloud as an antidote for the
greenhouse effect. Both Greece and Cyprus
were hit in retaliation with economic sanctions.
Former Defense Secretary William Cohen
warned in 1997 “Others are engaging even in
an eco-type of terrorism whereby they can alter
the climates, set off earthquakes and volcanoes
remotely through the use of electromagnetic
waves.” Of course, the US was doing much of
this, too. Back in 1912 Tesla claimed splitting
the planet is possible by combining vibrations
with the earth’s own resonance, within weeks.
Fukushima nuclear plant quake
Japan had done some things to rile the US as
insist it get out of the Okinawa military base, a
sore wound to the Japanese for decades. In
2011, 66 years after the US used atomic bombs
on Japan, it suffered its worst quake, and many
powerful aftershocks. Just prior to the disaster,
Magna BSP, a security firm, installed massive
‘security cameras’ inside reactors 3 and 4
weighing more than 1000 pounds that looked
like uranium gun-type nuclear bombs. These
reactors were the ones that seemed to explode.
“The May 18, 2011, article in the MIT Technology Review, Atmosphere Above Japan
Heated Rapidly before M9 Earthquake” indicated the disaster was triggered by man. Similarly,
the “DEMETER spacecraft showed a significant
increase in ultra-low frequency radio signals
before the M7 Haiti earthquake in January
2010.” The Japanese nuclear waste contaminated
the Pacific Ocean and thus the US west coast.
“Hurricane Katrina was steered and intensified. FEMA even cut the parish’s emergency
communication system. The National Guard
turned the Red Cross away, and FEMA and the
federal government stood waiting for five days
before doing much of anything.” The levees
were broken many hours after the hurricane
had passed. The city’s pumps failed when needed most. Dogs were running around in circles
before its approach.
Joe Golden of the American Meteorological
Society Conference admitted that aerosols can
induce floods and droughts, then stuttered, saying
they were used to manipulate Katrina’s intensity.
Plasma balls are used as guides in artificially
made tornadoes to monitor storm development.
In May 4-10, 2003, 400 tornadoes occurred in
19 states, with 42 deaths and billions of dollars
in damage.
Leonard Cole is Director of the Program on
Terror Medicine and Security at the U. of
Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey Center
for BioDefense. In 1998 he wrote Clouds of
Secrecy: The Army’s Germ Warfare Tests over
Populated Areas. He told that in the 1970s
Americans learned that US citizens were used
as lab rats for experimental chemicals and biowarfare agents, since the US was ‘forced’ to do
so by the Russians doing similarly in the Cold
War. Of course, when the Cold War ended a
new enemy was invented of terrorism. But the
worst terrorist acts seem to by our own government. As the “cartoonist Walt Kelly’s character
Pogo said We have met the enemy and he is us.”
Cole told about the Army spraying in 1951
Serratia causing an epidemic. It is implicated in
causing meningitis, wound infections and
arthritis. Germ warfare stimulants and toxic
metals were released in the US. Just after the
atomic bomb blasts on Japan, the US sent over
a team to study the effects, to take advantage of
this golden opportunity to study effects.
While many might claim that Morgellon’s Disease cannot be nanotechnology, on 7-1-1969
high-ranking official Dr. Donald MacArthur appeared for the US House Defense Dept. Appropriations Subcommittee telling them it is possible in 5 years to make an artificial organism, a
synthetic biological agent that has no natural
immunity in life forms, costing $10 million.
In 2010 DARPA announced publicly its
BioDesign project to synthesize biology to rewrite the laws of evolution.
—Mr. Jan Young

Past articles: janaaronyoung.wordpress.com
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The 7,000-Year Plan and
Some Food for Thought

A

bout 6,000 years ago, the
Word, who later became
Jesus Christ, renewed the
earth and created man, made
in His image; John 1:1 and Genesis
1:26-27.
About 2,000
years later,
Abraham offered
to sacrifice his
only son Isaac (a
type of God the
Father sacrificing
His Son).
About 2,000 years
later, God the Father
did sacrifice His only
Son “Jesus Christ.”
About 2,000 years later, and we are in
the present time.
There seems to be a pattern of
something dramatic happening about
every 2,000 years concerning the

“Word,” Jesus Christ.
We know Satan will be bound for
1,000 years while the saints under Christ
are ruling during that 1,000 years. If that
completes the 7,000-year plan of God,
then Christ is now a little late in His
second coming to complete the 6,000year plan. But perhaps not! In 2026,
give or take a year, it will be 2,000
years since Christ began His
ministry. In 2030 A.D. it will be,
give or take a year, 2,000 years
since God the Father sacrificed
His Son. That should complete
the 6,000 years and begin the
seventh 1,000 years.
Why did Jesus wait six days before
showing His disciples a vision of the future
coming Kingdom of God? Notice
Matthew 6:28, “Assuredly, I say to you,
there are some standing here who
shall not taste death till they see the
Son of Man coming in His kingdom.”

Matthew 17:1—“Now after six days
Jesus took Peter, James, and John his
brother, brought them up on a high
mountain by themselves.” Mark 9:1-2
says the same thing. Do the six days
represent 6,000 years? Look at 2 Peter
3:8. “But, beloved, do not forget this
one thing, that to the Lord one day is
as a thousand years, and a thousand
years as one day.” If so, we are about to
enter the seventh 1,000 years.
In Hebrews 4:3-7, it’s recorded that,
“For we who have believed do enter
that rest,” as He has said, “So I swore
in my wrath, they shall not enter my
rest, although the works were

finished from the foundation of the
world.” For He has spoken in a certain
place of the seventh day in this way:
“and God rested on the seventh day
from all His works,” and again in this
place: “They shall not enter My rest.”
Since it therefore remains that some
must enter it, and those to whom it
was first preached did not enter
because of disobedience.
In these verses God is evidently trying
to tell us that His seventh day, the
Sabbath day, symbolically represents His
Kingdom of God ruling this earth for
1,000 years.
What do you think?*

*Footnote
Also somewhere between the year 2026 A.D. and 2030 A.D. a 40-year span of time
will have elapsed since the great falling away began (2 Thessalonians 2:3). That
would be about 1986 or soon thereafter.

Ray DeHart • P.O. Box 908 • Dahlonega, GA 30533

What is ‘the law’—according to Hebrews?

T

he general assumption is that
‘the law’ was given at Mt.
Sinai in Exodus 20. The book
of Hebrews and others don’t see it
that way.
Heb 7:11: “Therefore, if perfection were
through the Levitical priesthood (for
under it the people received the law) . . .”
(NKJV).
According to this verse ‘the law’
was received through the Levitical
priesthood. The Levitical priesthood
didn’t exist in Exodus 20. The firstborn were the priests at that time.
The Levitical priesthood didn’t begin
until Aaron was anointed about nine
months later (Ex 40:2-17). The Levites had to be exchanged with the
firstborn priests (Num 3:12, 45).
Actually, the better NASB translation of Hebrews 7:11 indicates ‘the
law’ was based on the Levitical priesthood. They administered it. Since they
were not priests as of Exodus 20 and
no mention is made of the tribe of
Levi at all in the Sinai covenant, how
was the Sinai instruction ‘the law’
intended by Hebrews?
The instruction in Exodus 20-23 is

not what Hebrews considers ‘the
law.’ It affirms that ‘the law’ is connected to a covenant. Christ brings a
better covenant. Heb 7:22: “By so much
more Jesus has become a surety of a better
covenant.”
If Christ brings a better covenant
than the old order, ‘the law’ had to be
part of a covenant also. Indeed that
order had to change. Heb 7:12: “For,
the priesthood being changed, there takes
place of necessity a change of law also”
(Darby). Many translations indicate
‘the law’ changes. The original text
does not really say that. It indicates a
wholesale change of law. ‘The law’
doesn’t change. It remains as written.
Mat 5:18: “For assuredly, I say to you,
till heaven and earth pass away, one jot or
one tittle will by no means pass from the
law till all is fulfilled.”
The better covenant brought by
Christ for His followers is different
from the covenant that established
‘the law.’ The law of the Sinai/Horeb
covenant is different too.
“These are the words of the covenant
which the LORD commanded Moses to
make with the children of Israel in the

land of Moab, besides the covenant which
He made with them in Horeb” (Deu
29:1). The terms of the Moab covenant established ‘the law’ for Israel.
“So it was, when Moses had completed
writing the words of this law in a book,
when they were finished, that Moses commanded the Levites, who bore the ark of
the covenant of the LORD, saying: “Take
this Book of the Law, and put it beside the
ark of the covenant of the LORD your God
. . .” (Deu 31:24-26).
That book contained ‘the law’ that
was received through the Levitical
priesthood. It was based on the
administration of Levi. “If a matter
arises which is too hard for you to judge
. . . then you shall arise and go up to the
place which the LORD your God chooses.
And you shall come to the priests, the
Levites, and to the judge there in those
days, and inquire of them; they shall pronounce upon you the sentence of judgment”
(Deu 17:8-9). It also formally established Levi as priests (Deu 18:1-5).
This ‘law’ was added because of
transgressions (Deu 9:24-25; 4:1; Gal
3:19). At Sinai there was also a law
established, but not because of trans-

gression. It was not added to anything. “Now therefore, if you will indeed
obey My voice and keep My covenant,
then you shall be a special treasure to Me
. . . And you shall be to Me a kingdom of
priests and a holy nation . . .’ (Ex 19:5-6).
Moses instructed Joshua to set up
stones and “write on them all the words of
this law” that he gave that day in Moab
(Deu 27:1-3). Joshua called that law the
Law of Moses (Josh 8:32). That law is
‘the law’ to which Hebrews refers. It
became the basis for what was known as
‘the law’ during New Testament times.
The Sinai covenant instruction is not
the Law of Moses, but the Law of God.
There is a difference. God’s Law doesn’t
need Levi to function.
Don’t wait for someone ordained
of men to look into this for you. If
one doesn’t understand ‘the law,’ how
can one understand the New Testament, which refers to it frequently?
Develop your own relationship with
the Creator by seeking to understand
how His instruction fits together.
CreatorsCovenant highlights what
others have missed.

★ www.creatorscovenant.org ★
PO Box 1002 • South Pasadena, CA 91031
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The Ezekiel WATCHMAN
God’s Warning Message

“Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and
dreadful Day of the LORD (Malachi 4:5; Matthew 17:10-11).

“The LOVE for the Fullness of the Truth of God”
“And this is the condemnation,
that the light has come into the
world, and men loved darkness
rather than light, because their
deeds were evil. For everyone
practicing evil hates the light and
does not come to the light, lest his
deeds should be exposed”
( John 3:19-20).

A

Alton B. (Don) Billingsley

n Inside View of this World–Viewing the conditions in everyday
society in America, violence, lack
of justice, racial riots, diminishing
of authority and respect for Law
Enforcement, moral collapse, abortions, rejection of religion—of God and His Holy
Bible, not only in America, but the world—
recently led the disillusioned Bill O’Reilly on
Fox News Channel to make the following
observation: “This world is going to blow
up . . . and will unless something happens
to change it!”
The Rejection of TRUTH—Every decent
thing has been turned around and given evil
the appearance of being good and attractive
and good being bad! God indicts them for
their evil ways (Isaiah 5:20-21); and religion—
that speaks against the evil—will be completely
stopped in one way or another. They love their
free-wheeling ways regardless of the cost—
while casting TRUTH to the street as one would
a discarded dirty garment (Isaiah 59:14-15).
THE LIE ENTERED THE WWCG—
After the death of Mr. Armstrong in 1986,
Satan’s LIE destroyed the WWCG! It also
destroyed all the others except for the true
and faithful people of God. They were
DECEIVED by Satan due to a lack of LOVE for
the TRUTH of God (II Thessalonians 2:9-12);
and no longer fully believe the Restored
Teachings taught to them by Christ’s Elijah to
come (for understanding, please read our booklet:
“Many Are Called, Few Are Chosen”).

THE BIG BOMB—Few, if any, seriously very soul are here. And how to survive? God’s
give any thought of mankind living in the prophet provides the answer (Isaiah 33:6). In
Shadow of the BIG BOMB with the capability addition, God makes known—“But on this
of blowing up the planet earth! Yet mankind ONE will I look (with favor): On him who is
is deceived into believing no nation would poor (humility) and of a contrite spirit,
ever use the nuclear bombs. So life continues and who trembles at My Word (a reverent
with no fear of tomorrow and what it will fear, Matthew 4:4)” (Isaiah 66:2).
bring to them.
Departure from the World of Satan—
The Promised Elijah of the End-Time— God’s true and faithful people are commanded
The great awesome and loving God always to come out of this world that was built on
gives WARNING before any major calamity LIES (Genesis 3:1-5; I John 2:15-17; James 4:4; II
befalls His people to make possible ample Corinthians 6:14-17); and go where Christ was
time for their repentaken to be crucified outside the
tance so they might be
City of Jerusalem to where the
“For
M
a
n
y
are
Called,
spared from destrucrefuse was dumped (Hebrews 13:11but Few are Chosen”
tion (Amos 3:7-8).
14). And to be there with Christ
and His true faithful people—
The Restoration of
please study the UNEDITED Mysthe Laws of God and
Doctrinal Teachtery of the Ages with the Holy
ings—For this purpose
Bible, and see the fullness of TRUTH.
Jesus Christ used the
The Demise of the Nations
promised Elijah to REof Israel—To remain inside the
City—that depicts the societies
STORE His Commandwithin the Cities of Israel—will
ments, Statutes and
soon have the BIG BOMB dropped on them
Judgments by which
understanding will
(Ezekiel 6:6; 12:20). God’s people are warned to
come to those desiring
come out of her (Revelation 18:4-5).
to be brought out of
Question: Where will you and I be when
the spiritual darkness
this soon-coming time comes upon us? By our
of ‘LIES’ and avoid
righteous acts within the place of safety—or
outside and suffer the horrors for not obeying
the horrors soon to
the FULLNESS of God’s laws and true teachcome (Psalm 19:7, 11;
Malachi 4:1-6).
ings? Judgment is now on the House of God,
and He makes known each one has a continThe Promise Conual choice to make in everyday life: “See, I
firmed—And Jesus
Christ confirmed the Promise by sending the have set before you today LIFE and
Elijah BEFORE the Great and Dreadful Day Good, death and evil . . . choose life”
of the Lord comes (Matthew 17:10-11). And he (Deuteronomy 30:15-20). It is my prayer each
preached to them faithfully for over 52 years. one will make the good choice.
Further—Jesus Christ is continuing to use
Mr. Herbert W. Armstrong, though dead, via
his Recorded Works on websites Christ gave
The quotes and pictures above are for educational
to this small flock (www.cog-ff.com).
purposes only. Entire contents © 2015 The Church of
What is Truth?—Biblical scholars should
God. All Rights Reserved. The copyright subsisting in
know the definition of TRUTH for Jesus Christ
material quoted in this publication and trademarks
defined it: “Your Word is TRUTH” (John
appearing in this publication belong to the respective
17:17). And NOT to love the FULLNESS of His
TRUTH is NOT to LOVE God and Jesus Christ
owners thereof and no claim of ownership therein is
(Matthew 15:8).
made by The Church of God, Faithful Flock.
Surviving the Coming Horrors—The
time of unparalleled trials and troubles to try the

http://bodyofchristonline.us • http://cog-ff.com • http://www.ezekielwatchman.org
P.O. Box 130 • Valley Springs, CA 95252 • (209) 772-0737
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God Is the Sabbath
By Art Mokarow
P.O. Box 1197 • Montgomery, TX 77356 • Art@Mokarow.com • www.GodsPuzzleSolved.com

M

ost people read the Bible
and place the Sabbath on
the Seventh day every week.
What week was God referring to? He was referring to
the time He finished His “work” during
the six days from Sunday to Friday. Did
God need a rest as humans do? Naturally,
no. Never forget
God never tires or
needs rest. (God
only wanted to observe His “work”).
(Read the last few
verses in Isaiah
40:28.)
A Mystery
The above verse
gives you a clue
defining what the Art Mokarow
seventh-day Sabbath really means. Read this verse: “Have
you not known? Have you not heard [the
Word of God], that the everlasting God,
the Lord [master-in-charge], the Creator
of the ends of the earth, faints not, neither is weary? There is no searching [all
God is, knows and wisdom to succeed]
of his understanding” (Isaiah 40:28).
This writing is defining the Sabbath
and reveals who and what God is.
No one is like God (Isaiah 46:9). God is
the Everlasting (Eternal) Ruler (Almighty)
and The Creator of everything (even the
Sabbath). He faints not (no weakness),
neither is He weary. Being holy, God has
no faults—period. He knows the past, the
present and what will be.
God is more than a Prophet. God
decides everything that happens in the
entire universe. God cannot lose because
only He knows how to win by being perfect. The unseen or the unheard is kept
hidden from everyone until God knows
the Family of God is ready to learn “the
truth.” This can happen only when the
hearts of individuals freely decide to live
by every Word of God (Matthew 13).

Like any student or Christian, God
the Master Teacher will give you your
report card, and when you pass you will
be ready to go to a higher level of understanding.
God’s School
The Garden of Eden had no physical
house for Adam and Eve. They had two
jobs assigned to them. The first was to
start in kindergarten (a child’s garden) so
they could play. You will find they were
mentally so young they did not know
they were naked.
Their Heavenly Father designed this
garden in such a way that each tree,
flower and other plant, as well as the
birds and animals, were gentle.
God received a great deal of pleasure
from His first two children. Watching
Adam and Eve gazing in awe of their surroundings was like mothers and fathers
watching their little babies learning
some new tricks of living the human life.
The second job for the children of God
was to take care of their beautiful school
and learn to be rulers. God was teaching
them so they could graduate to be able to
build their own estates. In addition, God
has many mansions for you to inherit.
Every estate has a palace from which you
will build a beautiful estate.
A Place of Rest
Eternity, a God-given gift, will produce a constant Jubilee (Read Leviticus
25). This Jubilee is unending.
Individuals need to repent and have a
change of spirit. But to be in this Jubilee
places you at the point to learn how God
makes everyone, eventually, His “family.”
This can be by birth or adoption and
after death when they become spirits
like God.
Your earthly life will be finished as you
become spirits—like God. Read about
the worldwide new birth in Isaiah 44:1-7.
Jesus told Nicodemus everyone must
be born again of water and Spirit: “He
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gives power [like God] to the faint [who
have lost energy]; and to them that have
no might [disabled] he increases strength.
Even the youths shall faint and be weary
and the young men shall utterly fall [become weak]: But they that wait on the
LORD [Master] shall renew their [personal] strength; they shall mount up [fly up]
with wings as eagles [high in heaven];
they shall run and not be weary and they
shall walk and not faint” (Isaiah 40:29-31).
All must finally become like God in
every detail. Only those who are in the
Rest of God, keeping the Rest (the
Sabbath) will become like God.
Hebrews forecasts, makes this prophecy: “There remains therefore a rest to the
people [church] of God” (Hebrews 4:9).
This could not be the seventh-day rest
because no one has qualified to be a duplicate Image of God.
“For you which have believed [have
faith] do [now] enter in rest, as he said as
I have sworn [an oath] [Melchizedek
Priest] in my wrath [Cain and Abel], if
they shall enter in my rest [like God is]:
although the works were finished [Garden of Eden—the Work of God] from
the foundation of the world. For he
spoke in a certain place [Adam’s and Eve’s
sins] of the seventh day on this wise [the
wisdom of God] and God did rest the
seventh day from all his works.”
Then God ends with His warning
about the wrath of God: “And in this
place again, if they shall enter in my rest
[not the rest of individuals who are
weak]” (Hebrews 4:3-5).
Paul was writing about the Jews who
were continually being too strict about
the keeping of the Sabbath. Physically
keeping the seventh day is only the alpha
(the beginning) as a sign of the future.
You need to continually grow spiritually
to become exactly like God.
Scripturally you have been shown God
is the Sabbath. Only God is the true
Sabbath Rest. Paul clarified for you:
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The True Sabbath
Rest Is God Himself
By Art Mokarow
P.O. Box 1197 • Montgomery, TX 77356 • Art@Mokarow.com • www.GodsPuzzleSolved.com
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

“Seeing [into the future] therefore it remains [at present] that some [who are
hiding the Treasure of God] must enter
[the Sabbath of God] therein [being like
God] and they to whom it was first
[Abraham’s family] preached [also ancients] entered not in because of unbelief [lack of faith]” (Hebrews 4:6).
The Sabbath Is Beginning to End
A sign is an advertisement. A sign
gives you clues you may be ready to understand. This may even describe where
you are in your endeavor for understanding. You may be succeeding, but you are
not there yet.
A Good Start
How can you tell when you become like
God? Paul wrote the answer: “Know you
not that you are the temple of God and
that the Spirit of God [God is Spirit and
holy] dwells in you?” (I Corinthians 3:16).
Over and over God is the Sabbath’s
Rest, but you begin by receiving help
from the Holy Spirit of God. Then and
only then will you be given the Holy
Spirit of God. When God bestows His
personal Holy Spirit, you start from the
seventh-day sign and continue by following the sign of God. Now, in faith, individuals can begin looking more like the
Son of God, the Christ. But you must
make the choice.
The End Process
God is your personal Teacher and
Father: “For the word of God is quick
[no time wasted] and powerful [almighty] and sharper [cuts the evil out]
than any two-edged sword [coming and
going], piercing [cutting away] even to
the dividing asunder [all the way to the
bones, the marrow] of the soul [physical
life] and spirit [Satan and demons] and
of the joints and marrow and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the
heart [desires change]” (Hebrews 4:12).

As Christ taught, God and His Son
work on the Sabbath including the Holy
Days to save life. Whether it be sheep,
oxen, a physical or spiritual human life,
God always succeeds and will never fail,
in time, to save everyone.
The Sabbath sign begins the Rest of
God on the seventh day, but finally the
real true Sabbath Rest is God Himself.
When Christ brought the New Covenant, each and every day became the
Sabbath, and you, in this life, must do
good works each and every day. So the
bottom line is you are to
help the orphans, the
widows and the truly
poor each and every day.
Everyone has a great
deal to do because the
growth of God never
stops in you. The Bible
does not end. God, Jesus
and all the Churches of
God will keep working.
Not doing any work is
not the way of God.
The vacation of God is
to stop His “Work” to
check to see if everything is perfect and holy
like God. And then God begins to work
again and stops when He is finished to
look at what He has accomplished.
The true Sabbath Rest begins with the
Coming of the Messiah as King of Kings
during the Millennium going full force
on the New Earth and under the New
Heavens. You will then become like God
and your Brother, Jesus Christ. At this
time yet another covenant will be
brought—the Everlasting Covenant.
The Great New Beginning
Revelation 21-22 is a totally new start,
but the best is yet to come: “And he said
to me [the angel of God], Seal not the
sayings of the prophecy [still future] of
this book: for the time [end of time] is
[always ready] at hand [depending on
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us]. He that is unjust [personal choice],
let him be unjust still: and he which is
filthy [evil], let him be filthy still: and he
that is righteous, let him be righteous
still: and he that is holy [like God and
Jesus], let him be holy still [saints]. And,
behold, I come quickly [when you
choose]; and my reward [bonus] is with
me to give every man [free choice] according as his work shall be [liberty]”
(Revelation 22:10-12).
The end is all up to you personally. The
Church of God began with the seventh-

day Sabbath, which is the beginning, to
become perfect and holy like God.
Works of God are just beginning to be
greater and greater, which only God
truly understands.
Keep the faith and hope and everyone
will become sons of God.
God has shown how He works—so
you will also accomplish a great deal
through Jesus. You will never stop growing because you will have the sound
mind of God—“In You.”
There are no human words adequate
to describe the world you will be part of.
There will never be enough newspapers,
magazines, books, radios and television
stations to disclose all the miraculous
happenings in the new future that you
will be a part of in the Work of God.
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Connections runs classifieds
Obituaries
Continued from page 9
ness of breath but assured me he did
not need an ambulance.) ¶ After being
ignored in the ER for five minutes, I
told the triage person
that my brother needed attention. I thought
he was having a heart
attack. That got their
attention. ¶ The nurse
immediately did an
EKG and Andrew was Andy Voth
rushed into a trauma
room. The chief ER M.D. told me that
my brother was extremely critical and
they would do everything they could to
save him. ¶ Andrew was still alert,
talking but in extreme distress of trying to breathe. ¶ At 3:50 Andrew
passed out. The ER M.D. told me later
that is when Andrew’s heart stopped.
For 30 minutes, a large team of professionals worked valiantly to restart
Andrew’s heart, but to no avail. ¶ The
ER M.D. was very compassionate and
explained all that was happening. He
showed me when they stopped chest
compressions and Andrew’s vital
signs were flatlined. So, less than an
hour after arriving at the ER, Andrew
was gone. ¶ The ER M.D. said that
Andrew experienced no pain, which is
a blessing. He said had they restarted
the heart Andrew’s brain function
would have been significantly compro-
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Be an Independent Thinker, Part 6

Obituaries
mised. ¶ I, along with my family, am
stunned and shocked at Andrew’s
passing. ¶ Andrew told me about his
experiences at the [Ambassador College] reunion, how he enjoyed connecting with old friends, and he especially enjoyed writing about and sharing his Ambassador experiences. ¶
Andrew was a remarkable individual.
He was an accomplished singer, musician (and lover of music), painter, art
consultant, mentor to many, writer,
teacher, a master chef, landscape
architect, lifelong learner, huge fan of
Harry Potter and Clive Cussler, an
entrepreneur, a truly ethical businessman, a licensed insurance broker, a
true friend, a great humorist and a loving and dedicated brother. ¶ He was a
man of great compassion. More
important, he was a deeply spiritual
person with a strong relationship to
God. ¶ He was looking forward to retiring in Ohio, to traveling, to spending
time with family and friends, to helping
nonprofit arts organizations. He had a
huge bucket list and many dreams yet
to be accomplished. ¶ Please, if you
are so inclined, include Andrew and
his family in your prayers. If any of you
reside in Southern California and are
interested, a celebration of life will be
held in Ventura at a date to be
announced. If any of you would like
information about the service or a
copy of his obituary (not yet written),
please feel free to write me at
cavoth@outlook.com.
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Silent Thinking

I

t does not do any good to tell them (the
chief honchos) anything. Do your independent thinking and
speaking to yourself.
They will set you at naught
as they did to our Savior. No
matter what you say, you
will be treated with contempt (see Luke 23:11).
Your words will be heresy
to them. You are accounted
as knowing very little (dumb).
Keep silent. Your religion is between you and

your Head, Jesus Christ.
If you say much, you will be called a troublemaker. They will persecute you as they did Him
(Luke 21:12; John 5:16; 15:20; 16:2).
They might put you out, as they did the blind
man. “You were born in sin, and you teach us?”
They hated to be told and hated to have the
Scriptures quoted to them.
That is how it is today. Many of you already
have had this happen to you. You are considered
stupid and uneducated and heretical.
H.W.A. said in a meeting, “The congregation is
‘dumb sheep.’ ”
Telling them anything doesn’t accomplish anything. You will be told you are wrong and treated
with contempt. KEEP SILENT.

Send all hate mail to
Lawrence G. Mumme, 10003 W. Constellation Way, Tucson, Arizona 85735
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Solved: The Mystery of Joshua’s Long Day and
Hezekiah’s Sundial Going Back Ten Degrees
by Pallant Ramsundar
Abstract

A

n orbital sub-loop of the earth can produce
Joshua’s Long Day without any deleterious
effects to earth’s environment. Such an
event will be hardly noticeable to earth’s inhabitants except for the increased length of the day
to some, and the night to others. A similar event
can explain the sundial going backwards ten
degrees in Hezekiah’s time.

Introduction
Joshua’s long day (Jos 10:12–14) has been a subject of speculation for millennia [1]. One of the
more concrete ideas advanced is that God may
have slowed down the rotation of the earth to
extend the daylight [2]. Sceptics have pointed
out that because of momentum, such action will
cause significant tidal waves and movement in
earth’s crust, leading to horrendous earthquakes.
An orbital sub-loop of the earth however, can
extend daylight without changing the rotational
and orbital speed of the earth, and so negate any
inertial effects.

The Orbital Sub-Loops
Figure 1 shows the elements of a 24 h and 12 h
orbital sub-loop. The earth orbits the sun at a radius
of 1.496E+11 m with a velocity of 2.98E+4 m/s [3].
To an observer on earth, the sun can be made to
look stationary if the orbital sub-loops in Figure 1
are executed. To minimize the inertial effects on the
earth, both the earth’s rotational speed and its
orbital velocity should remain unchanged. For a 24
h extension of the day/night, the sub-loop parameters for such a situation would be a radius of

4.10E+08 m, while for a 12 h extension of the
day/night, the sub-loop is terminated earlier to
allow the earth to return to its normal orbit around
the sun in the 12 h timeframe. By Newton’s orbital
equation, an orbital centre of mass of 5.45E+27 kg
is required to bring the earth into the sub-loop
orbit. The actual mechanism that God may use to
create the effect of a mass at the centre of the subloop orbit is not specified, but it is a relatively
minor event compared to something like the Big
Bang. (See Figure 1.)

ORBITAL
SUB-LOOP
(12 h)

ORBITAL SUBLOOP (24 h)

EARTH

EARTH ORBIT AROUND SUN
SUN

EARTH

NOTE: NOT TO SCALE

In Jos 10:13 the sun is described as having ‘stood
still’ (KJV) as derived from the Hebrew ‘dawmam’ meaning ‘still’. A different Hebrew word is
used to describe the behaviour of the moon, viz.
‘aw-mad’ meaning ‘stay’ [4]. This behaviour is
consistent with the sub-loop described, as the
sun will seem to be in the same place by an
observer on the earth, while the moon, which has
a period of 27.3 days, will only have transit 13.2º
in 24 h. Jos 10:13 also indicates that the sun
stood still for almost a whole day. Whether this is

TO

The Backward Sundial
in Hezekiah’s Days
In II Kings 20:9–11, the sun did not just ‘stand
still’ as in the days of Joshua, but seemed to go
backwards ten degrees. Such an effect is similar
to the 12 h sub-loop described in the previous
section, but with a faster orbital period. While
maintaining earth’s rotational speed and its
orbiting velocity, a smaller sub-loop radius will
result in a faster transit time, creating the effect
of the sun going backwards to an observer on
earth. A higher mass than calculated for Joshua’s
long day would be necessary to hold the earth in
the sub-loop orbit in Hezekiah’s time.

Conclusion

Figure 1: Orbital sub-loops to maintain the sun in a relative
stationary position for a period.
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24 h or 12 h is not clear, for although the term
‘whole day’ seems to indicate a full 24 h day, the
ability of the men to fight for about 36 h presses
on the limits of their endurance. For this reason,
both the 24 h and 12 h sub-loops are presented
in this discussion.

In my paper on the mechanics of Noah’s flood [5]
the creation events were explained by earth orbital changes and Joshua’s
long day was only briefly
mentioned. This paper goes
into more details on the orbital mechanics involved in
Joshua’s long day. It is shown
here that both Joshua’s long
day and Hezekiah’s backward sundial can be accomplished by pushing the earth into orbital subloops. To do this God had to create short term

mass effects strong enough to direct the earth to
particular sub-loops. The orbital sub-loops must
maintain the earth’s rotation and orbital velocity
so that inertial effects are minimised.
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Communication
s everyone who has read any of my ads
should know by now, I’m in a business that
involves extensive communication of elusive ideas that must be translated into a
physical presence. In other words, we take
the thoughts of an architect or designer and translate
them into an actual physical creation. What I do is
not unique.
In my business (construction) a building is first conceived of in a designer’s mind. They typically have a
vision of what they want, then start producing instructions on how to create that building.
In western societies we rely on two sets of documents to do this. Specifications (including contracts)
are the first. Drawings are the second. The specs take
priority. But the drawings are the most instructive. If
there is a conflict between the specs and the drawings,
the specs prevail. Some of the drawings show the
entire building and some show detailed parts. The
details are referred to as ‘large scale’ since they show
things in a bigger perspective. Large scale drawings
take precedence over small scale drawings, specs take
precedence over any drawing, and contracts take
precedence over specs.
The system is designed to minimize confusion and
to expedite resolution of disputes. This is the area I
want to focus on. Disputes. And how our proclivity
towards lazy communication processes contributes
to disputes.
I chose my industry as an example to point out the
problem of how people take communication for granted. Maybe it will help someone.
A previous company I worked for provided me a
wealth of experience in this area. My boss, John, had
one pet peeve with superintendents (my job for the
first 2/3 of my time there). It was the lack of ability to
effectively communicate with subcontractors and
workers in the field. When there was a problem with a
field worker, he would bring them in to discuss it.
Typically they would blame a ‘misunderstanding’ as
opposed to admitting a mistake. This proclivity of
workers to blame ‘misunderstandings’ for mistakes was
a constant thorn in John’s side.
One of his favorite directives was, “Tell them what to
do, tell them what you told them, and then tell them
again!” He was adamant a supervisor had to lay out all
the details. Another statement was, “People are stupid!
You have to tell them every individual step to perform.”
It sounds condescending, and the reality is it is. But
I can’t begin to count the number of times I didn’t
apply that directive and it came back to bite me. As I
have aged, I have learned to apply it more. Clearly, they
realize I don’t think they have the ability to understand
what I said, and implement it the way I want it done.
While it sounds bad, history shows they usually don’t.
In case you wonder why I should
be telling them what to do, it
stems from my 40 years of experience, and their maybe five years of
experience.
Let’s look at an example I see
nearly daily:
Tom, talking to his wife after
work: “Jim told Bill he was getting
laid off at the end of the week.”
Ann (his wife): “Really? How will
he support his family now?”
Tom: “I don’t know. It’s going to
be tough with the new baby coming.”
Ann: “Baby?!! I didn’t know his wife was pregnant!”
Tom: “I told you three months ago!”
Ann: “No, you told me Bill’s wife was pregnant!”
Tom: “Who are you talking about??!!”
Ann: “Jim, of course! Who else would I be talking
about! You men are all alike, never explaining yourselves!!!”
Tom: “Don’t get that high and mighty attitude with
me, woman!! I was very clear about what I told you!”
And it goes downhill from here. Why? Because Tom
was not clear. He used a pronoun (in my opinion one
of the worst inventions in the English language) to
refer back to one of the names in his statement. The
problem is, it’s not clear which name Tom is referring

A

to: Jim or Bill.
See, Jim could have been telling Bill that he (Jim)
was to be laid off. Or Jim could have been telling Bill
that Bill was going to be laid off. A reasonable person
could take the statement either way.
Tom knew the actual intent of his statement. But
Ann was not able to without clarification, which may
not have been requested due to pride.
In my business, lack of clarity is a great source of
confusion. For instance, in the trade language of an
electrician, the word ‘outlet.’ You probably think of
the thing you plug the TV into. For electricians, they
should be thinking any end point of an electrical circuit
that provides electrical energy for use of any device or
instrument. For instance, in a
residence, the National Electrical Code uses the term ‘outlet’ to also mean the place in
the ceiling that the electrician
will hang the ceiling fan. So
when the code says there can
only be ‘X’ number of outlets
on a circuit, it’s not just referring to the receptacles you plug
your hair drier into.
Why am I spending good
money to tell you this? Because way too many Americans are lazy in their use of the
English language. And this
causes misunderstandings,
hurt feelings and sometimes
violent actions. All bad outcomes.
I deliberately structured
the example of Tom and Ann as I did for two reasons.
(1) I cannot tell you how much grief I have seen in my,
my mate’s, my children’s, my friend’s and countless
other people’s lives from just this kind of misunderstanding. I suspect everyone has seen the Abbott and
Costello bit about ‘Who’s on First?’ It’s the same kind
of situation. So, by pointing this out, I hope to help
some people minimize strife in their lives.
And (2) the Bible is literally full of this type of conversation. The use of pronouns. English translations of
the Bible all have nearly countless easily misunderstood passages due to the use of pronouns or other
phraseology that can be interpreted in multiple and
vastly differing manners.
If we were proficient in Greek or Hebrew, we would
have a better idea of the intent. But, even if we are, the
writings of the Bible span thousands of years. Language
changes in time. Look at the word ‘gay.’ Fifty years ago,
it referred to a person who was happy-go-lucky. Now it
is nearly universally used to mean a person who has

places in his letters. The Ten Commandments. The two
great laws. So we have no excuse when we violate those.
But the other things, like when does a month start,
how often are we to partake of the ceremony Christ
instituted the night before His death, things like these
and hundreds of others, may have an impact on our salvation, but the instructions are not nearly so clear.
For instance, the Israelites have always (in their
recorded history) accepted that the Passover sacrifice
was to be killed on the 14th and consumed at directly
after sundown, the beginning of the 15th of Abib.
However, there are people today who read those same
verses and come to a different conclusion. Just like Ted
and Ann came to different conclusions about who was
to be laid off.
And the reason is because of ambiguity in
the English translation. I won’t say there is
ambiguity in the Hebrew, because I can’t
read modern Hebrew, let alone ancient Hebrew.
Without getting embroiled in those
debates, let’s look at the communications we
have with those around us and some of the
problems we can minimize with a little effort
and forethought.
First, I would cite the overuse of pronouns. “Sam called Joe, and they talked about
him going to the store.” Who’s going to the
store? Sam? Or Joe? This one will be difficult
to overcome, because we all know what we
were thinking, and therefore we assume every
other person should also know! We all use
other means of communication in addition
to our written or spoken word. In this example, context might clarify the subject of the
phrase “going to the store.” Tonal inflection or physical
gestures might do the trick if we were talking in person
to another person.
Point is, try to look at your communication with the
same mind-set Christ told us to use when dealing with
other people; treat them as we want to be treated.
Think about what you are going to say, and do all you
can to clarify your statements. Remember, we have not
been converted to spirit beings yet, and can’t read
minds.
A related point: Do not assume everyone thinks like
you do, thinks about the same things you do, or thinks
about those things at the same time and in the same
manner you are thinking about them. “Honey, hand
me that doomaflotchy over there.” You know what you
mean. Does the other person? Does ‘doomaflotchy’
mean exactly the same thing to both of you? Or are
you using a term that might be misunderstood?
Next, remember that everyone does not share the
same level of training or understanding. You know if
you are going to change a flat tire
you have to chock the wheels so
the car won’t roll and fall off the
jack. But does your teenaged son
who just got his license? What
happens when he starts jacking his
car while it’s on the driveway that
has a 3% slope towards the street?
Lastly, a critical part of communication is listening. HWA
addressed this. When listening to
another, if you are busy formulating in your mind your response even
before the other speaker is done, are you really taking
in all the information being told to you? I don’t think
so.
Yes, some people can be overwhelmingly long-winded (me, as a case in point) but if you interrupt, or just
spend your time thinking what clever retort you are
going to deliver, you very well may miss a critical piece
of information that just might make your entire
response look like total foolishness.
Communication is one of the most complex actions
humans engage in. Because of that complexity, it’s
impossible to never make a mistake. But until you recognize and accept you might be contributing to misunderstandings, it is impossible for you to be as effective
as you could.

In my opinion, the pronoun
is one of the worst inventions in
the English language.

chosen to act out the homosexual lifestyle.
Do we know exactly what was intended by the
authors of the Bible? No. We can’t even agree about
what the men who wrote the US Constitution intended, and that was less than 250 years ago using ostensibly the same language we do today!
I accept on faith that God is not a stupid being. I
believe He fully had/has the ability to know we humans
would come to different conclusions from the same
passages in His word. If He wanted it to be unambiguous, I’m quite sure He could have inspired the writers
to be extremely clear.
But He didn’t. I believe He didn’t because He wants
us to work out our own salvation. Some things He is
blunt about. The lists of sins Paul give us in multiple

bill.hawkins1@gmail.com
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“EVERY” offshoot COG
Moves God’s Holy Sabbath to Friday
just like the Poop moves it To Sunday

You like him will have to be thrown into the Lake of Fire

Y

ou offshoot ministers are all DISobeying God,
as PROVEN by these FACTS:mmmmmmmmmmm
m1.) You ministers all move God’s Sabbath
Day to Friday the 6th day in 1/2 the World, by following the phony 1883 IDL (International Date Line).
2.) You ministers willfully DISobey Deuteronomy
16:16 and have “ONLY” 1 Pilgrimage Feast a year,
when God commands “3” Pilgrimage Feasts.Yeshua’s/
Jesus’s Family followed Deut 16:16 “3” times a year
because they made a Pilgrimage to Headquarters/Jerusalem for the Feast of Unleavened Bread. Again for clarity: Yeshua’s/Jesus’ Family followed Deut 16:16 “3”
times a year because they went to Jerusalem. Follow
God’s Deut 16:16 3 times a year and not your Sinisters 1 time a year.
Mark your Sinister who does NOT follow God’s Bible
of Deut 16:16. Romans 16:17 tells you to MARK your
Sinister for disobeying God’s Bible.
2nd Thessalonians 3:16 commands you to “leave”
your Sinister because he is deliberately Disobeying God’s
Bible. If you do what your Sinister says, and not what
Deut 16:16 says, that means you love your Sinister
MORE than God. Matthew 10:37.
Do not keep company with your lying Sinister, because
he will lie to you and say he is obeying God’s Bible
Deuteronomy 16:16 by saying he is having a Service, but
he is “NOT” obeying God, because he does not have a
Pilgrimage Feast 3 times.
Have nothing to do with him, because he does not
obey Deuteronomy 16:16 and have 3 Pilgrimage Feasts
a year, like Jesus’s Family and the 1st Century Church did.
If anyone [minister] comes to your meeting and does
not teach the truth 2 John 1:10, do not associate with
them. 2nd Thessalonians 3:14. NET Bible.
Therefore produce fruit that proves your repentance.
Matthew 3:8, Luke 3:8.
5 So they established a decree to make proclamation
throughout all Israel, from Beersheba even to Dan, that
they should come to keep the Passover unto the LORD
God of Israel at Jerusalem: for they had not done it of a
long time in such sort as it was written. [15 minutes
before the start of the 15th]. 2 Chronicles 12:5.
3.) You ministers refuse to have God’s commanded 4 Fasts, in addition to Atonement’s Fast, as
commanded by God = Thus says the Lord of Hosts.
Zechariah 8:19.
4.) You ministers use man’s phony 358 A.D.
Hillel II averaging calendar that makes God’s Holy
Days Moadim appointments 2 days early 1 day late, 2
days late 1 day early. The Jews did NOT use an averaging calendar because:
The History of the Jews was that they celebrated 2
days at the end of every month because they did
“NOT” use an averaging calendar, and some UltraOrthodox Jews EVEN TODAY celebrate 2 days = the
evening of the 29th and the evening of the 30th because
they “still” do “not” use an averaging calendar.
It is utter nonsense to try to say that Yahshua/Jesus
used an averaging calendar, because then He would
have worked on the Moadim/Appointed day, just like you
now work on Father’s Appointed Feast Days.
If Christ used and averaging calendar, then
you do not have salvation, because then Christ
broke His Father’s Law/command: Lights will mark days
of Genesis 1:14.
Read your Bible and see that Genesis 1:14 commands: “Lights will mark days,” “NOT” averaging calendars. WAKE UP and follow God’s Bible. And there is a
SABBATH New Month Day every month according to
Ezekiel 46:3 and Isaiah 66:23, and as a Sabbath, that is
“why” the correct day of rest is so important.
To stop any further arguments, just answer this question: Why would you use an averaging calendar
when with 1 click of the computer you can
KNOW the TRUE date of the start of the Year/Month
from 2 or more WITNESSES as you are commanded to on
the AUTHORITY of 2 or more Witnesses? 1 Timothy 5:19.
Please just answer the question:
Why would you use an averaging calendar
when you can know the TRUE DATE?
5.) You ministers refuse to obey God’s Bible
words of Ezekiel 46:3 which state and indeed command you to hold a Worship Service “every” New
Month Day. And if Ezekiel 46:3 wasn’t enough proof
that you MUST have a Service every New Month Day,
there is Isaiah 66:23 which states that: The whole World
will be forced to celebrate God’s New Month Day.

6.) You ministers refuse to have a BIG Last “Dinner” on Nisan 12 (2 nights “before” Passover), like
Yah and the Disciples did complete with 4 things: 1.)
The big leisurely Meal/Dinner/Fellowship. 2.) The Foot
washing, 3.) The elements Matzos and Wine, in Remembrance of Yah, and 4.) Close with a Hymn on Nisan 12, as
Yeshua commanded you to do it on Nisan 12 = “THIS”
[Nisan 12] do in Remembrance of Me. Luke 22:19.
The Last Dinner is “not” the Passover. Do this DINNER
MEMORIAL in Remembrance of Me Luke 22:19 as a
Tribute DINNER to the Greatest Man.
7.) You ministers refuse to have Passover 2
days later to then have the Passover on Nisan 14
(the “same” way the Disciples and the 1st Century
Church did), at twilight “AFTER” the lambs are killed
= just before Nisan 15 starts (not before the lambs are
killed as you are wrongly doing now at the start of Nisan
14 instead of correctly at the “end” of Nissan 14). You
have Bread and Wine now for protection from the Death
Angel = Eternal Death. No Dinner, no Foot Washing, no
hymn, on Nisan 14 as GOD’S PASSOVER is TO BE done
in haste. That is what your Bible states!
This is how you are to eat it: with your cloak tucked
into your belt, your sandals on your feet and your staff in
your hand. Eat it in haste; it is the LORD’s Passover.
Exodus 12:11. As in leaving Egypt, or heading for the
airport/Place of Safety = not lollygagging around.
Editor’s Note: Do not focus on yourself when you take
the Passover, or you are then taking the Passover in an
Unworthy “manner.”
Focus on Yeshua/Christ/Jesus. Unworthy is an adjective as in unworthy manner. Unworthy is NOT a noun
therefore it does not refer to the person and furthermore because NO ONE IS WORTHY. Do not let your
minister beat you over the head with 1st Corinthians 11:29.
God washes you clean just 15 minutes before
the start of The Days of Unleavened Bread, so
that you have a running start PURE without sin, for the
Days of Unleavened Bread.
The Lord’s DINNER of Nisan 12 and PASSOVER
Nisan 14 are 2 different events/practices: 2 completely
separate different events, with 2 different meanings/purposes, =
=================================
YOU “MUST” do “BOTH” on 2 different days.
Follow the 2 different 1st Century Church days
= 2 TIMES you take the Bread and Wine. JUST
LIKE THE 1ST Century Church did 2 days/2 times.
They set the example of 2 times.
i.) Once at the Last DINNER and
ii.) Then at the Passover. When you do it “exactly”
like the Disciples set the example, you will better understand the events.That is why he said “often” = For as often
as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew the
Lord’s death till he come. 1 Corinthians 11:26. KJV =
iii.) You PROCLAIM (have and “actually live”) ALL
the events that took place, not just half of the events.
=================================
You are DESTROYED for lack of knowledge. Hosea 4:6.
You do not want to bring forth the fruit of
Repentance. NET Bible. Therefore produce fruit that
proves your repentance. Matthew 3:8. Luke 3:8.
Who will dwell on the Holy Hill = he who is without
blemish. Psalm 15:1-2. = not he who follows his Sinister.
Your Sinister will “NOT” be in the Kingdom of God
for “causing” a lie, Revelations 21:27, and:
Neither will you for your practicing his lie.
Revelations 22:15.
The Bible “states” that he that practices a lie will
not “NOT” be in God’s Kingdom, yet you all keep on
practicing lies.
YOU Sinisters do NOT have the right to disobey
God’s Bible. Period!
But Satan the ruler of this world has your ministers all
deceived. John 16:11.
So therefore that is why your Bible states that only
few will make it. That is what “YOUR” Bible states:

ONLY a few will find it.
Or cross those words “ONLY a few,” out of your Bible.
=================================
This means that Satan has no problem brainwashing
and controlling the offshoot Worldwide Church of God
ministers, AS PROVEN BY THE FACTS, as they all preach
something different than what is in God’s Bible.
That is a FACT, because ergo, if they all preached what
was in God’s Bible, “then” they would all be the same =
in 1 Denomination.
=================================
But NOooooooooooooooooooooooooooo, they all
preach what is “NOT” in God’s Bible, and therefore they
are all different! As proven by the FACTS.
Jesus condemned religious leaders who relied on tradition over the word of God:
8 For laying aside the commandment of God, you hold
the tradition of men . . . Mark 7:8.
Now if you yourself want to find the right
“WAY,” then YOU had better start following
your Bible, the way it was written, and NOT the
way your Sinisters do!
Because you will “NEVER” enter the Kingdom if
you choose your sinisters’ Wide Gate!!
The Narrow and Wide Gates:
13 “Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the
gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, and
many enter through it. 14 But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it.
Matthew 7:13 NIV.
TO COG didn’t write the word “few,” God wrote the
word “few.” And God does not lie. Numbers 23:19, God
is not a man, that He should lie.
“ONLY a few find it” Editor’s Note: [In this age]. This
will come as a great revelation to all of you, because you
all believe in Ecumenicalism.
Question: Can all offshoots be correct?
Answer: NO! All offshoots are “NOT” correct. Period.
=================================
That is the problem with Ecumenicalism, saying that if
you just do your best you will be fine.
WRONG:
He who did not know will be beaten. Luke 12:48.
Editor’s Note: You will be beaten because you “should”
have read your Bible and known!
=================================
And worse than that, he who “did” know = your
Sinister, will be beaten with many more stripes!
That is the problem with Ecumenicalism (your
thinking that all offshoots = all the “DIS”obedient
offshoot ministers will go into the Kingdom and not
go into the Tribulation).
Jesus condemned those who relied on ministers’
tradition instead of the word of God:
For laying aside the commandment of God, you hold
the tradition of men . . . All too well you reject the commandment of God, that you may keep your tradition.
Mark 7:8-9.
Repent, and stop following your lying sinisters,
and instead only follow God’s Bible words.
=================================
God demands complete conformity to His way of life in
His Bible.
YOU must walk the walk, and not just talk the talk.
Everything you do “MUST” conform to your manual
The Holy Bible. God DEMANDS that you put off the old
man, and put on the new man. Ephesians 4:24 = You
were also taught to become a new person, created to be
like God, truly righteous and holy. GOD’S WORD®
Translation and that ye put on the new man, which is
created in conformity to God in righteousness and in the
holiness of the truth. Jubilee Bible 2000.
Again: That means STOP MOVING GOD’S SABBATH TO FRIDAY WITH A PHONY IDL (International
Date Line).
That means: All WCG offshoots: Stop taking
Passover in your UNworthy Manner at the beginning of 14th “BEFORE” the Lamb is sacrificed

TO COG is the “Only” Church that is:
“CONTINUING” Mr. Armstrong’s Work of RESTORING All Things
All other churches are stuck in 1972 and refuse to Grow in Knowledge. 2 Peter 3:18
Follow God’s words to be your final authority, not ministers!
answers@theworldtomorrow.org
For video of Sabbath March 28, 2015, go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxrxKzrGFC4

(instead of twilight at the END of the 14th = on
the 14th (15 minutes before the 15th starts). That
is why some of you are weak and ill and some have
died! 1 Cor 11:27. “Unworthy” in the phrase Unworthy Manner is an adjective and refers to the
“action” = manner in which you take the Passover. It is not a noun and does not refer to the
actor. Taking Passover “before” the Lambs are
sacrificed means you ARE taking Passover in an
UNworthy manner. All WCG offshoots are taking
Passover in an Unworthy Manner at the wrong
time, “before” the Lamb is slain.
And all of you are working on God’s Holy Feast
Days using your phony averaging calendar, that
Yahshua/Jesus never used.
You ministers MUST Repent. The CROOKED
must be made straight. Isa 40:4. It’s like you’re
DRUNK and don’t know what day it is. YOU CANNOT HAVE PASSOVER “BEFORE” THE LAMBS ARE
SLAIN, WHICH “EVERY” MAJOR OFFSHOOT COG
WRONGLY DOES!
And you can’t use an averaging calendar,
because “then” you end up working on God’s
Holy “Appointed” Moadim Time.
Those of you who choose to use your brain
and use God’s Holy Spirit = you will be led into
all truth. So STOP following these lying ministers.
Use your brain AND you will understand, because
God’s Bible promises: The Wise shall understand.
. . . But the wicked [ministers] shall do wickedly: and
none of the wicked [ministers] shall understand;
but the wise shall understand. Daniel 12:10 KJV.
Will “YOU” be one of the Wise, or will you be
stupid and not follow God’s Bible?
Answer:
Only a few will be wise. So this is a prophecy for
the rest of you, that you will go into the Tribulation,
to be punished, because you refused, and continued to
neglect and refuse to follow God’s Bible words, and
instead you followed your sinister, who is obviously
breaking God’s Bible words in the points outlined above.
SELAH:Think on God’s Final Warning at the end of the
Septuagint (Yahshua’s Bible):
Malachi 2:8 & 9 You ministers have corrupted
the Covenant (as proven by the FACTS above).
8 But ye are departed out of the way; ye have
caused many to stumble at the law; ye have corrupted the covenant of Levi, saith the LORD of hosts.
9 Therefore have I also made you contemptible and
base before all the people, according as ye have not
kept my ways, but have been partial in the law.
17 . . . Ye say, Every one that doeth evil is good
in the sight of the LORD, and he delighteth in them;
. . .—King James Bible “Authorized Version,” Cambridge Edition.
So keep moving God’s Sabbath to Friday with
a phony IDL, and keep disobeying Deut 16:16 by
NOT having 3 Feast of Tabernacle Feast Site assemblies
per year.
And don’t you ministers lie and deny you are
breaking the Covenant.
So you members throw the ratchet jaw bums
out, and you members follow your Bible, and get right
with God, before “you” are also BEATEN. Luke 12:47.
And don’t let them lie to you that they are following God’s Bible.
STOP DENYING THE EVIDENCE IN PLAIN SIGHT.
STOP DENYING THE ABOVE “FACTS.”
Don’t be seeing but “not” seeing! Don’t be
hearing but “not” hearing. Change!
Remember that “ministers” do “NOT” have
the right, to “DIS”obey God’s clearly above
quoted 7 Bible commands.
Instead prepare the way for Yah, and make straight
the paths.
MAKE YOUR Minister obey God’s Bible.
Tell him to Obey.
or
Burn in Hell with your ratchet jaw sinister as a
disobedient BRAT.
For ALL “UN”believers of God’s Bible Words go to the
Lake of Fire.
This is Life and Death.
Do “NOT” ignore God’s 7 Bible Commands.
Tell your minister to OBEY.

“For if we go on sinning willfully after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins, but a
terrifying expectation of judgment and THE FURY OF A FIRE WHICH WILL CONSUME THE ADVERSARIES” (Hebrews 10:26-27).
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You can’t be a member of the Body if you’re not baptized

The writer is a member of the Church
of God International’s Spanish Town,
Jamaica, congregation, where her
husband, Pedro Hall, serves as pastor.
By Oddeth Burton-Hall
ITSON TOWN, Jamaica.—
Baptism is mentioned in the
New Testament and is an essential aspect of the Christian faith. It
is a sign of faith
in the salvation
process as a new
convert seals the
covenant signifying the beginning of the Christian relationship
with Christ.
The noun baptism is used in
the New Testament along with Oddeth Burton-Hall
the verb baptize
to refer to immersing, dipping in or
under, sinking into, or bathing.
The specific baptismal ceremony
varies depending on the church organization.
There are mainly three ways in
which it is observed: by immersion,
pouring of water on the believer, and
sprinkling.
In general, those who practice pouring and sprinkling baptize infants,
while those who practice immersion
baptize only those who are mature
enough to make a choice for themselves.
In tracing the origins of the rite, one
finds the ritual began in the New
Testament with the baptism of John.
However, we see in the Bible
where Noah’s and his family’s deliverance from the Flood is taken as a
type of baptism (1 Peter 3:20).
Mention is also made in 1 Corinthians 10:1-2 of the Red Sea crossing
(Exodus 14) as a form of baptism in
the Old Testament.

K

Why is baptism important?
Even though most Christians agree
that baptism plays an important role in
the salvation process, the issue has
been a point of conflict and division
among Christians, especially as it
relates to the practice of “rebaptism.”
Numerous people beginning their
fellowship with a Church of God congregation or denomination have been
advised they should be rebaptized,
even though they had already undergone the rite in another, usually non–
Church of God, context.
Some in the Churches of God,

however, see the idea of rebaptism as
outdated or unnecessary.
The beginning for the believer
In the Bible, baptism marks the beginning of Christian life for a believer
in the New Testament church.
In preparation for Jesus’ ministry,
John the Baptist is seen preaching a
message of repentance and baptism
for remission of sins (Matthew 3:1;
Mark 1:4; Luke 3:3).
Even so, Jesus Himself, who Christians believe never sinned, was also
baptized.
We see also on the Day of Pentecost in Acts 2, when thousands of convicted Jews heard Peter and the other
apostles preach, they questioned them
on how to go about what they had
heard.
Peter’s response was “Repent, and
be baptized every one of you in the
name of Jesus Christ for the remission
of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of
the Holy Ghost” (verse 38).
Repent of what?
Baptism is so important because we
all need to repent. But “repent of
what?” some ask. “I have been a good
member of my previous church, kept
all the laws and commandments, so
why should I be rebaptized? Doesn’t

The glory of God
So what is this glory of God that
everyone has fallen short of?
Adam’s and Eve’s failure was not
only in eating the forbidden fruit but
their acceptance of what Satan fed
their minds about the true and living
God.
In Genesis 3 Satan maintained that
God was a liar and Eve believed him.
Not only did Satan make God out to
be a liar but he also subtly distorted
God’s divinity and the destiny of
mankind.
He craftily planted distrust for God,
saying that God did not want Eve to
be His equal.
The glory of God is expressed in the
Godhead: that God is a reproducing
family of beings. The destiny of mankind is for mankind to be transformed
into the image of God (Philippians
3:21), thus the reason God created man
after the God kind (Genesis 1:26-27).
Most important doctrine
This is why the doctrine of the Godhead is the single most important doctrine of the Bible. All stands or falls on
what is taught and believed about this
premise: the gospel message of the
coming world-ruling government.
The feast days and any other Bible

heaven and the earth” (verse 1).
The Hebrew word for God is
‘lôhym. This is a collective noun that
means more than one and is not limited to a particular number.
We now turn to the only other verse
in the Bible that speaks to “in the
beginning,” and that is John 1:1: “In
the beginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God, and the Word
was God.”
This verse clearly shows two beings existing in the Godhead.
Now let’s look at John 1:14: “And
the Word became flesh and dwelt
among us, and we beheld His glory,
the glory as of the only begotten of the
Father, full of grace and truth.”
Unity in the Godhead
God is in the express image of his
Son, Jesus Christ (Hebrews 1:3; Colossians 1:15). Jesus is the express
image of God the Father, showing
the unity in the Godhead and at the
same time dismissing the Unitarian,
Oneness Pentecostal, and Trinitarian
doctrines.
But John also noted that Jesus will
baptize with the Holy Spirit. The
Bible clearly teaches that the Holy
Spirit is the reproducing power of
God. According to John 4:24, “God is
a spirit.”

Jesus Christ before His ascension to the throne of His Father
gave the command to His disciples in Matthew 28:19.
the Bible teach in Ephesians 4:5 that
there is “one Lord, one faith, one baptism?”
To repent, in the Hebrew, means “to
be sorry,” while in the Greek it is to
think differently or reconsider.
Repentance has to do with one’s
sorrow for one’s ill-advised life decisions and a determination to take a
different direction, to embark on a
new way of life.
Repentance means to turn back to
or return to something that was out of
alignment.
What is it that mankind is asked to
repent of? Romans 3 answers the
question.
“For all have sinned, and come
short of the glory of God” (verse 23).
All mankind, since the creation, has
fallen short of the glory of God, of
who or what God is. Since the sin of
the first Adam, the belief in the true
God of the universe has been warped.

doctrine cannot be properly understood without this foundation being
laid. All the acts of mankind throughout the Old Testament and in our present age clearly show this violation.
Jesus Christ before His ascension
to the throne of His Father gave the
command to His disciples in Matthew
28:19:
“Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost.”
God had to constantly call Israel
back from the vain worship of other
gods. He is still doing that—to those
who will obey His call of repentance
and baptism. Your understanding warrants your baptism.
Genesis 1 and John 1
Let’s peek into who or what God is.
Genesis 1 reads:
“In the beginning God created the

The Spirit of God is the very essence by which the Godhead operates. It is not a third person of a triune
God as taught by some. Did God the
Father speak to Himself when He
said “Let Us?”
Absolutely not! Go back and read
John 1:2-3. Jesus was in the beginning
with the Father because everything
was created by Him (Ephesians 3:9).
Few churches within Christendom
teach that the Godhead is as the Bible
prescribes.
This argues for the belief that those
coming from other systems of belief
(whether involving the Sabbath or
Sunday) should consider a proper
baptism because they too have fallen
short of the glory of God.
I mention Sabbath groups because
it is easy for the Church of God to
accept these individuals as coming
close to the truth.
But, though some of these groups

have come close to the truth, they
have limited the reproducing power of
God in their belief and teachings on
the Godhead. That they have some
truth does not warrant an approval of
a previous incorrect belief on who or
what God is.
Committed but unbaptized
What about the committed but
unbaptized church member?
The idea that a person would confess Christ and choose not to be baptized negates one’s faith, and he or she
cannot be considered a member.
Repentance requires the active
expression of faith: faith in the universal God, which includes the promised
Messiah, Jesus Christ, who was with
the Father, and the active, reproducing
power of God’s Spirit.
Faith without works is dead, so
those who profess Christ must show
works of faith.
Eternal life hangs in the balance because baptism is connected to salvation, as noted in 1 Peter 3:21.
Close but no cigar
Coming close to the truth is not the
truth because there can be only “one
God and Father of all, who is above
all, and through all, and in you all”
(Ephesians 4:6).
Common teachings in Christendom
assert that we all serve the same God
and will go to the same place.
But the Bible, in no way, teaches
such heresy. Ephesians 4:5 shows
there is one God of the Bible, one system of faith that is universal and,
therefore, one baptism.
The baptism of these other faiths
cannot be a true baptism if the premise on which one is baptized is faulty.
But once the doctrine of the Godhead is taught as the Bible indicates,
all other teachings fall into place.
Baptism functions as our confession before men as we openly declare
that we desire to be in a relationship
with God and His people.
Obedience required
Therefore, a supposed unbaptized
“member” cannot be said to be a true
believer because baptism precedes the
laying on of hands, through which one
receives the gift of God’s Spirit.
Further, the Bible clearly teaches that
God does not give the Holy Spirit to
those who are not in obedience to Him.
If those said to be called of God
truly know who God is, then the
issue of baptism or rebaptism (for
those think it such) will not, I hope,
be an issue.

New WCG member’s AC experience turned into a nightmare
Continued from page 3

version was radical. Everyone was
aware of the transformed me: our families, my coworkers, everyone.
With this epiphany came a deep
hunger for fellowship. However, the
denominational churches I was familiar with seemed to be filled with what
I took at the time to be hypocrites, so
I started looking for other spiritual
outlets.
My first exposure to “the church”
was listening to the World Tomorrow
broadcasts. My wife and I eagerly embraced the radio sermons and the
requested literature.
Dedication and opulence
I was excited to find a group of people who presented themselves as dedicated to the excellency of God’s
Word, and was impressed by their external show of opulence.
I was devouring the Bible, and the
Word was speaking to me. There were
great joy and happiness emanating
from within me as I experienced the
unwavering, unconditional love of
God. For the first time in my life I felt
clean and liberated.
I looked forward to prayer time.
Spiritually, I was on cloud nine. And,
behold, out of all the churches avail-

able to us, we had found the one true
church that could teach us how to live
a successful life. Surely God was
working in our lives. How grand it all
seemed back then.
Writing to Pasadena
I wrote to Pasadena and requested

fornication and we would need to be
counseled by the local minister to
determine our true marital condition
before we could attend church.
Before leaving, Mr. Battles strongly suggested we begin sleeping in separate bedrooms starting that night. Mr.
Battles did not discuss with us Jesus,

wound (now healed) in my heart. It
would be approximately 25 long years
of dark, emotional despair before I
would enjoy again my first-love relationship with God.
We had three or four counseling sessions. The considered opinion of the
WCG (then Radio Church of God) min-

Before leaving, Mr. Battles strongly suggested we begin
sleeping in separate bedrooms starting that night.
Mr. Battles did not discuss Jesus or God’s grace.
local-church-attendance information.
Cecil Battles (deceased) contacted us
in the fall of 1963. He asked three major questions:
Are you tithing?
Are you keeping the Sabbath and
holy days?
Has either of you been married
before?
I answered, “I’ve been married, but
my wife has not.”
We were advised that we were
probably in violation of God’s marital
laws and probably not married in the
eyes of God. Further, quite probably, I
was living in adultery and my wife in

His atoning blood sacrifice or God’s
grace in Jesus.
Evaporation began
That night the joy, the freedom and
the love of God that I had been walking in began to evaporate. That night
soul-sinking emotional pain took root
in my being. That night my personality began to fragment. Armstrong legalism had started separating me from
the God who had called me and from
the wife I dearly loved.
We had been married just under
two years, still on our honeymoon.
The loss of this love created a deep

isters was: I was bound to wife No. 1,
and wife No. 2 was not bound. Therefore I was married and she was single.
We were told we would need to
separate and get a legal divorce before
we would be considered for baptism
and membership in the WCG.
Divorce was God’s will
I was caught between a rock and a
hard place. All I wanted to do was
serve God and do His will, and God’s
ministers were telling me God’s will
was to divorce my wife.
I had no formal training in Christian doctrine. The only doctrinal infor-

mation I had studied was HWA’s writings. I had been walking in the experience of God’s grace but did not have
the scriptural understanding of grace.
So I couldn’t see that HWA’s D&R
doctrine was really Old Covenant legalism and not New Covenant grace.
At the time of our counseling I believed the WCG’s self-pronouncements that it was the only true
church, its ministers were the only
true Christian ministers and that it
alone knew and held the keys to happiness, the true values of life and how
to please God.
Above all, I wanted to be a man
under God’s authority.
Cut off in the midst of
the explanation
I was in a panic to find some scriptural exception to HWA’s D&R doctrine. I searched my Bible and found
what I thought was the scripture that
would remove any doubt that I was
not bound to wife No. 1 in the sight
of God.
I presented this scripture to the presiding minister. As I was explaining
what this scripture’s bearing on
divorce and remarriage meant for our
circumstances, he cut me off in midSee WCG EXPERIENCE, page 20
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WCG experience showed D&R doctrine needed a lot more work
Continued from page 19

explanation and told me in no uncertain terms he was a minister of God,
that I knew nothing of Scripture, that I
had no ability to correctly expound
Scripture, and he would tell me what
the Scriptures meant. He told me to
desist from resisting his counsel.
I wanted to be a man under authority, so I shut up.
What was I to do? I was deeply
convinced of HWA’s heavenly authority. For me there was only one choice:
Choose God over my wife or we both
would face God’s fiery wrath, which
would be upon us sinners as soon as
1972, less than a decade away.
(HWA had published his opinion
that Jesus would return in 1975 after
“the church” had “fled” in 1972.)
I don’t have the verbal ability to
convey the deep, heart-piercing pain I
was experiencing. Have you ever lost
a child or known someone who has
lost a child? It is the same pain.
I once counseled a mother whose
22-year-old-daughter was killed by a
drunk driver. The pain of loss she manifested and described was identical to
the pain of loss I experienced through
the D&R breakup of my marriage.
Put on a happy face
Before Mr. Battles contacted me I
walked in the freedom of God’s forgiveness and love. After the counseling sessions I walked in condemnation
and lived in shame and embarrassment. That became my self-image.
I stuffed it all as best I could and by
shear willpower projected a happy
face. After all, wasn’t I doing God’s
will for us?
I still had a naive hope that God
would move miraculously upon His
earthly representatives and reveal to
them that I was not bound to wife No.
1 but was actually bound to wife No. 2.
Denial set in. The focus of my faith
had shifted to headquarters, where
HWA spoke ex cathedra.
Now that I was separated and
alone, my emotional pain grew in its
intensity. Each day I prayed fervently
for God to reverse the D&R decision
and for the pain to be removed.
But the pain remained and intensified. It continued nonstop for weeks,
wearing me down day by day.
Deliverance but not from God
Then one day at work the pressure
and intensity grew to the point that I
knew I would lose my mind. In panic
I went to the men’s room and there on
the commode in a stall I begged and
pleaded with my whole being for God
to break the pain off of me.
The pressure in my mind was overwhelming. And—suddenly—the pain
and pressure were gone! I began
thanking God and was encouraged that
God surely would not have answered
my prayer unless I was in His will.
In hindsight I know it was not God
who had delivered me from the pain and
pressure that day. It was never God’s
will for me to separate from my wife.
I now know my personality had
split. A part of me had simply shut
down. I still had pain, but it was more
like a deep, constantly aching bruise.
This pain was at least manageable.
My state of denial enlarged.
High hopes
I applied for entrance to Ambassador College and was accepted. With
high hopes and aspirations of developing a deeper relationship with God,
I set foot on campus in Big Sandy as a
student. Words from the old hymn
“Wayfaring Stranger” best describe
my mind-set:
“I know dark clouds are gonna
gather round me / I know my way is
rough and steep / Yet beauteous fields
lie there just before me / Where God’s
redeemed their vigils keep.”
I was about to experience the rough
and steep, but the beauteous fields
were decades ahead of me.
Within days of my arrival on campus I was summoned to a minister’s
office, where I was told:
“In a few weeks there will be coeds on campus. There is no doubt in
my mind you will be able to seduce
some of these coeds. You will be
closely watched. Don’t be found
alone with any of the women. Don’t
date. You’re D&R.”

Identified as a predator
Further, I was told:
The Enemy will try to draw you
away and tempt you to go back to wife
No. 2. Be on guard and do battle
against this temptation if you hope to
succeed.
This was a hard tongue-lashing. I
was heartsick and wounded with the
fresh loss of my wife, and the last
thing on my mind was another woman
or making sexual conquests of the
coeds.
Why did this minister identify me
as a sexual predator? This was a further attack on my already-damaged
self-image. Feeling as though I’d
failed before I’d gotten started, I left
experiencing more unworthiness than
when I went to this minister’s office.
The next few years I spent many
hours in my prayer closet praying
against the “Enemy’s” temptations to
get up, get out and go get my wife.
Looking back, I know I was praying against the urging of the Holy
Spirit to do just that.
Of course, my praying was not limited to D&R issues. All the praying I
did was me brainwashing myself into
unquestioning conformity to the WCG
value system and submission to its constituted authority figures over my life. I
wanted to be a man under authority.
Familiarity breeds riot act
Then this happened several days after my meeting with the above-cited
minister:
Buildings & Grounds was my campus work assignment. F.R. was my
immediate supervisor.

as having “D&R” stenciled on my
forehead for all to see.
This stigmatization was to have
long-term consequences for me during college and for many years after I
left the WCG. This stigmatization was
branded on my conscious awareness.
In my mind the hierarchy had identified me as damaged goods. I became
guarded in all my relationships: men
and women. When I did enter into a
new relationship, there was a nagging
internal awareness: “You are doing
wrong. You will be exposed as misrepresenting yourself,” etc.
There was a guilt-sensing part of
me that I hid away from anyone I was
in relationship with.
Hell year
Bill Roberts and I roomed together
our sophomore year. We got to know
one another and, after he became comfortable around me, confided, “Our
freshman year I thought you were the
most stuck-up person I’d ever met.”
I wasn’t stuck up, Bill. I was shut
down and withdrawn. My freshman
year was an emotional hell.
I won’t exercise you with my experiences of the next four to six years.
Many of my friends saw me from a
distance and some of us worked closely together in our many activities. You
interacted with the external me, but
there was a hidden, internal-hurting
me that I was unable to reveal.
The great disillusioning
Those years at AC exposed the
incredible spiritual hypocrisy of the
ministry and staff. There was a great
deal of political maneuvering and back-

The guilt and shame I had been
masking grew heavier and heavier and
I could find no relief. The residual
guilt and shame in my conscience
pushed negative, condemning thoughts
constantly through my mind.
East Texas State
I had the Midas touch in reverse.
Everything I touched turned to dross.
I was cut off from God. All I wanted
to do was hide, but there was nowhere
to hide. I couldn’t hide from myself. I
started calling myself John rather than
Patt, and when people asked where I’d
gone to college I’d reply, “A small
East Texas college,” hoping they’d
think I meant East Texas State.
I didn’t want to interview for employment or discuss my background
at all because I was fearful I’d have to
explain my association with HWAWCG-AC: my great embarrassment.
I was a mess. I was still carrying the
D&R stigma and the condemnation of
legalism in my conscience. I avoided
exposing my association with AC,
WCG, HWA at any cost.
I watched the plant I built in northwest Arkansas burn. Mary left me. I
don’t blame her. If I could have figured out a way to leave me, I’d have
gone with her.
Adding insult to injury, HWA
reversed his D&R doctrine in 1974,
citing as his authority for the change
the same scripture I had presented in
our D&R counseling session years
before. What a complete fool I had
been and still was.
Living imprisoned
When Herbert rescinded his D&R

I’d get high and listen to Christian radio and bawl,
begging God to deliver me from my addiction.
The early B&G offices were small
and crowded. There was a central
feeder corridor about 3 by 8 feet that
gave access to F.R..’s office entrance,
the drafting-room entrance, the bullpen where the secretaries worked and
the entrance and exit door to the main
hall outside.
I’m a born and reared Texan. We
typically use familiar language with
strangers. F.’s wife (whom I’d never
met) came to the B&G offices and
was standing in the narrow feeder corridor talking to F., who was sitting at
his desk in his small office.
To get to the drafting room and to
get by her without bumping her was a
difficult task. As I maneuvered around
her, I touched her on the shoulder and
said, “Excuse me, dear.”
After Mrs. R. left, F. called me to
his office and read me the riot act. He
was mad. “How dare you be familiar
with my wife! We’ve been told about
your D&R situation and to keep an
eye on you with the women. Don’t
ever let me hear of you being familiar
with my wife again.”
Any apology and explanation I
gave fell on deaf ears.
Openly branded as D&R
So within a week after I arrived on
campus the ministry and campus personnel had openly identified me as
D&R and dangerous and not to be
trusted. Those who had authority over
me saw something wrong in me. Not
only were my movements to be
watched, but my speech was to be
analyzed and judged as well. I was a
suspicious object, and that pushed me
into being suspicious of everyone’s
motives toward me.
My response was to draw back into
the shadows and not make waves. So
much for my new, AC-WCG beginnings in the love of God!
Naive expectation
After making such a great sacrifice
to be in God’s will and to be a part of
the WCG, I had naively expected all
church members, especially the ministry, to see me as a true, proven believer and one of them. Instead, the
ministry marginalized me, at least in
my mind’s eye.
I was stigmatized and saw myself

stabbing on both American campuses.
A top church minister and college
official having sex with coeds in the
church jet, having a mistress on the
side and how he used Scripture to justify his adultery were all spiritually
offensive to me.
His sexual escapades and the general sexual promiscuity at Pasadena
were an especially deep affront to me
and to the personal sacrifice I had
made. These spiritual role models
were flagrantly disregarding the laws
they were requiring me to keep.
I now understand why the ministry
was so suspicious of me when I first
came on campus. By the time I graduated I was disillusioned within myself
and disillusioned with God.
Inconsistent God
I had started my college career
wanting more of a loving God, but I
left believing God was a hard, unfeeling taskmaster who could not be
moved by my supplication or my
pain: an arbitrary God who gave license to some while holding others in
prison for violation of His laws.
When I left AC employment and
the WCG in 1972 I was conflicted:
My intellect and conscience were in
deep disagreement.
My intellect was convinced HWA’s
D&R doctrine was wrong, but I still
carried the condemnation of it in my
conscience. I wanted to leave the
WCG but I was a prisoner to my conscience, powerless to break the chains
of HWA’s legalistic bondage.
When I drove off campus for that
last time I made a silent vow. I didn’t
understand it as a vow then, but that’s
what it was. I said to myself with
force: No one will ever control my life
this way again!
This vow created a huge problem
for me spiritually. I didn’t realize I had
included God in the “no one” of the
vow. In the following years I unconsciously resisted God’s love for me
because of my silent vow.
Within six or seven years of exiting
the WCG I was having trouble containing myself. The inner, hurting me
that I had been stuffing for so long was
breaking out and I was losing control.
The inner pain and wounds were
expanding and beginning to drive me.
I was spiraling out of control.

doctrine, I experienced deep selfrecrimination for not having had the
strength to stand up to the ministry
years before and for the lack of manhood I demonstrated then.
My existing shame was enlarged.
My resentment toward HWA and his
ministers grew. But I couldn’t blame
them. I was the one who’d made all
the decisions.
The responsibility for all the pain
and the consequences of the D&R
decision fell heavily upon me: how it
had wounded my wife and negatively
affected her life; how it had alienated
our families; how my decision had
robbed us of our future; and on and
on—and all for nothing.
My sense of guilt was overwhelming. My regret tormented me without
mercy. There was no way I could go
back in time and undo the pain and
damage, and I had no hope that the
future would change any of our circumstances.
I was living imprisoned between
the past and the future. I was living
Mr. Armstrong’s theory of D&R, and
the spirit of his brand of legalism was
working overtime in my conscience.
There was no pit deep enough for me
to hide in.
Relief in drugs
Eventually I found false relief in
drugs. The relief I experienced with
my first high revealed how much
emotional pain I was living with. (All
the drug did was numb my guilt-ridden conscience.)
That first high hooked me, and I
was an addict for the next 10-plus
years. When I say addict I mean that
in the fullest sense. No recreational
use for me! I needed and wanted to get
high every day. If I wasn’t high it was
because I had no drugs, I couldn’t buy
any drugs or my drug buddies were
out of drugs too.
Of course, doing drugs creates its
own brand of guilt and shame. The
drugs only added fuel to the fire of my
already-damaged self-image and conscience.
About a year into the drug use the
reality that I was a full-blown addict
hit home. I would take care of what
business I had for the day and was
usually home by 3 or 4 in the afternoon. God only knows how I was able

to function during this time.
I’d get high and listen to Christian
radio and bawl, begging God to deliver me from my addiction.
More than one Jesus
Looking back, I was a pitiful sight.
I contacted half a dozen pastoral counseling services seeking help. Their
Jesus was not big enough for my
problems. I had one counselor physically move his chair back from me
after I told him of my association with
HWA and my drug addiction. No help
for me from his Jesus, only an increase of shame.
Then one day I heard a radio program, Counsel by the Spirit, with Jim
B. Jim was an ex-Baptist minister who
had raised up churches all along the
East Coast and throughout the United
States and in the Caribbean and
Australia.
He was also a psychologist and had
been in charge of hospital psycho
wards. He had come to Dallas, established a church and created a radio
presence.
The gang of bang
I liked Jim’s preaching and felt he
might be able to help me. I contacted
him, and he came to my office for our
first counseling session.
Jim listened to me without saying a
word for 15 or 20 minutes as I told
him about HWA’s D&R doctrine and
the WCG—but not about my drug
addiction.
When I finished speaking he said,
“You’ve been spiritually gang-banged.”
Wow! I had an immediate epiphany. I had been seeing myself as the
violator, not the violated!
This was the beginning of my recovery and ultimate deliverance from
drug addiction and legalism. I began,
just a little bit, to see myself from
God’s point of view.
Unfortunately I was still too
ashamed, too addicted and too spiritually incarcerated to admit my hidden
life to Jim. I had learned how to hide
well, courtesy of the WCG.
Looking back, I now know Jim
could have led me out of bondage. But
legalism has strong prison walls, and
the guilt, shame and secret life I was
living kept me from confessing the
condemnation I was carrying. Maybe
in time I would have had the courage
to confess all that I was hiding from
Jim, but he moved out of the area.
Bad sign rising
Without success, I continued to
struggle in my own strength to free
myself from the drug addiction. I
stopped socializing with my drug buddies and began getting high by myself,
a bad sign. The more drugs I did with
no social interaction, the more depressed I became and the more aloneness and isolation I experienced.
After several years of this behavior,
I remember sitting in my living room
on several occasions in great despair,
convinced within myself that “I was
never converted. I had never had
God’s Spirit. It was all an illusion. I’m
a hopeless addict. I couldn’t be here,
doing what I’m doing, if I had ever
had God’s Spirit, and if I ever did have
God’s Spirit it’s gone now.”
I had stopped asking God to deliver me. I had no more tears to cry. All
my begging had dried up. What was
the use? Nothing was getting better. I
simply gave up and yielded myself to
regular drug use. It was the only relief
I could turn to.
This was the low point of my drug
career. This was my spiritual low
point also. But even during this time
of hopelessness God was there with
me. In fact, He has never left me. But
I couldn’t experience Him then because I was horribly sin-conscious,
and sin separates from God. Legalism
begets sin-consciousness.
Scripture whispered
My normal habit was to watch TV
or listen to music when I got high.
One night I changed my routine and
decided to go to my back porch and
get high there.
It was a pleasant spring evening
and I could easily see the flowers and
trees in the bright moonlight. My
thoughts strayed from my problems
See AUTHORITY, page 21
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and my sin-consciousness. I began to
tell myself the beauty I saw was all
made by God’s spoken Word.
This line of thought transported me
back to the time when I had the struggle of wills. That was before Herbert
Armstrong, back when the whole
world appeared beautiful and back
when there was gratitude in me toward God and His creation.
From somewhere deep inside me,
God’s agape love began welling up. It
grew until it embraced me completely.
With tears flowing, I reveled in this
epiphany for I don’t know how long,
and somewhere in the midst of the
experience Scripture began whispering
in my mind.
The scripture I was hearing was far
away, and my hearing of it was incomplete. I had to concentrate to make sure
of what I was hearing.
Moving away from drugs
Though the scripture I heard was
familiar, I had no idea where to find it.
I hadn’t cracked my Bible in years. I
found my concordance and located the
scripture I was hearing. It was: “Whosoever calls on the name of the Lord
shall be saved, and whosoever believes in Him shall not be ashamed.”
I realized: God is loving me, unconditionally, right where I am, in the
midst of my high! He knows all about
me and all about the years of hedonism
I had been living. God was telling me
He loved me unconditionally.
Hope and faith were generated in
the presence of His love and the
power of addiction was broken. I
didn’t stop using that night, but I was
empowered to get into the Word and
have my mind renewed to the grace of
God in Christ Jesus.
Dropping the old guard
In a short time I was delivered from
drug use completely. When I reached
the point of faith to accept His blood
sacrifice for my addiction, I simply
stopped doing drugs. No AA, NA or
12-step program, no laying on of
hands, no crying and pleading with
God for deliverance. Just God’s unconditional love and the living Word
(Jesus) delivering me.
So what was different about this
particular time on my back porch,
when God moved and delivered me?
I’ve thought about that often over the
years. Here’s what was different: All
the times before, when I was pleading
with God for deliverance, I was speaking to Him out of sin-consciousness.
That particular night my mind was
completely off the wrongness of me. I
had given up and I had stopped trying
to save myself. (Legalism is a system
of self-salvation.)
My mind had focused on Him and
His creative excellence. When I stopped
disqualifying myself with sin-consciousness and focused on His creative
ability, I allowed God to manifest the
love He had planted in me many years
earlier. I had dropped my legalistic
guard. He’s always ready to heal and
deliver the sinner with His love manifested in Jesus, as He did me that night.
Still on the inside
I was now strong enough spiritually
to confront the guilt, shame and condemnation generated by Armstrong
legalism. This further deliverance took
more time and unfolded to me as I was
able to lay hold of realized forgiveness
in Jesus—not just the head knowledge
of forgiveness, but the continual cleansing experience of forgiveness by his
blood sprinkled on my conscience.
Here’s how Charles Wesley expressed this truth in his hymn “O for a
Thousand Tongues to Sing”:
“He breaks the power of canceled
sin, / He sets the prisoner free; / His
blood can make the foulest clean— /
His blood availed me.”
The constant stream of condemning thoughts was gone. I had internal
rest. To this day I’m quiet and still on
the inside. I am not angry. I am not
hostile. I can receive and release compassion. I become more transparent

each day. I’m not hiding.
The ever-present pain of sickening
loss is gone. The addiction cycle is
long broken. The guilt, shame and
secret life are broken off me and I
walk in His victory.
I am no longer sin-conscious: I am
forgiven-conscious. Most important, I
have a right relationship with God in
Christ. My identity and my righteousness are in Christ Jesus, not the Ten
Commandments or Herbert’s legalism
(Romans 10:4).
The freedoms I cite above have
produced an extraordinary tolerance
within me for differing opinions.
However, those freedoms by their
very nature produce within me hardness toward legalism of any stripe
because even a small amount of legalism steals these very freedoms away.

reading this who are still carrying negative effects from the WCG experience. I testify that Jesus is bigger than
all the damaging effects of Armstrong
legalism. There is wholeness, healing
and deliverance for you in the largeness of His blood sacrifice.
I want to speak out on behalf of all
the WCG members who were victimized by D&R (and legalism in general).
Over the years there has been no
balanced forum where our voices
could be heard. Most, like me, have
been too ashamed and too embarrassed

origin in Big Sandy AC and/or the
WCG, and that is rewarding. However, for each of you I hope for relationship in Jesus, which produces
eternal reward.
It’s been healing for me to review
my life in an organized manner. I had to
go to the cemetery of my memory and
dig up a bunch of old bones to do it.
The original version of this article was
the first time I’d written about this part
of my life in any organized manner.
Doing so has created a continuity
of purpose. I now can see plainly how

Ron Howe
The more legalism dominates your
life, the more sin-consciousness you
have. Conversely, the more Jesus
dominates your life, the more forgiven-consciousness you have.
The end of forgiven-consciousness
is eternal life in Jesus. The end of sinconsciousness is the life of Ron Howe.
Ron Howe and I were students
together at AC Big Sandy. He graduated and became an ordained minister
of the WCG. Some years after his
ordination, Ron committed suicide by
jumping off the Golden Gate Bridge.
Good old days and beyond
At the AC Big Sandy reunion near
Dallas in 2011, I did not beat people
over the head with Jesus or use turn-orburn talk with my classmates. I’m
grateful for the many positive things I
learned and the character-building challenges AC afforded me. I carry many
happy memories of my college days.
I laughed with my classmates and
laughed at myself with them as well. I
plan to enjoy remembering those
times with old friends and laughing at
myself again. I have gotten to know
all of them in a new and living way
with my now-integrated personality.
After we stopped talking about the
good old days at Big Sandy, those who
wanted to fellowship around Jesus with
me found me available and loving.
If you’ve read this far, you may be
wondering why I wrote so much about
myself. After all, I could have easily
just given a superficial chronology
and no one would have been the wiser
about the emotional and spiritual turmoil I lived.
Simply put: It’s the only life story
I’ve got to tell. In thinking about coming to the reunion four years ago, I
discovered some of that old hiding
attitude in me that needed to be con-

WHERE AND WHEN—Patt McCarty (top left) gazes at the reader along with other
members of the Class of 1969 of Ambassador College. [Photo from The Envoy]

to publicly say anything. Those who
have spoken out spoke out in anger.
If I were an isolated case, you
might say I was speaking out because
I was angry or bitter and had an ax to
grind. But I’m not an isolated case,
and in Jesus I am not angry or bitter.
There were many D&R cases in the
WCG. There were many families torn
apart and many individuals negatively
affected under that damnable teaching.
Some Big Sandy AC students experienced negative D&R consequences in
their immediate and extended families.
If you know of any victims of D&R,
please give them a copy of this article.
Jesus is ready to heal and restore.

Jesus has always been walking with
me, arms outstretched, ever ready to
embrace me even during all my dark
times.
When I stopped hiding from Him,
He delivered me out of the prison of
divorce and remarriage, out of the
prison of legalism, out of the prison of
condemnation and out of the prison of
drug addiction.
Last thoughts
How did I get sucked into Armstrongism and his D&R doctrine? I’ve
pondered this, and here are my
thoughts.
I was young, naive, idealistic and

HWA played a significant role in the death of my selfish ego,
and for that I thank him. Where Mr. Armstrong’s superego
abounded, God’s grace superabounds more.
fronted with the Light. Jesus calls me
to be transparent.
More reasons
Here are several more reasons why
I have revealed myself to whoever
may read this.
How can you comprehend how
great a victory Jesus has had in my life
unless you vicariously experience the
depth of defeat I walked in and was
delivered out of?
The depth of my defeat extols the
power of His ability to deliver me
(and you) into a victorious life. My
story is a living example of what Jesus
wants to do (and in reality has already
done) for us all.
There is not another group of people
on earth who can better grasp and identify with my D&R and WCG experience more than my former classmates.
And there is not another group of people I desire more to give my testimony
to more than them. Family members
don’t hide from one another. O that we
would all be transparent in Jesus.
I suspect there may be some

Have any of you realized that just
being AC students back then gave
credibility to “the Work” and HWA’s
doctrines? Church members looked at
us with envy, seeing in our shining
faces the fulfillment of HWA’s promises. How much better now to have
faces shining for an example of the inworking of Jesus, who is the promise
of God (2 Corinthians 3:1-18).
I hope my boldness to reveal the
Jesus in me will embolden all of you
to reveal how He has given victory to
your life. I’m unaware of any of you
having personally experienced D&R,
but you have most likely suffered
heart wounds and losses and have
been cheated if you’ve lived life at all
over the last 40 years.
Common origin
There should be no argument that
we were all influenced by WCG condemnation through its legalism. Encourage me and encourage us all with
your open testimony of His goodness
and grace in your life.
We have a relationship by common

unchurched. Mr. Armstrong was a
charismatic man with a voice that drew
me in. He spoke with authority and
confidence. Once I bought the legitimacy of who he said he was, I was hooked
into his belief system. I perceived him
as spiritual authority from God.
Herbert Armstrong projected his
image of God to the world. I mistook
Herbert’s image of God for the God
who had originally called me.
The only true image of God is
Jesus: “He that hath seen me hath seen
the Father.” Jesus is the personification of grace: “For the law was given
by Moses, but grace and truth came by
Jesus Christ.”
Honorable mention
Herbert’s image of God did not
incorporate Jesus or grace. Herbert
gave Jesus honorable mention, but the
person of Jesus, His finished work and
the grace of God in Christ Jesus were
not preached from his pulpit, taught in
the Big Sandy AC classroom or practiced in the WCG at large.
There is no “unmerited favor” or

“unmerited pardon” in Herbert’s religious system. There was cronyism,
and there was favoritism, but there
was no grace. He preached the shadow of the cross, but not the power of
Jesus’ cross.
I am a living witness to the life-giving, transforming power of His cross.
All of you are also living witnesses to
the power of this truth if you’ve laid
hold of Jesus, the only true image of
God. “For in Him dwells all the fullness of the Godhead bodily.”
The power of the cross of Christ
Jesus is not in HWA’s religious system.
We were taught that by keeping the
Ten Commandments we would gain
the favor of God (His grace). But the
Scripture says, “The sting of death is
sin and the strength of sin is the law
. . . [but] sin shall not have dominion
over you for you are not under the
law, but under grace” (1 Corinthians
15:56; Romans 6:14).
You cannot earn unmerited favor
(grace). To try to do so turns grace into
works. We were taught a contradiction
of covenants, and that makes both of
no effect.
Mistakenly, I pursued Herbert’s
image of God for a large portion of my
adult life and found only condemnation continually coming from the
image of his God. When I allowed
Jesus to apprehend me for His purpose,
then and only then did I find right relationship with Father God in Jesus.
Then Herbert’s image of God was
exposed for the fraud it is by the revelation of the loving God in me. “. . .
Know the love of Christ, which passes knowledge, that you might be filled
with all the fullness of God.”
What it will be like
As for the wonderful world tomorrow and the coming Kingdom of
God, the Bible teaches Jesus will one
day return and set up His visible,
physical Kingdom, and it will be
wonderful, then.
However, I live in the Kingdom of
God now. What I experience in the
spirit now I will continue to experience in the world tomorrow then—
“for the Kingdom of God is not meat
and drink, but righteous, and peace,
and joy in the Holy Spirit.”
I walk in the now of righteousness,
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit. Wherever the King is, that’s where the heart
of the Kingdom is. The King is in my
heart.
Thank you, Mr. Armstrong
I want to thank Mr. Armstrong for
his part in shattering my marriage and
my life. It wasn’t God’s will for me to
be deceived by Armstrong legalism or
have my marriage broken up by his
D&R doctrine.
However, through its deception I
lost everything and thereby learned to
die to my self-will. We must all die to
our selfish ego in order to live resurrected lives in Jesus.
HWA played a significant role in
the death of my selfish ego, and for
that I thank him. By the grace of God
in Jesus, I was able to die (as I continue to die) to my selfish ego and so am
now able to live His resurrected life.
My prayer to know and do the will of
God in 1962 is being answered.
What the Enemy meant for defeat
God turned to victory and healing in
Jesus.
Shaky jowls
Grace is a beautiful, all encompassing, powerful expression from God that
delivers us from the destruction of sin.
If Mr. Armstrong ever died to his
selfish ego and accepted God’s grace
in Jesus for himself, then the superabundance of grace found in Jesus’
blood sacrifice has covered him and
I’ll expect to see his wrinkled old butt
and shaky jowls in the wonderful
world tomorrow!
Where Mr. Armstrong’s superego
abounded, God’s grace superabounds
more.
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Dealing constructively with anger can be a little maddening
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only address part of the problem.
“As adults, we have the capacity to
decide whether we will keep or weed
out certain traits learned in our formative years. Clearly, we are what we
choose to be.”
Life of misery
Dr. Carter then proceeded to outline some
characteristics that a person could cultivate to
“mold himself into a consistently angry person.”
Here are the characteristics that Dr. Carter called
“Thirteen Steps to a Life
of Misery.”
Be picky and finicky.
Don’t listen to another
person’s point of view.
Hold on so firmly to your religious convictions that you can’t help
but condemn someone who disagrees
with you.
Pride yourself on never being
silly.
Overload your schedule.
Expect others to cater to your
every whim.
Constantly demand your rights.
Make fun of things such as love
and gentleness.
Speak in a loud, demanding
voice when you have a point to make.
Worship money and material
possessions.
Don’t look at your personality to
examine your strengths and weaknesses.
Have no compassion for people
who are suffering.
Learn to nag and criticize.
After giving this list, Dr. Carter said:
“After carefully considering each of
the steps, you may decide that this is
the life for you.
“Actually, if you are already a
skilled hothead, you know that these
steps only scratch the surface. You can
use your own imagination to create
many more characteristics that will fit
the pattern, which can mold you into a
living, walking volcano.
“However, you may decide that a

back about how life can be lived more
productively.”
Assertive anger
On page 38, Dr. Carter mentioned
two types of anger—which he described as “assertive” and “aggressive” anger.
He wrote: “When used
correctly, assertiveness is a
positive trait.
Certainly each
person faces
many situations
that go against his
most basic beliefs. By
being assertive, he
demonstrates a commitment to what he
knows is right.
“This is the type
of anger that the
Bible encourages us
to use. It is the holy
type of anger used by Jesus Christ.”
Aggressive anger
On page 39, Dr. Carter continued:
“Aggressive anger, on the other hand,
goes too far. Like assertiveness, aggressive anger seeks to put forward
one’s beliefs about what is right.
However, aggressive anger is used in
an abrasive, insensitive way.
“Assertive anger is helpful and is
careful to consider another person’s welfare. Aggressiveness is inconsiderate.
“When people use an aggressive
style of anger, there is little concern
for the impact the anger will have on
the recipient. There is little empathy
involved. Consequently, aggressive
anger tends to be destructive.
“People need to examine aggressive anger closely because, unfortunately, most tend to use this type of
anger much more frequently than they
do assertive anger. Aggressiveness is a
direct reflection of the sin nature that
exists in a person.”
Comparing the two
Dr. Carter proceeded to compare
the two forms of anger in nine ways.
Aggressive anger seeks to punish

Aggressive anger holds grudges.
Assertive anger knows the value of
forgiving.
Aggressive anger does not notice
one’s own areas of weakness. Assertive anger recognizes that one can
always improve.
Aggressive anger is communicated with disrespect. Assertive anger
upholds others’ dignity as it is communicated.
Three personal styles
In chapter 10 (which is titled
“Suppress It, Express It, or Release It”
and begins on page 99), Dr. Carter
wrote: “It can be well and good to
understand why anger exists.”
But Dr. Carter asked the question:
“What’s a person to do when anger
comes on?”
On page 100, Dr. Carter wrote:
“There are three general styles in
which people can handle anger: suppression, expression, and release. Each
can be dangerous in its own way. So
we need to look closely at
each of these three
to determine how
it fits (or does
not fit) into a
pattern of proper anger.”
Suppressed
anger
Dr. Carter proceeded to give
some insights
into what he
called “suppressed” anger.
He said: “Many people are afraid of anger
and try to avoid it at all
costs. When the emotion
surfaces, they do their best to pretend
it is not there. Their reasoning (conscious or subconscious) is that if one
ignores anger, it will go away.
“To these people, anger is an ugly
wolf. It is something terribly destructive. Most of these people either have
been taught openly to avoid anger or
have learned through bitter experience
how painful anger can be.

Aggressive anger is communicated with disrespect. Assertive
anger upholds others’ dignity as it is communicated.
life of anger is not what you will
choose for yourself. You may conclude that there are more productive
ways to live. If that is the case, you are
urged to continue reading . . . The
choice is yours.”
How it is used
In chapter 4 (which is titled “The
Two Types of Anger” and begins on
page 37), Dr. Carter wrote: “Anger per
se can become either good or bad. It is
how people use their anger that makes
it positive or negative. Ideally, anger
was given to humans by God as a tool
to help build relationships.
“In its pure form, anger is an emotional signal that tells a person something needs to be changed. It was
intended to be a positive motivator to
be used in giving one another feed-

a person who does wrong. Assertive
anger seeks to help a person who does
wrong.
Aggressive anger does not care
about the other person’s point of view.
Assertive anger tries to be understanding.
Aggressive anger is stubborn,
immovable and demanding. Assertive
anger is flexible and willing to seek
alternatives.
Aggressive anger is condemning
and judgmental. Assertive anger recognizes we all have faults.
Aggressive anger has high expectations of everyone. Assertive
anger knows that even the finest people sometimes make mistakes.
Aggressive anger cares about
what happens to oneself. Assertive
anger cares about the welfare of others.
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“I know one woman who was the
youngest of six children . . . In order to
keep her mother happy, this woman
always tried to be extra nice and
sweet. She never allowed herself to be
angry or sad because she was afraid of
displeasing her mother.
“As an adult, she kept up the same
pattern until she broke down in deep
depression . . .
“Suppression is a form of denial. If
a person denies that he is angry, then
he feels no obligation to deal with his
anger. The problem is solved (temporarily). Naturally this is a dangerous
method of handling anger.
“Suppression may have its shortterm rewards, but in the long run suppressed anger is usually especially
powerful and bitter.
“By suppressing it, a person is
pushing anger from the conscious to
the subconscious. There it can fester
and worsen without that person’s
knowledge.
“Once anger is pushed into the
unconscious mind, the emotion is out
of that person’s immediate control. In
fact, when it is ‘out of sight’ a person
may become convinced that he is free
from anger. Not so!
“Whenever you hear a person state
that he never gets angry, you can be assured that he is suppressing his anger.
“Religious people are especially
prone to this since they assume anger
is unchristian. How wrong this can be!
“These are the people who have
chronic trouble with ulcers or headaches.

“These are the people who are
prone to sit piously in judgment over
others.
“These are the people who may
surprise everyone when they suddenly
have an angry outburst that seemingly
comes from nowhere.
“The truth is that suppression and
Christianity don’t mix well.”
Not the same
On page 103 Dr. Carter concluded
this section by writing: “Suppressed
anger is virtually never desirable. No
emotion can be dealt with properly by
simply ‘forgetting’ it.
“Forgetting and suppression are not
one and the same. If one truly forgets
something, it is out of mind. If one
suppresses something, it is out of the
conscious mind. But it still remains
active in the subconscious mind.”
Expressed anger
On page 103 Dr. Carter said: “We
are living in a day and age when it
is increasingly popular to
get feelings out in the
open. ‘Express yourself’
was the cry of the late
twentieth century. Volumes have been written
about saying whatever is
on your mind and about
getting what you have
coming to you.
“We have witnessed
one special-interest group
after another angrily
and unashamedly demanding its rights. As a culture,
Americans have lost any sense
of bashfulness. The prevailing
mood is that if you have been
offended, get angry! . . .
“When people express anger, that
expression may be correct or incorrect, depending on the level of sensitivity to others. Nonetheless, expressed anger is anger that is communicated outwardly.
“Anger is not always expressed
verbally. It can be expressed through
behavior. Well over half of all communication is done through nonverbal
means. Nonverbal expressions of anger can
include a stern look,
a slam of a door,
ignoring someone,
crying, or giving a
cold glare. There are
an infinite number of
ways to express anger.”
Recommended
guidelines
Dr. Carter wrote about
his concern for avoiding destructive
anger. He wrote:
“Because people are so capable of
expressing anger in a destructive way,
certain guidelines should be followed
to make sure anger works for us
instead of against us.”
Here is a summary of his four
guidelines.
Be sure when you express anger
you do not attempt to establish your
own superiority. This could cause the
recipient of your anger to harbor
resentment. The more resentment the
recipient feels, the more he will
become wrapped up in his own
defenses.
Make sure your anger has a constructive aim. Anger expressed for the
sake of meanness will just create an
atmosphere that will breed more
anger. Remember, anger is a Godgiven emotion that is to be used as a
building tool, not a wrecking ball.
Be aware of the responsiveness of
the recipient. Sometimes you will find
people who are not ready to listen to
you. At that point you will need to
decide whether it is best to go ahead and
express yourself or to drop the subject.
Consider the feelings and cir-

cumstances of the recipient. There
will be times when your anger may
be completely correct, but you may
choose to delay communication due
to the mind-set of the other person.
People who appropriately express
anger consider the need to use good
timing.
Dr. Carter concluded this section by
writing: “Knowing when and how to
express anger is the key. And just because it is sometimes correct to let it
out doesn’t mean that it is always correct. Sensitivity is the main trait that
an angry person needs to [develop].”
Released anger
On page 105 Dr. Carter wrote: “Released anger refers to anger that is dismissed, or let go. It is not to be confused with suppressed anger. Suppressed anger is simply pushed into
the subconscious mind.
“But when anger is released, the
person has made the conscious decision that anger is no longer needed
and it is therefore dropped.
“People can gain the ability to
release anger only after they first gain
some mastery of the art of expressing
anger.
“After anger has served its purpose
(or if one sees that it has no good purpose), the mature individual will have
enough sense to let go of it.
“Very little has been written about
dismissing anger. It doesn’t get the
publicity that goes to the topic of
expressing anger. But there will be
instances when the best way to handle
anger is to release it.
“For example, there are some people who will never change their ways.
When this is the case, it is best not to
waste emotional energy on them. We
all can probably think of someone who
never cared for anyone’s feelings and
probably never will. Repeated attempts
to constructively express anger can
leave us depleted if we have no other
means of managing the emotion.
“The idea of being able to let go of
anger confuses some people. They
question their ability to
turn off their feelings like a faucet.
They may conclude that it is
impossible to decide to not have
a particular feeling. To be sure,
we are not able
to invite our
feelings to come
and go as we see fit.
“Releasing anger, however, is not
akin to ignoring the emotion. Instead,
you can look at this option as an
appeal to higher priorities. As you recognize that anger can detract from
your quality of life, you can choose to
move away from your aggravations.
“All sane human beings are capable of getting their feelings under
control.
“If anger is too strong, it is possible
for a person to calm down by using
willpower.
“Likewise, when assertiveness has
run its course, it is reasonable to cease
pushing the issue.”
Learn to discern
On page 107 Dr. Carter wrote:
“One of the things that makes it difficult to release anger is people’s reluctance to face reality . . . The reality is
that some people are going to do what
they want regardless of anyone else’s
emotions.
“People committed to managing
anger appropriately understand that
they cannot force their preferences
onto others.
“They learn to discern when the
other person is incapable or unwilling
to cooperate, and they make alternative plans to become inwardly stable.”
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God didn’t order Adam to rule Eve; that was Adam’s idea
Continued from page 3

over the centuries has been based on a
distorted view of creation rather than
God’s original plan. And it all started
here in the beginning in Genesis.
Who rules?
“Then God said, ‘Let Us make man
in Our image, according to Our likeness; let them have dominion [Young’s
Literal Translation says ‘and let them
rule’] over the fish of the sea, over the
birds of the air, over the cattle, over all
the earth, and over every creeping thing
that creeps on the earth. So God created
man in His own image; in the image of
God He created him; male and female
He created them” (Genesis 1:26-27).
What facts do these verses bring
out?
Man and woman equally bear the
image of God.
Man and woman equally are to
rule over the earth.
God gives man and woman
equal responsibilities. They are to be
fruitful and multiply and to “fill the
earth” and “subdue” it.
Man and woman are to exercise
dominion (rule) over every living
thing.
But note that this does not refer to
Adam ruling over Eve. Or, more accurately stated, the man was not created
to have dominion over the woman.
‘Help’ in the sense of ‘assist’?
God didn’t say Eve was to have the
babies and Adam was to rule the
world. They were to work together as
a team of equals over all creation.
Yet how many men and women are
under that impression: that God made
woman to “help” in the sense of assisting Adam to rule.
Why did God create Eve?
“Then the LORD GOD said, ‘It is not
good that man should be alone: I will
make a helper comparable [or suitable] to him.’ ”
Thus Genesis 2 further reveals that
after Adam names the animals, which
God made out of the ground, he sees
that there is no one like him and he is
alone.
And God said that this was not
good. It was the only thing “not good”
that He created.
God then formed Eve out of
Adam’s side. Unlike the animals, she
was made from the same material as
he. God made a “helper fit for him” in
every way.
Was Eve meant to be
Adam’s helper?
Most churches interpret the description of Eve the “helper” as support for the hierarchy in roles. Here is
one such quote:
“This detailed account of man’s
creation refers to Eve as a ‘helper.’
The context shows that Eve’s role was
supportive of Adam’s and that his was
the leadership role.”
The actual wording of the passage,
however, provides the proper context
for how we should view Eve’s role.
And the original text nowhere uses the
term or the concept of “helper” as supportive of Adam’s leadership role in
describing her or that Adam even had
a leadership role:
“The customary translation of the
two words ezer kenegdo as ‘helper fitting him’ is almost certainly wrong.
Recently, Rabbi David Freedman has
pointed out that the Hebrew word ezer
is a combination of two roots: ‘-z-r,’

meaning ‘to rescue, to save,’ and g-zr meaning ‘to be strong.’ ”
Adam Clarke
And Adam Clarke further clarifies
the meaning of “helper” or “help meet”:
“It is not good that the man should
be alone . . . I will make him a help
meet for him . . . a help, a counterpart
of himself, one formed from him, and
a perfect resemblance of his person. If
the word be rendered scrupulously literally, it signifies one like, or as himself, standing opposite to or before
him. And this implies that the woman
was to be a perfect resemblance of the
man, possessing neither inferiority nor
superiority, but being in all things like
and equal to himself. As man was
made a social creature, it was not
proper that he should be alone; for to
be alone, i.e. without a matrimonial
companion, was not good.”
The Septuagint is the translation of
Hebrew scripture into Greek around
285 B.C. It was the scriptures that
Christ, the apostles and New Testament writers quoted.
The Septuagint translates verse
Genesis 2:20’s ezer kenegdo into the
parallel word of Greek, boethos homoios. Homoios means “of the same
nature, like, similar.”
Lexicographers have described
homoios in the following terms: “Homoios also signifies equality in force
and equality in rank.” In Genesis 2:20
homoios signifies “equally great or
important, as powerful as, equal to.”
The English word helper, of course,
has an entirely different connotation
than either the Hebrew word ezer
kenegdo or the Greek word boethos
homoios. Remove the mistranslation
of “helper” for ezer genegdo and there
is no way to get a differentiation of
roles—Adam the leader and Eve the
helper—from this scripture.
As mentioned above, the reason
Eve was created was as an ezer keneg-

The ground was cursed so they
had to work and toil to produce food.
Now Adam would rule over Eve
as a result of the sin, whereas before
they were equal.
Would Eve now dominate
her husband?
One quote makes the following
conclusion after discussing the results
of Adam and Eve’s sin:
“Genesis 3:16 describes a major
change in the
husband-wife
relationship:
‘Your desire
shall be for
your husband and he
shall rule
over you.’
The phrase
‘your desire
shall be for
your husband’
forecasts a
change in Eve’s
approach toward
her husband.
“Of the last two
lines of Genesis 3:16,
the Nelson Study Bible
offers a paraphrase: ‘You
will now have a tendency
to dominate your husband.’ ”
The quoted paraphrase
above is scripturally wrong
in two ways.
The word desire is a wrong
translation of the Hebrew word
teshuqua and gives it a totally wrong
meaning.
Even if it weren’t wrongly translated, “desire for your husband” in no
way can turn into “tendency to dominate your husband.”
To return to the quote:
“Again, looking at the original
Hebrew, the word for ‘desire’ is te-

correct. The clearest implication of
God allowing Adam to rule Eve after
they sinned is that he was not her ruler
before the sin.
The phrase “he shall rule over
you” is rendered in all ancient translations as “he will rule over you.”
The word shall denotes a command,
while the word will denotes a foretelling of events.
Thus, the phrase “he will rule over
you,” is God telling Eve how it
will be for her and womankind in Satan’s world from
that time forth.
Cause and effect
Notice that God
does not command Adam to
rule over her. But
He tells Eve of the
effect on her as a
result of their sin.
If God didn’t command
Adam to rule Eve—which
He didn’t—then Adam
must have taken the rule
for himself. Or, as F.F.
Bruce explains, “in
our sinful human
condition, the
man exploits the
woman’s natural proclivity
towards him
to dominate and subjugate her. Subjugation of
woman, in fact, is a symptom of
man’s [the male’s] fallen nature.”
The word translated as “rule” is
the Hebrew word mashal. According
to Strong’s, mashal means “to rule,
reign, have dominion, be governor,
have power.” It does not necessarily
mean oppressive rule but ordinary
rulership, and it includes benign ruling. For example:
“God set the sun to rule [mashal]
over the day” (Genesis 1:18), and

Men’s domination of women is treated as a law given and a
curse imposed on women by God. But in reality male
domination and female subjection are a consequence of sin,
do, not to assist Adam in his work but
to alleviate his loneliness, as Adam
Clarke so aptly brought out.
After Adam’s and Eve’s sin
Farther along in the creation account we find that Eve was deceived
by the serpent, but Scripture states that
Adam rebelled and deliberately chose
to sin.
It is noteworthy that Eve did not
have to search for Adam to give him
the fruit. He was with her through the
entire discourse with the serpent
(Genesis 3:6).
So Adam, who was at her side
throughout the whole conversation,
did nothing to warn her as her alleged
head, or protect her, or exercise the
authority he supposedly had over
every living thing including the serpent and Eve.
He certainly did not “exercise the
kind of loving leadership that God
originally intended for Adam to exercise in his role as a husband,” as stated by some churches.
Because of Adam’s and Eve’s sin,
all of their relationships were ruined:
They were expelled from the
garden and God’s presence.

shuqua, and in all translations before
800 A.D. it is translated ‘turning.’
Furthermore, the Septuagint translates
teshuqua into the Greek word apostrophe or ‘turning away.’ Essentially, this
verse is saying that Eve would turn
away from God (and toward her husband); as a consequence of that turning, her husband will rule over her.”
The above church quote continues
to then explain what is meant by “he
shall rule over you”:
“The likely explanation is that this
refers to the predicted power struggle, from the male side of the relationship. The expression ‘rule over’
refers to domination, not the kind of
loving leadership that God originally
intended for Adam to exercise in his
role as a husband. So God is telling
Eve that the consequence of this sin
would be an oppressive form of ruling over her.”
Three reasons it’s wrong
This conclusion is also wrong, for
three reasons:
The explanation rests on the
premise that God originally intended
for Adam a leadership role over Eve.
As shown above, this premise is in-

“Abraham said to the oldest servant of
his house, who ruled [mashal] over all
he had” (Genesis 24:2).
Notably, the rulership or dominion
that Adam and Eve were to have over
the earth is the Hebrew word radah,
which Strong’s translates as “to tread
down, i.e., subjugate.”
In short, as a result of the sin, Eve’s
“curse” (but God did not use the word
curse with regard to Eve) was that
women would be now under men’s
rule, including the benign, even loving
rule that we espouse for husbands
over wives in the church.
But this was a deviation from what
God originally intended.
Men’s domination of women has
been treated as a law given and a curse
imposed on women by God Himself.
But in reality male domination and
female subjection are a consequence
of sin, just as being kicked out of Eden
and the cursed ground are a consequence of sin.
God’s intent
So does it have to be that way now:
men ruling over women?
One could say that if God made
man’s rule over woman a command-

ment (which it wasn’t), didn’t He then
wind up rewarding Adam for his
rebellion?
What about men? According to the
received logic, shouldn’t they all be
farmers tilling the ground and fighting
thorns and thistles because Adam’s
penalty was to toil the cursed ground
to secure food?
So is man ruling over woman really
God’s intent and the standard prescription for marriage from this time on?
The answer is an unqualified no for
the following reasons:
This instruction appears nowhere
else in the Old Testament. Nowhere is
the wife commanded to obey her husband, nor is the husband commanded
to rule his wife or be over his wife in
a leadership position—nowhere in the
Old Testament.
It is informative to see which
Genesis scriptures are referred to in
the New Testament.
Note is made of Adam’s rebellion
nine times.
Note is made of Eve’s deception
two times.
Man ruling over woman or woman’s desire for her husband, or the husband’s headship over his wife: zero
times. It is not cited at all because there
are no scriptures that say that to cite.
In 1 Timothy 2:13-14 Paul says,
“For Adam was formed first, then
Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but
the woman being deceived fell into
transgression.”
Fact, not conclusions
Paul is stating historical fact. But
Paul makes no conclusions based on
those statements such as “therefore
the husband is over the wife.”
Aside from the above-stated references, here are the other Genesis
scriptures quoted in the New Testament:
“And the two shall become one
flesh” is explained by Jesus two
times” (Matthew 19:5; Mark 10:7-8).
And by Paul also two times (1
Corinthians 6:16; Ephesians 5:31).
Four times the New Testament
goes back to the beginning, to when
Adam and Eve were created, and
emphasizes the one-flesh principle in
Genesis 2.
Marital oneness
Man’s rule over woman in Genesis
3:16 is never mentioned in the New
Testament.
Both Jesus and Paul taught a marital oneness: one flesh, just like the
Genesis original creation account
states—not a hierarchical twoness.
God created in Genesis man and
woman as a team of equals, and Jesus
and Paul support those scriptures.
God would have spelled it out
In conclusion, no statement in the
Genesis creation account—or anywhere else in the Bible—entitles men
to exercise authority or leadership
over women, whether loving and benign or otherwise.
If God had intended a hierarchy of
men over women or husbands over
wives, Genesis is the place He would
have stated that law—and churches
say it is a law—in no uncertain terms.
The concept behind the phrase “he
shall rule over you” is a description of
the way it would be in Satan’s world.
It was never God’s desire or intent
for His children.

CEO retirement leads to changes in other church positions
Continued from page 1

after his falling out with his father, Herbert Armstrong, pastor general of the
Worldwide Church of God, in 1978.
The three other CGI founders were
Shirley Armstrong, Guy Carnes and
Benny Sharp. All were former WCG
members.

All founders except Mr. Sharp have
died.
Mr. Groce replaced Mr. Armstrong
as the chief executive of the CGI on
Jan. 9, 1998, when the board asked
Mr. Armstrong to accept a paid retirement. He refused, he said, because the
retirement provisions would prevent
him from preaching or otherwise

communicating with CGI members.
At the time of Mr. Armstrong’s taking leave of the CGI, a board member,
Bronson James, told THE JOURNAL that
the board’s request for Mr. Armstrong
to retire was based on concerns about
his “ministerial qualifications.”
The Church of God International
continued with Mr. Groce at the helm.

Mr. Armstrong and other Church of
God International members who supported Mr. Armstrong founded the Intercontinental Church of God and the
Garner Ted Armstrong Evangelistic
Association, currently headed up by
Garner Ted Armstrong’s son Mark
Armstrong.

More articles
See also “Garner Ted Armstrong,
Church of God International Parting,
Regrouping,” THE JOURNAL, issue No.
12, dated Jan. 30, 1998, and “Over the
Years, CGI Moved Away From Authoritarianism,” by Wes White, issue
No. 144, dated May 31, 2011.
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Notes and quotes
Penticton Feast site
PORT AUSTIN, Mich.—Norman
Edwards announced a Feast of
Tabernacles observance for
Penticton, B.C., Canada, this fall.
This year will be “the fifth”
Penticton observance, he said,
with Mr. Edwards as one of the
organizers.
He said the 2015 Feast (Sept.
27–Oct. 5) will be “a time of rejoicing with God’s people from many
different
organizations,
worshiping
one God as
one family.”
Penticton is
situated in the
wine and fruitgrowing area
of British
Columbia surrounded by
mountains
Norman Edwards
and sandwiched
between two large lakes,
Okanagan to the north and Skaha
to the south.
“There will be planned activities,
both indoor and out,” he said.
“There is a good selection of
hotels and motels, many of which
are close to the Days Inn &
Conference Centre, where
services will be held.”
The address for services: 152
Riverside Dr., Penticton, B.C. V2A
5Y4, Canada. Phone (250)
493-6616.
Special rates for church members will be available at the Golden
Sands Resort, 1028 Lakeshore Dr.
W. Phone (877) 389-6888.
For more information contact
Alex Kennedy at (250) 488-3624
or kennoman@icloud.com.
Wooten Woods Feast
PORT AUSTIN, Mich.—Norman
Edwards announced plans for
another Feast site, this one at
Wooten Woods, Tenn.
Mr. Edwards said the observance (Sept. 27–Oct. 5) will be
“nondenominational,” and more
information is available at kingdomfeast.org.
“This 2015 Feast of Tabernacles
at Wooten Woods, Tenn., promises
to be different than any Feast you
have attended before,” he said in a
press release.
“From its initial outside service
with an hour-long blood-red moon
visible to its diversity of believers
attending to its emphasis on music
and nature-all with the purpose of
evangelism in mind, the purpose is
to bring together Christians who
are looking forward to the return of
Christ, no matter what their religious background.”
Christians “who have been filled
with the Holy Spirit and reading

God’s Word for 30 or more years
should be able to be teachers,” Mr.
Edwards said, citing Hebrews 5
and Galatians 6.
“Those of us who have been
musicians for years should be
ready to inspire others with their
music” (Colossians 3).
“We have asked for God to supply the initial necessary funding,
and he has. Now we pray that He
will supply the people.
“If you believe God is calling you
not just to attend the Feast this
year, but to teach, to sing,
to play, to cook, to administrate, to
build a tabernacle, please contact
us.”
You may E-mail Mr. Edwards at
nedwards@kingdomfeast.org or
phone him at (989) 738-7774.
Book about the Beast
POLSON, Mont.—Wayne
Atchison of
Two Tassels
Ministry
announces
the availability
of a book,
Beast With
Seven Heads
and You.
The volume
“documents
and identifies
the Revelation
Wayne Atchison
13 Beast from
the historical
evidence,” Mr. Atchison, a senior
software engineer, said.
He says his book identifies the
Mark of the Beast, and “the ramifications are much worse than you
think.”
For more information go to
YhwhIs1.com or write Two Tassels
Ministry, 1609 Lund Ln., Polson,
Mont. 59860, U.S.A. Or phone
(406) 883-0801.
Everyone welcome
at Myrtle Beach special
Sabbath
AUTRYVILLE, N.C.—Robert
Nunnery of the Intercontinental
Church of God announced that
everyone is welcome to attend a
Feast of Tabernacles observance
at Myrtle Beach, N.C.
“We are planning a special
Sabbath service before the Feast
this year,” he said, “on Saturday,
Sept. 26, at the Landmark Resort.
“The service will start at 1:30
p.m. It will be on the fourth floor,
around the corner from the elevator. Everyone welcome, so come
early and enjoy.”
The Landmark Resort, phone
(888) 974-0478, is at 1501 S.
Ocean Blvd. in Myrtle Beach.
The Feast will be observed by
most Churches of God in 2015
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